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T his report includes reference to the issuance of Warning Letters under both the Caradian Environmmtal

Protecticm Act and the federal Fisheries Act The criteria for the issuance of Warning Letters under CEPA are

described in the CEPA Enforcemmt and Compliance Policy as follows.

Warning Letters

Inspectors may use warnings

n when they have reasonable grounds to believe that a violation of the Act is continuing or has occurred

~~ when the degree of harm or potential harm to the environment, human life or health appears to be

minimal

When deciding whether to use warnings or more severe enforcement action, inspectors may also consider the

following

>}

?

whether the individual, company, or government agency has a good history of compl iance with the

Canadian Environmental Protecticm Act, and with provincial regulations deemed by Order-in-Council

to be equivalent to those under the federal Act; and

whether the individual, company, or government agency has made reasonable efforts to remedy or.,-
mitigate the consequences of the alleged offence o~turther alleged offences.

Warnings wi I I always be given in writing. When absolutely necessary, however, inspectors may initially give a

warning verbally. This is to be followed as soon as possible by a written warning.

The written warning will contain the following information:

n the section of the Actor regulations involved

~~ a description of the alleged offence
n if appropriate, a time limit within which the person, company, or government agency must comply

with the warning

~~ the statement that if the warning is not heeded, enforcement officials will take further action

Warning Letters are not a conviction by a court of law.
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Canadians are expressing an increased commit-

ment to environmental sustainability and to

protecting our natural and human resources.

Environmental legislation, regulations, and guidelines

set out ways in which these goals can be achieved,

while inspections, enforcement, compliance monitor-

ing, and data auditing activities help to ensure that

they are.

The Environmental Protection Branch (EP) of

Environment Canada, Pacific Region, operates

throughout British Columbia. EP has a specific focus

on the Fraser River basin, Canada’s fifth largest river

basin. Nearly 65 percent of British Columbia’s

popu Iation Iives and works in the Fraser River basin,

where over 7S percent of the industrial activity of the

province occurs. As well, the basin is a primary

agricu Itural region for the province.

Pol Iution, habitat destruction, and urban develop-

ment have already put the river and i~ watershed

under stress. As the population continues to grow,

demands on the river and competition for land and

resources within the basin wil I continue to increase.

These factors point out the need for coordinated

programs to ensure compliance with environmental

regulations.

Fraser River Action Plan

In June 1991, the Fraser River Action Plan (FRAP) was

announced as an initiative of the federal departments

of Environment and Fisheries and Oceans. The Plan
I was given six years to “protect, restore, and clean up

the Fraser River and its vast basin” and to help

maintain the basin’s ecological balance for &e health

and benefit of present and future Canadians.

Initially, FRAP set two major objectives:
1
I

D to reduce by 30 percent the discharge of environ-

mental 1y disruptive pollutants entering the Fraser

River basin by 1997, and

~J to significantly reduce the release of persistent

toxic substances into the waters of the basin by

the year 2000.

Today, the Plan I]as developed into a community-

wicfe torte for achieving the following objectives:

to arrest and reverse the existing environmental

contamination and degradation of Fraser River

ecosystems by developing targets and strategies to

reduce @ Iution, and by significantly reducing the

discharge of persistent toxic substances into the

Fraser River;

to restore and enhance the environmental quality

and natural productive capacity of the Fraser’s

ecosystems and to return salmon ~pu Iations to

historic levels of abundance;

to build partnerships with provincial and local

governments, atx)riginal and community groups,

environmental organisations, industry and labour,

and other stakeholders to develop a cooperative

management program for the Fraser River basin

based on the principles of sustainability.

Enforcement of laws and regulations is a key program

of both Environmental Protection and the Fraser River

Action Plan. Inspections, investigations, laboratory

analyses, prosecutions, and public and agency

compliance promotion activities are often jointly

carried out by EP and FRAP.

Legislative Authority

The Canadian Grvirorrmental Prokctbn Act (CEPA)

and the federal Fisheries Act give legislative authority

for the inspection and enforcement activities of the

Environmental Protection Branch. The Inspections

Section receives its mandate from these two pieces of

federal legislation and associated regulations and

guidelines.

The Inspections Section. has a vital role in supporting

the objectives of FRAP and has the responsibility to

assesscompliance with CEPA and the pollution

provisions of the Fisheries Act Inspections Section

performs a number of activities to promote environ-

mental protection, including:

~> developing and maintaining a number of

databases for monitoring purposes

~> monitoring toxic and regulated substances

~> developing inspection checklists

>> performing site inspections and compliance

assessments
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examining suspected violations of regu Iations

initiating investigations

sponsoring compliance promotion, information

workshops, and educational activities for the

public and specific industrial sectors

publishing annual compliance status reports

Inspections Section has also initiated a number of

cooperative programs with other federal agencies

(e.g., Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Canada

Customs, RCMP, Canadian Coast Guard), and with

provincial agencies, notably the BC ministries of

Environment; Agriculture, Fisheries and Food; and

Health.

National Inspection Plan

In 1990-91, the National Inspection Plan (NIP) was

introduced as an annual work plan to identifi the

quantity and types of inspections and monitoring

activities to be carried out each year.

NIP began a target-oriented approach to make the

best use of available resources. Priority regulations

were identified at the national level and regional

inspection plans were developed in the context of

national priorities and regional issues.

Strategic Approach

The strategic approach taken by the Inspections

Section for programs in the Fraser River basin, in

concert with NIP and FRA~ is to focus on:

identification of priority substances and their

regulation

development of regional inspection plans

identification of significant polluters and patterns

of noncompliance

development of data and information manage-

ment systems

setting laboratory requirements

determining specific training needs

Compliance Status Reporting

This Compliance Stitus Summary Report for the

Fraser River Basin 1993-94 provides an-overview of

the level of compl iance with environmental statutes

of the Canadian Environmental Protection Act and

the Fisheries Act, and the various regulations and

guidelines developed under these Acts.

The Report gives details of the enforcement actions

taken as a result of inspections in the Fraser River

basin during fiscal year 1993-94. It presents the

compliance verification mechanisms used, the status

of compliance and degree of implementation for the

particular Act or regulation, and describes the

enforcement actions that may have been employed.

Not all facilities and sites are inspected. Monitoring

and auditing company-submitted data are some of

the methods used to assess compliance.

For fiscal year 1993-94, British Columbia and Yukon

Region Inspections Section staff targeted 12 inspec-

tion programs and conducted 232 inspections under

the Canadian Environmental Protection Act (CEPA).

Inspections staff also carried out or jointly sponsored

a number of compliance promotion activities, pri-

marily on the proposed amendments to the Ch/oro-

biphenyls (PCB) Regulations - sensitive sites programs

(schools) and on the Ozone-Dep/eting SubsMces

Regulations.

Nine inspection programs were targeted under the

authority of the federal Fisheries Act, and a total of 90

inspections were conducted. Two major areas of

focus were municipal sewage treatment systems and

pulp and paper mills.

Summary of Inspection Programs

CEPAPrograms

I >> Storage of PCB Material Regulations - Six faci Iities

in the Fraser River basin were inspected, repre-

senting 6 percent of the 93 sites registered in

British Columbia. Half (5tY/0) were found in com-

pliance. One Warning Letter was issued, one

pol Iution abatementorder was issued, and one

was under provincial permit and dealt with by the

BC Ministry of Environment. In addition to the

inspections, EP jointly spnsored an Environ-

mental Management Workshop on PCBS and

ozone-depleting substances for private industry

and other government agencies.

>> Chlorobiphenyls Regulations - EP examined PCBS

in paint pigments, inspected an alleged PCB spill,

and focussed on schools in the Lower Mainland.

Sixty schools in 12 school districts were inspec-

ted, including independent schools. Public

schools were found 93 percent in compliance; no

PCB equipment was found at the independent

schools. Contingency planning, inventory

mana~ement, and staff awareness were deemed
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generally weak. Compliance promotion activities

were carried out, with a high degree of atten-

dance by school personnel.

PCB Treatment and Destwction Regulations - One

decontamination project was inspected in the

Fraser River basin: Neptune Bulk Terminals in

North Vancouver. The audit sample result con-

tained a PCB concentration of less than 2ppm

(within the regulated limit).

Ocean Dumping Regulations-CEPA Part VI - EP

focused its inspection program on verifying com-

pliance with ocean disposal permits issued by

Environment Canadato determine whether

permitted activities were carried out as stipulatwi.

Twenty-four, or nearly 50 percent of the projects

approved, were inspected. The compliance rating

was 96 fwcent.

Pulp & Paper Mill Effluent Chlorinated Dioxins

and Furans Regulations - Four mills that use a

chlorine bleaching process were identified in the

Fraser basin. All were within the limits specified

for dioxins; the total discharge of dioxin; had

decreased by 98 percent from 1990 to 31 March

1994. There were six exceedances of furans at

one of the mills in 1993 (prior to tie regulations

coming into effect), and four exceedances in

1994. The total discharge of furans has decreased

by 85 percent since 1990. The mills that contin-

ued to exceed the regulated limit after 31 Decem-

ber 1993 are currently being assessed for com-

pliance, and any necessary enforcement action

will be undertaken after completion of these

assessments.

Pulp & Paper Mill Defoamer and Woodchip

Regulations - Eight mills in the Fraser basin come

under the regulations. All mills were in com-

pliance and there was no enforcement action

required.

Ozone-Depleting Substances Regulations - Three

companies were inspected under ODS #1. Two

were in compliance, for an overall rating of 67

percent One company received a Warning Letter.

Three bulk halon importers were inspected under

ODS #2. One was found in violation of the regu-

lations and was charged with five counts of illegal

importation. ODS #2 had an overall compliance

rating of 67 percent. Under ODS #3, 75 estab-

lishments in the lower mainland and Kelowna

were inspected. Fifteen products for sale at 12

retail outlets were found to be in contravention of

the regulation, for an overall compliance rating of

84 percent. Each company was sent a Warning

Letter. There was no inspection program for ODS

#4, which came into effect in August 1993.

Secondary Lead Smelter Release Regulations -

The one facility in the Fraser basin was only

intermittently operational during the reporting

period and was not required to do emission

testing this period.

Contaminated Fue/ Regulations- Four facilities

were inspected, of which one was in the Fraser

basin. All were in compliance.

Gasoline Regulations - Only one facility was

inspected in the Fraser basin. Compliance was

100 percent.

Export and Import of Hazardous Wastes Regula-

tions - Four border inspections were conducted.

Three were in compliance and one lacked

documents, but these were obtained. Twenty-

seven marine shipments were inspected and one

was found out of compliance; action is pending.

Twenty hazardous waste importers or exporters

were inspected. Al I but one were found in

compliance. Enforcement action is pending.

Phosphorus Concentration Regulations -

Environmental Protection collected 65 laundry

detergent samples at 22 establishments. Four

exceeded the permissible concentration of

phosphorus pentoxide, but two of these were

within the margin of error. Overall compliance

was 98 percent, but at least a dozen products

need to be re-tested.

Fisheries Act Programs

)>

>>

Municipal Sewage Treatment Plants - This

rwo-year study focused on ten municipalities in

the Fraser basin. Forty inspections were carried

out, of which 23 were in compliance, for an

overal I rating of 58 percent, although four sites

were generally in high compliance. A number of

municipalities were referred to the Fraser Pol lu-

tion Abatement Office for assistance and

follow-up.

Antisapstain Facilities - A Code of Good Practice

was developed to provide recommendations for

workers’ health and safety, and for the storage,

transportation, use, and disposal of chloro-

phenates. Two wet-weather inspections were
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conducted, and samples of lumber Ieachates and

yard stormwater runoff were collected for

chemical and toxicity analyses. These have not

yet been completwi

Wood Preservation Facilities - Six facilities in the

Fraser basin were inspected during wet weather

conditions. Water and sediment samples were

COIIected, but the data has not yet been analyseci.

M&d Wrote - Four site inspections were tarred

out as part of the development of an inspection

protocol. No samples were collected. An investi-

gation from the previous reporting period that

resulted in charges is currently before the courts.

Metal Mining Liquid Effluent Regulations and

Guidelines - Seven-metal mines are located in the

Fraser basin. Five are regulated under the MMLER

and two under the MMLEG. Four mines were

inspected and three were non-operating during

this reporting period. All were in compliance with

either the MMLER or MMLEG.

Petroleum Refine~ Liquid Effluent Regulations

and Petroleum Refinery Efflwmt Guidelines

(PREG) - There are four operating refineries in the
Fraser River basin, and al I are regu Iated by the

PREG. All submitted process and stormwater

effluent monitoring data. Excursions were noted in

5 percentof1,014 analyses for process effluent,

and in .6 percent of 742 analyses for stormwater

effluent. Although review of refinery monitoring

datashowed noncompliance with some of the

guidelines objectives, no enforcement actions

were undertaken.

Pulp & Paper Effluent Regulations - There are ten

pulp and paper mills in the Fraser River basin.

Monitoring datasubmitted by dle mills was

reviewed by EP inspectors. Overal I compliance

rating to the technical and administrative

requirements of the PPER ranged between 89

percent and 100 percent. A Walming Letter was

issued to one mill for noncompliance with section

8.1 of the PPER. Acutely lethal effluent regulations

were monitored, and two Fraser mi I Is reported

Daphnia magna failures. One of these also failed

a rainbow trout toxicity test. There were 20 days

of unauthorized discharge of ALE from Fraser

mills. A Warning Letter was issued by the BC

Ministry of Environment to the company having

15 days of ALE discharge. Continued reductions in

the discharge of BOD and TSS are due to

increased standards and the completion of effluent

treatment systems at Fraser basin pulp and paper

mills.

Q
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1.1 Background -

F rom its heaclwaters high in the Park Ranges of the

Rocky Mountains to its mouth at the Strait of

Georgia, the Fraser River flows a length of nearly

1,400 km. Throughout its journey, a tremendous

network of lakes and tributaries -- including Stuart,

Ootsa, Eutsuk, Quesnel, Chilko, Shuswap, and

Harrison lakes, and McGregor, Nechako, Backw-

ater, Bowron, Chilcotin, Lillooet, Harrison, Chilli-

wack, and Coquitlam rivers, plus all the rivers and

lakes in the Thompson system -- feeds the Fraser

River and connects the life within its sphere of

influence.

~ Throughout its reaches, 13 of the 14 major eco-

systems and climatic zones of the province are

represented. These numerous ecosystems and

tributary watersheds together make up the Fraser

River basin, a drainage that covers 25 percent of the

province of British Columbia, is the fifth largest river

basin entirely within Canada, and is one of our

country’s most extensive and productive biological

systems.

After being compressed through the Fraser Canyon

north of Hope, the river widens at the coastal plain as

it passes through the ferti Ie Fraser Valley to the sea.

Here, the silt-laden fresh water meets the Strait of

Georgia and forms an immense delta that pushes well

past the margin of saltwater.

The Fraser River flows through a mosaic of land-

scapes and habitats that support internationally

significant populations of fish and wildlife, including

migratory birds and waterfowl. At least 40 species of

fish inhabit the Fraser, including all five species of

Pacific salmon; cutthroat, steelhead, and rainbow

trout; Dolly Varden char; and sturgeon, one of the

world’s oldest species of fish. The Fraser River system

has historically produced more salmon than any

other river system in the world.

This vast and diverse watershed is a focus for human

settlement and industrial growth of the province, in

which nearly two million people - about 65 percent

of BC’S population - I ive, work, and play, and where

over 75 percentof the industrial activity of the province

occurs. The Fraser River basin suppxts 48 percentof

BC’S commercial forest area,60 percent of its metal

mining operations, and nearly 45 percent of its

farrnland.The lower portion of the basin is one of the

most productive agricultural areas in Canada.Tourism

and outdcxx recreationare also significant contributor

to the economy of the basin. The Fraser River basin

accounts for 80 percentof the gross provincial product

and 66 percentof total household income.

The river connects the land to the plants, animals,

and people living in the Fraser River basin, but it also

has the potential to transport any environmental

contaminants that may be introduced into the basin.

Over 50 percent of industrial discharge volumes in

the watershed comes from pulp mil Is in its northern

interior, and about 95 percent of municipal waste

discharge volumes comes from the cities and towns

in its lower reaches.

With growing populations and increasing demands

on the resources within the Fraser River basin, the

protection of its environmental integrity has become

one of government’s chief priorities. Protection of the

environment depends on a number of things: know-

ledge and public education, effective legislation, and

compliance and enforcement. Compliance and

enforcement activities are important because they

help promote environmental standards and industrial

and commercial practices that lead to sustainable

resource use.

1.2 Legislative Authority

1.2.1 Canadian Environmental Protection
Act (CEPA)

The Canadian Environmental Protection Act [1] was

proclaimrxi on June 30, 1988. It is jointly admin-

istered by Environment Canadaand Health & Welfare

Canada.The Act incorporates parts (or al1)of earlier

statutes, including the C/canAir Act, the Ocean

Dumping Control Act, the Environmental Cbntam-

inarri%ACL anclthe nutrient provisions of the Canada

Water Act.



After CEPA came into force, the existing regu Iations’

from these Acts were rolled over and re-issued as

regulations under CEPA. The remainder of the

Canada Water Act remains in force, whi Ie the other

three Acts were repealed.

CEPA gives the federal government broad powers to

protect Canadians and the natural environment. It is

divided into six parts.

Part I enables the Minister of Environment and the

Minister of Health to give long term direction to

environmental protection activities through research,

monitoring, and federal-provincial cooperation in the

establishment of objectives, guidelines, and codes of

practice.

Part II promotes control over toxic substances

throughout their life cycles and enables the

compilation, amendment, and publication of a

number of lists of toxic substances, including the

Priority Substances List and the Domestic Substances

‘ and Nondornestic Substances lists, This part of CEPA

allows the ministers to gather information on

substances, assess their toxicity, and issue regulations

to control the substances determined to be toxic or

capableof becoming toxic according to criteria

established in the Act.

Part III allows for the development of regulations to

control the concentration of nutrients in cleaning

agents and water conditioners for the purposes of

limiting or preventing the eutrophication of lakes and

rivers.

Part IV applies to federal departments, agencies,

Crown corporations, works, undertakings, and lands.

[t enables the development of guidelines or

regulations to control pol Iution from federal

operations.

Part V applies to international air pollution. It sets out

the conditions under which the ministers can

recommend regulations to control Canadian sources

of air pollution that affect another country.

Part VI prohibits disposal at sea unless specifically

permitted. Applications are required to obtain permits

and a number of conditions must be met. Certain

substances cannot be dumped at sea; others have

restrictions attached to them, such as al Iowable

concentrations. Locations of dump sites and disposal

methods are also controlld.

1.2.2 Fisheries Act

The Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) is

responsible for Canadian fisheries; it relies largely on

the Fisheries Act [2] to carry out its mandate.

Under an administrative agreement with DFO,

Environment Canadahas primary responsibility for

the pollution prevention aspects of the Fisheries Act

These include subsection 36(3), which prohibits the

deposit of substances deleterious to fish in waters

frequented by fish; subsection 36(4), which permits

the deposits authorisd by a regulation; and subsec-

tion 36(5), which describes the types of regulations

that can be drafted. ,.

Under subsection 36(5), regulations can be enacted

that prescribe deleterious substances authorised for

deposit, waters where they may be deposited, the

operations pertaining to the authorised deposits, the

quantities or concentrations of deleterious substances

authorised for deposit, other conditions, and the

persons who may autho~se deposits.

Other sections provide power to inspect, request

plans and specifications, and develop interim orders

with respect to operations depositing deleterious

substances.

1.3 Program Mandate

Environmental Protection (EP) of the Pacific and

Yukon Region has consolidated enforcement

programs under the Enforcement and Emergencies

Division in order to more effectively implement the

region’s enforcement efforts. The Inspections Section

of this Division is responsible for conducting all

compliance verification inspections under the

Canadian GrvircmmenQl Protection Act (CEPA) and

the Fisheries Act

Inspections under CEPA are carried out to verify

compliance with the entire Act. This includes

compliance with the Act, any regulations, inspectors’

directions, warnings, injunctions, Ministerial or Court

Orders, and Interim Orders under the Acl

Inspections under the Fisheries Act are carried out to

verifi compliance only with the pollution provisions

of that Act. Regulations are also made to permit the

deposit of certain substances, or certain quantities of

deleterious substances under certain conditions.

Inspectors inspect regulated and other faci Iities where

they have reason to believe that deleterious



substances may be, or may have been, deposited in

walers frequented by fish.

The Environmental Protection Branch in Environment

Canadaenforces CEPA according to the Enforcernenr

and Cornp/iance Po/icy for CW’A [3]. A simi Iar draft

policy is being prepared for the Fisheries Act These

policies provide guiding principles for enforcement

officials to examine every suspectd violation of

which they have knowledge and to take appropriate

action as necessary for the violator to achieve

compliance with both Acts.

1.3.1 Fraser River Action Plan

In summer 1990, Canadians across the country met

to discuss environmental concerns. Canada’s Green

Plan was formulated as a result of those public

meetings. The Fraser River basin in British Columbia

was identified as having significant environmental,

social, and economic importance.

Subsequently, the Fraser River Action Plan (FRAP)

was initiated as a program of the Green Plan in June

1991 to “clean up PI Iution, restore the productivity

of the natural environment, and put in place a

management programm to ensure the basin’s

sustainabi Iity.” The Fraser Pollution Abatement Office

(FPAO) is part of this initiative.

[n concert with FRAP and FPAO, Environmental

Protection has focused geographically on the Fraser

River basin through enhanced enforcement effort on

facilities considered to be major dischargers to the

river and its tributaries.

An overall goal of FR4P is to reduce by 30 percent

the discharge of environmentally disruptive pollutants

entering the basin by 1997, and to significantly

reduce the release of persistent toxic substances into

the basin’s waters by the year 2000. The pollution

abatement component of FRAP will rely on the

inspection, compliance, and enforcement processes

of the Inspections Section to help achieve its goals.

In fact, enforcement plays a vital supporting role to

the objectives of FRAP. Enforcement backs up the

pollution abatement and scientific inventory activities

of th is initiative with inspections in order to ensure

compliance with the laws and regulations. One of

FRAP’s goals is to achieve 90 percent compliance

with environmental legislative requirements through

cooperative programs with provincial and other

federal enforcement agencies.

In the first few years of FRAP, enforcement focused on

measuring compliance and on determining sources of

pollution from unregulated activities with a view to

developing guidelines and codes of practice. DOE

carried out close to 300 inspections in the Fraser

River basin at municipal treatment plants, pulp and

paper mills, metal mines, and wood presewation and

treatment fcilities, as well as at hazardous waste

storage sites and vendors of fuel and ozone-depleting

substances. In addition, dredging activities for

materials destined for ocean dumping and ocean-

dumping sites were inspected. The results were

encouraging: an 82 percent compliance rate across

the board. However, a number of inspections

revealed significant violations.

During the second half of FRAP’s mandate, activities

wi I I focus on pollution problems tiat are not

specifical Iy covered under regulations. Through the

work of the Inspections Section, in concert with the

Fraser Pollution Abatement Office and provincial and

regional district agencies, there is increased informa-

tion on these unregulated sources of discharge, such

as the wood preservation and wood waste industries.

Codes of practice, guidelines, and compliance check-

lists are either now in existence or will be shortly.

inspections wi II target the worst polluters with

guidance from the pol Iution abatement and environ-

mental quality programs.

In addition to this Fraser Basin Compliance Status

Summary Report, Inspections Section has also

publishwl a 7993-94 Compliance Status Summa~

Report for British Columbia.

1.3.2 Cooperative Programs

The Inspections Section has initiated a number of

cooperative inspection programs with other agencies,

including the Department of Fisheries and Oceans

(DFO), the Canadian Coast Guard, Royal Canadian

Mounted Police (RCMP), and CanadaCustoms, and

operates a 24-hour On-Call Inspector System to

respond to inspection needs.

The Section works closely with the Emergencies

Section, the Investigations Section, and with the

Pol Iution Abatement Division of Environment

Canada,as well as with provincial agencies (e.g., BC

Environment and the Ministry of Health) and regional

district agencies (e.g., Greater Vancouver Regional

District).



1.4 Strategic Direction

The strategic approach taken by the Section is to

implement targeted inspections of significant polluters

in the Fraser River basin. An important focus of the

Section is the development of data and information

management systems that will provide readily

, accessible data on source compliance status. These

allow inspectors to look at patterns of

non-compliance within or across environmental

programs and assist in targeting geographic-,

industry-, company-, facility-, or pollutant-specific

sources based on compliance status, compliance

history, or environmental risk profi le.

1.4.1 National Inspection Plan

The National Inspection Plan (NIP) was introduced in

1990-91 as an annual work plan to identifi the

quantities and types of inspections and monitoring

activities to be carried out each year.

In 1991, the National Inspection Plan was refocused

‘ to offer a target-oriented approach. Priority regula-

tions were identified at the national level and regional

inspection plans were developed in the context of

national priorities and regional issues. A broad

consultation process was developed to enable

regional and headquarters officials to set priorities,

determine laboratory requirements and specific

training needs, and tailor individual regional

inspection and compliance promotion programs.

1.5 1993-94 CEPA Inspections

Program

In fiscal year 1993-94, Pacific and Yukon Region

Inspections Section targeted 12 inspection programs

and conducted 232 inspections under CEPA for the

Fraser River basin. Inspections staff also carried out or

jointly sponsored a number of compliance promotion

activities, primarily on the Ozone-Dep/etirrg SrJb-

starrces Regulations and on the Chlorobiphmyls

(PCB) Regulaticms at sensitive sites, including schools

and health care facilities.

Figure 1.1 shows the level of effort of inspections

conducted in the Fraser River basin under programs

specific to CEPA and the regulations. Four additional

CEPA inspection programs demonstrated no activity

for the following reasons:

>> Ozone-Depleting Substances Regulations W

(Tetrachloromethane [Carbw Tetrachloride] and

>)

>)

4

1,1, Hrichloroethane [Methyl Chloroform])

(ODS#4): There were no inspections because

there was no activity under this new regulation,

which came into force in May 1993.

New Subs&rnces Regulations #1: This was in the

Canada Gazette Part II on April 6, 1994, and was

therefore not in effect for this reporting period.

The PCB W&te Export Regulations and the Toxic

Substances Export Notification Regulations are

both conducted on an as-required basis. Because

there were no activities reported during this fiscal

period, there were no inspections.

1.6 1993-94 Fisheries Act

Inspections Program

For fiscal year 1993-94, Inspections Section staff

targeted nine inspection programs and conducted 90

inspections within the Fraser River basin under

authority of the Fisheries Act In addition, various

company-submitted data were reviewed and audited.

Figure 1.2 shows the level of effort of inspections

conducted under programs specific to subsections

36(3), (4), and (5)( and the general pollution

prohibitions of the federal Fisheries Act, including the

regulations. Two of the major areas of focus within

the Fraser River basin were municipal sewage

treatment systems and pulp and paper mi Ils.

Of the nine inspection programs conducted for the

1993-94 reporting period, three (municipal sewage

treatment plants, wood preservation chemicals, and

pulp & paper effluent) met or exceeded the NIP target

levels.

Inspections of contaminated sites is an unpredictable,

ongoing program throughout the reporting period

and, therefore, a target cannot be se~ Likewise,

“Others” (in Figure 1.2) refers to inspections done

outside the NIP. These were conducted under

subsection 36(3) of the Fisheries Act as the result of

spills, complaints, tips, or reports of accidents..

Because these latter two programs are unpredictable,

they are unquantifiable for the National Inspection

Plan targets.



Figure 1.1 CEPA Inspections Effort for the Fraser River Basin for FY 1993-94
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Figure 1.2 /7sheries Act Inspections Effort for the Fraser River Basin for FY 1993-94
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2.0 STORAGE OF PCB MATERIAL
REGULATIONS - CEPA

Written/compiled by Emman uel Mendoza, Inspections Section

2.1 Background

In an area as industrial Iy developd and populated

as the southern part of the Fraser River basin, the

storage and handling of polychlorinated biphenyls

‘(PCBS) is a priority issue. An Interim Order respecting

the storage of PCB material was issued on September

16, 1988,following afire in St. Basile-le-Grande,

Quebec involving PCBS. This environmental emer-

gency resulted in the evacuation of about 3,ooO

residents and the subsequent removal of contam-

inated soil. The two situations principally responsible

for the fire were (1) uncontrolled access to a PCB-

storage site, and (2) inappropriate storage of

PCB-contaminated materials. The Interim Order was

made to correct these two problems and put in place

other measures to ensure secure and environmentally

safe storage of PCB wastes.

On August 27, 1992, the Order was replaced by the

Storage of PCB Material Regulations (SOR/92-

507)[23]. These regulations have the same basic

requirements as the Interim Order and are intended to

ensure the continuation of adequate controls for PCB

storage. Inspection activity for fiscal year 1993-94

focused on enforcement of the regulations at storage

facilities within the Fraser River basin that had been

in existence for quite some time.

2.2 Compliance Verification

Mechanism

Enforcement of the regulations was carried out

through site inspections at federal faci Iities on federal

lands, at provincial facilities that store PCB materials,

and at one private residence within the Fraser basin.

Field activities included inspections for the following

categories stated in the regu Iations: access to storage

site, type of floor or surface at the site, types of

containers, separation of PCB wastes from non-PCB

wastes, storage practices and in-house inspections,

maintenance of storage areas, fire protection and

emergency procedures, existence of contingency

plans, Iabelling requirenlent5, maintenance of

records, and re~rting requirements.

2.3 Compliance Status

EP conducted inspections at six federally and/or

provincially regulated facilities in the Fraser River

basin. These represent 6 percent of the total sites

registered (93) in the PCB inventory for British

Columbia (Figure 2.1 ). Compliance status is limited to

the facilities inspected. Of these six sites, three were

found to k out of compliance for some of the criteria

listed on the inspection checklist.

Figure 2.1 summarizes the total Fraser River basin

PCB storage inspection activity for the 1993-94

reporting ~ricd. While 50 percent of inspections

showed total compliance, for the remaining 50

percent, compliance ranged from Opercentto100

percent for the various criteria in this regulation, for

an overal I averageof 74 percent.

Four of the sites were under provincial permit. One of

these was found out of compliance (City of Van-

couver Man itobaWorks Yard). Also, a private

residence in Cloverdale, had a rating of 0%. and was

issued a pol Iution abatement order by the BC

Ministry of Environment.

The dataacquired through these inspections

demonstrate that certain requirements of the

regulations were being met better than others, In

particular, the highest noncompliance was observed

in the labelIing, maintenance, physical storage,

repmting, and record-keeping requirements of the

regulations.

All sites were in full compliance by the end of the

reporting period.

2.4 Enforcement Action

One Warn ing Letter was issued to CBC Vancouver

relating to Iabelling, maintenance, and records

violations. It was the only federal facility inspected

that initiall; showed noncompliance. Subsequent

re-inspection of CBC showed compliance with the

regulations.

E-llvirwirren t Canada En vironmen (a/ Pro@c(ion - kk+wc[io:x Section 7



Figure 2.1 Overall Compliance Status for PCB Waste Storage in the Fraser River Basin

Site Name Compliance (Y/N)

Ainsworth Lumber Co. Ltd., Lillooet Y
Cloverdale, Private Residence N
Petro Canada - Kamloops Distribution Terminals Y
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), Vancouver N

Arrow Transportation Systems Inc., Richmond Y
City of Vancouver, Manitoba Yards (Joint inspection/BCMOE) N

Four joint provincial/federal inspections were carried

out at sites for which the province issues permits, and

at one private residence. l-he results of these

inspections are as follows:

a) A private residence in Cloverdale was jointly

inspected with BC Environment inspectors for

improper storage of fluorescent lamp ballasts.

All categories of the regu Iations were in

violation at this site (access to the storage site,

storage requirements, emergency and

contingency plan, maintenance, Iabelling,
record-keeping, and reporting). This resulted in

a pol Iution abatement order being issued to the

owner of the property to clean up and store the
wastes properly.

b) The Manitoba Works Yard of the City of

Vancouver was jointly inspected with BC Envi-

ronment inspectors. Violations were found for

improper Iabelling, storage of wastes in rusted

drums, and for not reporting as per the require-

ment of the regulations. Noncompliance was

handled by BC Environment through a special
wastes permit.

These noncompliances were referred to regional BC

Environment offices for further action:

The use of administrative mechanisms to address

minor violations of the regulations proved to be

effective enforcement tools in compelling reguIated

facilities to achieve compliance. Subsequent

re-inspections of the same facilities demonstrated

compliance with the regulations.

2.5 Compliance Promotion Activities

On Mal-ch 19, 1994, Environmental Protection, along

with Public Works Cana”da,sponsord an Environ-

mental Management Workshop on PCBS and ozone-

depleting substances for private industty and other

government agencies and departments. Some of the

topics presented included federal PCB regulations,

BC Hydro PCB management, reclassifying and

retrofitting PCB transformers, transportation of small

quantities of PCBS, and low-level PCB oil decon-

tamination.

As well, EP presented four information sessions to
Transport Canadapersonnel (fire safety officers [Apri I

1993], maintenance [April 1993], electricians ~une

1993], and the aviation group [Novem~r 1993]) on

the Storage of PCB Material Regulations and the

proposed amendments to the PCB regulations.

!2
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3.0 CHLOROBIPHENYLS REGULATIONS
- CEPA

Written/compiled by Emman uel Mendoza and Meegan Armstrong, inspections Section

3.1 Background

The Chlorobiphtmyls Regulations [5] were gazetted

on March 13, 1991 (SOFU91 -1 52). The purpose

of the regulations is to restrict the use of polychlor-

inated biphenyls (PCBS) to existing electrical equip-

ment by prohibiting

~> the import or manufacture of any PCB-filled

equipment,

>) the operation of PCB-fi I led electromagnets in the

handling of food or feed, and

)> the use of PCBS as a new filling or make-up fluid

in any equipment.

The regulations set a maximum concentration of 50

palts per million (ppm) by weight of PCBS that may

be contained in electrical equipment at the time they

are imported, manufactured, or offered for sale. They

set a rate of 1 gram per day (1 g/d) as the maximum

quantity of PCBS that maybe released into the

environment in the course of commercial, manufac-

turing, and processing activities involving specified

equipment, and a concentration of 50 ppm by weight

as a general release prohibition, except for road- /

oiling purposes, where the limit is 5 ppm.

These regulations are currently undergoing amend-

ment that will place a 2 ppm limit on the concen-

tration of PCBS that may be contained in any existing

products, including abandoned underground cables,

and any product newly manufacture in or imported

‘into Canada.The phase-out of PCBS in sensitive

locations (e.g., feed and food processing facilities,

health care facilities, schools up to and including the

secondary level, senior citizen homes, potable water

treatment plants) will reflect the policy statement

made by the Canadian Council of Ministers of the

Environment (CCME) in 1989.

Proposed amendments include Iabelling and

reporting requirements for PCB equipment, including

Askarel (a PCB trade name). These requirements have

ken promotwl on a voluntary basis until now. In

older to have an accurate inventory of PCB equip-

ment (containing !300 g or more of PCBS) and a

reliable tracking system, it was necessaty to include

the requirements in the regulations. The amended ‘

PCB regulations are scheduled to come into effect in

1994-95. ,.

3.1.1 Scope of the Inspections

In anticipation of the amended regulations coming

into force, EP directed its 1993-94 fiscal year

compliance monitoring efforts within the Fraser River

basin to the sensitive-site sector, focusing on three

major areas and one PCB spi II event EP examined

PCBS in paint pigments, inspected schools in the

Lower Mainland up to and including the secondary

level, and conducted compliance promotion

activities with Lower Mainland school districts. EP

also inspected other sites, such as lumber mills.

Site inspxtions focused both on compliance with the

Chlorobiphenyl Regulations and on assessment of

non-regulatory criteria related to PCB risk manage-

ment, such as:

D location and condition of equipment,

~~ potential for PCB contamination, and

n measures implemented by the facility for early

detection and control of leaks.

3.1.2 Location of PCB Equipment

The rationale for the above criteria is due to concern

about the lack of information on the level of use of

PCB materials in schools, senior citizens’ facilities,

health care centres, and other sensitive sites, and is

based on the fact that PCB equipment located in

sensitive sites will be prohibitd because they pose a

potential risk to human health.

The inspection survey provided information on

whether PCB equipment was located in any areas

where any leakagecould result in either direct or

indirect risk to the users of the facilities.
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3.1.3 Condition of PCB Equipment

The condition of PCB equipment was evaluated by

inspecting for signs of leakage on outer metal

surfaces, gauges, or valves; signs of leakage in catch

basins or secondary containment areas; and for signs

of physical damageto metal casings.

3.1.4 Degree of Implementation
for Early Detection

The Fraser basin inspection program evaluated the

measures implemented by the facility for early PCB

leak detection and control methods. This included

spill and fire contingency plans, employee awareness

of PCB hazards, and maintenance of PCB equipment.

The inspection survey examined the integrity of floors

in the vicinity of PCB equipment, Iabelling of PCB

equipment, security at PCB sites, frequency of

inspections by company personnel to detect early

signs of problems with PCBS, and secondary

containment systems for capacitors and transformers.

3.2 Compliance Verification

Mechanism

3.2.1 Paint Pigments

PCBS maybe formed as a byproduct during the

manufacture of certain types of paint pigments.

Under the National Inspection Plan, each region is

responsible for sampling five imported paint pigments

per reporting period. Environment Canada

Commercial Chemicals Branch headquarters

supplied the regions with a list of paint pigment

brands available across Canada that are most likely to

contain PCBS.

Thirteen paint pigment samples collected from outlets

located in the Fraser River basin (Cloverdale Paints,

Tri-City Paints, Color Your World, Glidden Paints)

were analysed by Environment Canada’s Prairie and

Northern Region Laboratory in Edmonton for PCB

contamination. All of the samples registered below

the detection limit of 0.1 ~glg.

3.2.2 Public and Independent Schools
and School Districts in the
Lower Mainland

The Fraser River basin schools ins~ction program

focused on compliance with the Ch/orobipheny/s

Regulations and on non-regulatory critera related to

PCB risk management, such as presence and location

of PCB equipment, the availability of a contingency

plan for dealing with PCB emergencies, and the

management of PCBS in use and of a PCB waste

inventory.

In the public school sector, inspections began by

meeting with school district personnel in charge of

electrical equipment in the schools. Documentation

was requested on transformer oi I test resu Its for PCB

concentrations for all transformers within the district

and on a contingency plan for spill incidents

involving in-service PCB equipment In addition,

evaluation of waste management practices forPCB

lamp ballast in schools was conducted through

interviews with school custodians. The custodians

were evaluated on their awareness and degree of

concern about PCBS, as well as on their knowledge of

the school district’s contingency plan, if one existed.

The compliance verification process then continued

with site inspections of Lower Mainland schools.

Locations within the schools, such as electrical

rooms, boiler rooms, transformer vaults, fan rcoms,

and any other locations that may contain electrical

equipment, were inspected. Observed or suspected.

PCB equipment was noted on the inspection sheeL

along with any identifying markings, such as serial

numbers and fluid types. If a piece of equipment was

thought to be contaminated with PCBS, the school

district was requested to provide documentation on

the level of PCB concentration in the equipment.

The compliance verification process for independent

schcmlsvaried somewhat from that held in the public

schools. Independentschools do not have a managing

bcdy such as adistrict office, as do public schools, so

any documentation requests were conductedat the

individual school level. The inspections then prcceeckd

as with the public school process.

3.3 Compliance Status

3.3.1 Paint Pigments

Under the proposal amendments to the PCB ‘-

regulations, importation and manufacture of paint

pigments with PCB concentrations over 25 mg/kg will

be prohibited. Environmental Protection HQ in

Ottawa had provided the region with a list of brands

of paint pigments that are readily available in the

Fraser River basin and that are most likely to contain

PCBS. No PCBS were detected in any of the samples.

The compliance status for this pigment sampling

program was 100 percent.



3.3.2 Public and independent Schools

EP inspected 60 schools covering 12 school districts

in the Lower Mainland area of the Fraser River basin

(Appendjx Al .2). Figure 3.1 shows the number and

type of schmls with electrical ~uipment having a

PCB concentration greater than 50 ppm. Electrical

equipment with PCB concentrations greater than 50

ppm, such as transformers and capacitors, are

required to be removed from sensitive sites.

The inspection results showed that the public schools

inspected were 93 percent in compliance with the

proposed amendments to the regulations. Three of

the 42 public schools inspected contained 12 trans-

formers with PCB concentrations above 50 ppm

(Martha Currie, Surrey SD #36, three transformers;

New Westminster Senior Secondary, New Westmin-

ster SD #40, six transformers; and Chilliwack

Secondary School, Chilliwack SD #33, three

transformers).

i

No PCB equipment wase found in any of the

independent schools.

Assessment of non-regulatory criteria suggested that

both public and independent schools had a low

degree of implementation in such areas as contin-

gency planning for PCB emergencies, management of

PCB waste, and PCB awareness. In the case of the

public schools, only two of the 12 school districts

(Surrey SD #36 and Mission SD #75) had written

contingency plans for PCB incidents. However,

inspections of schools within those two districts

revealed that these plans had not been disseminated

to the school custodian level.

There were no contingency plans found at the

independent schools inspected.

PCB equipment inventory management is also

deemed weak because the majority of school district

contacts, including all independent school contacts,

were not aware of the PCB concentrations of their

Figure 3.1 Compliance With PCB Regulations for Schools
and School Districts
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transformers. Transformers found

with PCB concentration over 50

ppm had not previously been

reported to Environment Canada.

3.3.3 Other Sites

EP inspected two lumber mills in

the Fraser basin for alleged PCB

spills. At one of these, audit

samples turned out to be very low

level (below regulated amount)

PCBS and were cleaned up to the

satisfaction of EP and BC

Environment. Two other mills

were inspected for alleged illegal

sale of PCB equipment. No PCB

equipment was found offered for

sale at the time of inspection.

3.4 Enforcement

Action ‘

Under the proposed amendmen~

to the PCB regulations, the use of

certain PCB equipment at sensi-

tive locations will be prohibited.

Currently, there are no regu Iations

that require PCBS be taken out of

service or destroyed. The Fraser

basin sensitive-site inspection

program focusing on public and

Environment Canada Ehvironmwtal Protection - Inspections Section 11



independent schools and the inspections on paint

pigments did not observe any noncompliance with

the Chlorobiphmyk Regulations and no enforcement

action was required. The alleged PCB spil I event was

resolwxl and did not require enforcement action.

3.5 Compliance Promotion
Activities

Environment Canadabelieves that promotion of

compliance through information, education, and

other activities is an effective method to help secure

conformity with the law. Under the G9?A Ertforce-

rnent and Cornp/iance Po/icy, an information

meeting was held on January 17, 1994, with lower

mainland school districts to review the proposed PCB

regulations; these will come into effect for the

1994/95 reporting period.

Nineteen school districts from around the Lower

Mainland were invited to attend the meeting. Eleven

schcml districts were represented at the meeting, with

, personnel ranging from school custodians to school

district maintenance superintendents, as well as

representatives from the Commercial Chemicals

Division of EP and BC Environment (Appendix Al.1 ).

The information session primari Iy focused on how

the proposed amendments will affect schools through

the secondary level. Overviews of the inspection

procedure and compliance verification mechanism

were presented and discussed. An open question-

and-answer period was held.

There seemed to be a general wil Iingness towards

compliance, but concerns were raised by some

regarding transportation and storage of PCB equip-

menL Storage space is limited; as well, the avail-

ability of funding to deal with the high cost of

transport by a certified carrier appears to be a major

factor in achieving compliance.

Several individuals felt that before regulations are

created or amendd, the group to be affectedshould

be consulted so they can suggest means by which

they will best be able to comply. The meeting was

informed that all new or amended regulations appear

in the Cknada Gazette, a freely available public

document, and that the public or regulated sector

may appeal new regulations or amendments during

the prescribd time period.

Letters were sent to two associations invokd with

independent schools in the lower Fraser River basin:

the Federation ot Independent School Associations

(FLSA), and the Catholic Public Schools of Vancouver

Archdiocese (CPSVA). FISA is affiliated with approx-

imately 300 schools, and CPSVA is affiliated with

approximately 44 schools. The letters requested their

assistance in promoting compliance to the proposed

amended reguIations and outlin”edthe amendments.

It was distribute by both FISA and CPSVA to all their

affiliated schools.

A third educational activity was held on March 18,

1994, at Simon Fraser University Downtown

Campus. Environmental Protection and Public Works

Canadajointly sponsored an Environmental

Management \Vorkshop on PCBS and ozone-

depleting substances (ODS) for private industry,

Crown coqmrations, and government departments.

The workshop presented the proposed amendments

to the Chiorobiphenyk Regulations, held a panel

discussion andconcurrent sessions on a rangeof

information, including treatmentof PC&contaminated

soil, PCB ballast and transformer reduction, trans-

portation of small quantities of PCBS, low-level PCB

oil decontamination, and retrofi I Iing PCB transform-

ers for reclassification.

Q



4.0 PCB TREATMENT AND DESTRUCTION
REGULATIONS - CEPA

Written/compiled by Emmanuel Mendoza, Inspections Section

4.1 Background

u rider the Mobile PCB Treatment and Destructim

Regdaticms [16], federal institutions must ensure

that an operator of a mobile treatment system or a

mobi Ie PCB destruction system under contract to them

complies with the requirements of the regulations.

These requirements include PCB release limits,

ministerial authorisations, and testing of equipment.

The government, in accordance with the Canadian

Council of Ministers of Environment (CCME), has

directed federal deparimen~ to decontaminate stored

PCB-contaminated mineral oi I (PCB-CMO) as part of

the overall national PCB phase-out plan.

For the 1993-94 inspection period, one decontam-

ination project within the lower Fraser River basin

was inspected at Neptune Bulk Terminals in North

Vancouver. The company, PPM Canada Inc., which

performs mobile PCB management, clean-up, and

destruction, was to decontaminate 2,168 Iitres of

PCB-CMO having a concentration of 1800 ppm.

Based on a 60-day project reporl submitted by PPM

Canada Inc. for this proje~ the original concen-

tration (1800 ppm PCB) was decontaminated to less

than 2 ppm. PPM Canada Inc. drained and flushed

the transformer. Clean oil (477 gallons) was replaced

in the transformer to allow continued operation.

4.2 Compliance Verification
Mechanism

EP reviewed the operational data and proposed

specific siting requirements to operate the mobile

PCB treatment facility on the Port of Vancouver

property. EP inspectors conducted site inspections to

ensure the faci Iity was operating in accordance with

the regulations. This was achieved by verifying

records pertaining to federal authorisations and

provincial permit approvals on site, and by taking

audit samples of the treated oi I to analyse for PCBS.

The one audit sample result contained a PCB concen-

tration of less than 2 ppm.

4.3 Compliance Status

Based on the one inspection this reporting period,

which was in compliance, the compliance status is

100 percent.

4.4 Enforcement Action

The decontamination operation was in compliance

with the reguIations, therefore, no enforcement action

was required.

4.5 Compliance Promotion
Activities

Environment Canada,jointly with Public Works

Canada, sponsored an Environmental Management

Workshop on PCBS and ozone-depleting substances

for private industry and other government depart-

ments within the Fraser River basin. Topics discussd

included treatment of PCB-contaminated soil,

reclassifying and retrofitting PCB transformers, .

low-level PCB oil decontamination, PCB ballast and

transformer reduction, and transportation of small

quantities of PCBS.
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5.0 OCEAN DUMPING REGULATIONS - -
CEPA PART VI

Written/compiled by Emmanuel Mendoza, Inspections Section

5.1 Background

The Fraser River brings tons of sediment downriver

annually. This sediment is deposited in the lower

river and delta area and must be dredged from time

to time. A lot of the sediment is sand, and much of it

is used for construction purposes. Excess dredged

materials that cannot be used must be disposed of.

Disposal is often into the ocean at two designated

sites west of the mouth of the Fraser River. However,

the lower Fraser River basin is British Columbia’s

most populated and industrialized region and any

sediments that have become contaminated, may be

unsuitable for ocean disposal. The Ocean Dumping

Regulations prohibit dumping of contaminated soil

and dredge spoils.

The marine waters offshore of Vancouver we;e

targetted for inspection under the Ocean Dumping

Regulations. This area has the highest demand for

disposal of excavation fill and dredge spoils, and

those dredging activities that require ocean disposal

must be closely regulated.

The federal government has the primary respm-

sibility for the management and protection of marine

waters from the effects of disposi ng wastes at sea.

CEPA Part VI regulates the disposal of substances at

sea by means of a permitting system that places

controls on the loading and disposal operations with

respect to timing, location, method of disposal, and

other factors.

The Ocean Dumping Regulations (SOFY89-500,

October 1989) [12] and Amendmat(SOR/93- 433,

August 1993) [28], Mh under Part VI of CEPA,

govern the information and format required on permit

applications, reports to be completed in the event of

emergency dumping, the quantities and concentra-

tions of substances permitted for disposal, and

stipulate the fees to be paid with respect to an appli-

cation. The 1993 amendment reflects new priorities

and policies that have evolved with international

advances and improved knowledge of environmental

eifecls of ocean disposal. The permit application

process is vital for the adequate protection of

Canada’s marine environment.

The Regulatory Impact Analysis Statement appended

to the 1993 amendment states:

Despite current legislative controls, the practice

of ocean disposal as a waste management op-

tion generates considerable adverse public reac-

tion, and Environment Canada’s Ocean

Dumping Control Program is under increasing

public scrutiny The department must be able to

justify its permitting decisions and provide assur-

ance to the public that the program is not ad-

versely affecting marine environmental quality

One of the Green Plan initiatives was to consult

and participate with stakeholders, including

other government agencies, industry propo-

nents, [communities], and environmental
groups, to amend the 7988 Ocean Dumping
Regulations to reflect increased concerns.

The amendment promotes greater efficiency and

soundness of regulatory decisions in permit

application adjudication by improving the layout of

questions, by requesting more targeted information,

and by employing the “user pay” principle to a

greater degree (the higher fees are intended to &et

the costs of doing business, including carrying out

environmental control measures). The amendments

represent another step toward better protection of the

marine environment. Approximately 200 ocean

disposal permits are issued annually Canada-wide, of

which about 80 are to government departments.

Under the amendmen~ government departmerk are

subject to the same fee as other applicants.

5.2 Compliance Verification

Mechanism

The ocean disposal inspection program for the lower

Fraser Basin focused its efforts to verify compliance

with ocean disposal permits issued by Environment

Canada. The inspections were required to determine

whether permitted activities were proceeding as



Figure 5.1 Percentageof Approved Ocean Disposal Projeds Inspectedin the Fraser River Basin
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stipulated in the terms and conditions of the permit.

Twenty-four (24) inspections were carried out at sites

in the lower Fraser River basin and immediately

offshore of Vancouver.

Audit sampling of dredged materials are conducted

during site inspections in circumstances where areas

approved for dredging are in proximity to contam-

inated areas. In the past, compliance verification

workloads have focused on the loading aspect of the

ocean disposal activity. This year, Vessel Traffic

Services (VTS) records were reviewed by CEPA

inspectors to veri~ whether disposal operations were

being conducted in accordance with vessel

position-fixing procedures as required in the permit.

For the fiscal year 1993-94, the Fraser basin

inspection program targeted a range of activities,

including woodwaste dredging, excavations, and

gravel spillage dredging (from cement terminals).

Based on the Ocean Disposal Annual Report FY

93-94, this range of activities is representative of the

types of ocean disposal activity conducted in the

region.

Figure 5.1 shows the ratio of approved projects

inspected (24) to the number of project approvals

within the lower Fraser area (50) referred for inspec-

tion by the Ocean Disposal Control Otilce on a

quarterly basis. A number of ocean disposal notifica-

tions were received by the Inspection Section: 13

(first quarter), 14 (2nd quarter), 14 (3rd quarter), and 9

(4th quarter). During the same quarters, inspectors

conducted the following number of inspections in the

lower Fraser basin: 7(1 st quarter), 1 (2nd quarte~), 4

(3rd quarter), and 12 (4th quarter). Nearly 50 percent

of the projects approved by Environment Canada

were inspected for compliance with permit condi-

tions (24 out of 50). Projects lasting more than one

week, where large amounts of materials destined for

ocean disposal were involved, were inspected at

increased frequency.

Envircmmen[ Canada Environmental Protection - Inspections Sectim 15



5.3 Compliance Status

An incident involving the loading of

excavation materials for the purpose

of ocean disposal was investigated.

The excavation material that had

originated horn the 1188 Hornby St-

(Vancouver) excavation site was not

sampled prior to its being loaded at

the Bel Construction ramp in False

Creek. Samples were taken at the

excavation site and from materials

already in the barge. Bel Construc-

tion was instructed to proceed after

the sample results were reviewed by

EP.

The remaining 23 Fraser basin ocean

disposal inspections for this pericd

were in compliance (Figure 5.2), for

a percentage of 96 percent. In

ogeneral, ocean disposal activities

demonstrated compliance with the

requirements of Ocean Dumping

Regulatiwrs and Amendment

5.4 Enforcement Action

One Warning Letter was issued to

Bel Construction for failing to meet

the notification condition of their

permit- Bel was investigated initially

for illegal disposal of unsampled

excavation material at the Point

Grey disposal site.

Figure 5.2 Compliance With Ocean Dumping Regulations
in the FraserRiver Basin

Site Name Compliance
Bel Construction, 1188 Hornby Street N

Construction Ag.greRates, Marpole Y

Mil Ier Contracting, False Creek Ramp Y

M & B New West Division, FRPD ‘f

Bel Construction, Barge Sampling at Kits Buoy Y

Doman’s Vancouver Sawmil Is Y

Bel Construction, 1188 Howe Street I N I

BeI Construction, False Creek Y

Tilbury Cement, FRPD Y

Scott Paper, FRPD ‘t

Richmond Plywood, FRPD Y

Michelangelo, 1055 W. Broadway Y

Fraser Mills Y

Bel Construction/Downtown Area Y

Mill & Timber Y

McKenzie Seizai, Valley Towing Ltd. Y

Terminal Forest Products Ltd., FRPD Y

Columbia Bitulithic, Valley Towing Ltd. Y

234 E. 5th Avenue, Vancouver, Miller Y

800 E. Broadway, Vancouver, Miller Y

Doman’s Forest Products, New West., FRPD Y

Fraser Mills Y

Fraser Mills Y

The 1992-93 Compliance Status Report made

reference to charges laid on September 10, 1992,

against Island Sea Marine for unlawfully dumping

gypsum wastes and fai Iing to report an emergency

disposal event to an inspector. On November 22,

1993, Island Sea Marine pleaded guilty to three

counts of ocean dumping. The president of the

company was fined $10,000 and prohibited from

engaging in any ocean dumping activity for one year

and placed on one year unsupervised probation. The

successtil investigation of this incident was made

possible through the concerted efforts of EP, DFO,

Vancouver Port Corporation, and CCG Vessel Traffic

Services.

Q
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6.0 PULP AND PAPER MILL EFFLUENT
CHLORINATED DIOXINS AND FURANS
REGULATIONS - CEPA

Written/compiled by Peter Krahn, Inspections Section

6.1 Background

Seventy-five compounds makeup the family of

polychlorinated dibenzo-paradioxins (PCDD), and

135 compounds make up the family of polychlorin-

ateddibenzo-furans (PCDF). Their basic chemical

structures look very similar. The number and relative

positions of chlorine atoms to the carbon atoms in the

substances determine their properties. One com-

pound of each of these two families is regulated:

2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo dioxin (2,3,7,8 -TCDD)

and 2,3,7,8 -tetrachlorodibenzo furan (2,3,7,8-

TCDF). These compounds are produced when con-

taminants in process and feed material used in the

production of pulp react with chlorine used in the

bleaching process, or when woodwastes contamina-

ted with salt water are burned in power boilers.

Chlorinatwl organic compounds are highly persistent

and have a strong aftlnity for sediments and a high

potential for accumulating in biological tissues

(bioaccumulation). They have been found in all

components of the biosphere, including air, water,

soil, sediments, flesh of animals, and food..

Environment Canada and Health and Welfare Canada

have determined that dioxins and furans are toxic

substances as defined under CEPA and are capableof

harming the environment and human health. A

summary of the assessment report was published in

Part I of the C%rada Gazette on March 17, 1990, in

which the Ministers of those departments announced

they wou Id recommend to the Governor General that

J) these substances be addedto the list of Toxic

Substances in Schedule I of CEPA, and

>> the discharge of these substances from pulp and

paper mills be regulated.

On May 7, 1992, under section 34 of CEPA, the

government introduced the Pulp and Paper Mill

Eflluent Chlorinated Dioxins and Furms Regulations

[I 9]. These regulations are designed to protect the

environment and humans from dioxin and furan

releases. Owners of mills using chlorine or chlorine

dioxide in bleaching must take measures to prevent

the formation of dioxins and furans. They must also

monitor and report the dioxin and furan concentra-

tions in the final effluent

The regulations require the mill operators to collect

samples of their fi nal effluent once a month and have

them analysed according to a government-approved

method, and report on concentrations of dioxins and

furans. After 12 months, a mill may adopt quarterly

sampling if it has less than 15 parts per quadrillion

(ppq)of 2,3,7,8-TCDD and 50 ppq of 2,3,7,8-TCDF

in its last three consecutive monthly samples. A mill

may adopt annual sampling if the last three consecu-

tive quarterly samples have been less than the

regulated amounts of TCDD and TCDF. The regula-

tions require a mill to revert back to monthly testing if

either a quarterly test or an annual test detects

2,3,7,8-TCDD and 2,3,7,8-TCDF above the regulated

concentrations.

6.2 Compliance Verification
Mechanism

The inspection program identified four mills in the

Fraser River basin that used a chlorine bleaching

process Prince George Pulp & Paper, Cariboo Pulp &

Paper, Northwood PrJlp Division, and Weyerhaeuser

Pulp Mill.

A comprehensive checklist (Appendix A5.3) was used

to verify compliance with the regulations. Audit

samples of mill eftluent were collected by inspectors

and analyzed for dioxins and furans. Monitoring data

submitted by the mills was reviewed throughout the

reporting period.

Environment Canada Environ rnewtal Protection - inspections Section 17



6.3 Compliance Status

Each of the four mills was inspected at least once

during the inspection period January 1, 1993 to

March 31, 1994. The compliance scores were based

on three requirements:

v The mills must conduct analyses of effluents

according to a schedule in the regulations.

v All mills must report the monitoring resu Its

according to a specific schedule.

n All mills must submit additional information, if

requird to do so by Ministerial request.

As provided for in section 4.2 of the regulations, al I

mills had requested and been granted temporary

exemptions from the concentration limits (until

January 1, 1994). These limits are 15 ppq for

2,3,7,8-TCDD and 50 ppq for 2,3,7,8-TCDF. The

temporary exemptions allowed a specified time for

mills to put in place measures to enable compliance

with the regulations.

6.3.1 Compliance with 2,3,7,8-TCDD
Limits

In 1993 and the first quarter of 1994, all four mills

were within the limits specified for 2,3,7,8-TCDD

(dioxins). From 1990 to March 31, 1994, the total

discharge of dioxins had decreased by 98 percent in

all four of the mills in the Fraser basin that use a

chlorine bleaching process (Figure 6.1 ).

6.3.2 Compliance with 2,3,7,8-TCDF
Limits

In 1993, prior to the regulations coming into effect,

there were six excqedances of 2,3,7,8 -TCDF (furans)

limits at one of the four mills: Weyerhaeuser Pr.rlp Mill

Kamloops.

In the first quarter of 1994, there were four exceed-

ances for 2,3,7,8 -TCDF at the Weyerhaeuser Pulp

Mill in Kamloops.

From 1990 to March 1, 1994, the total discharge of

furans decreased by 85 percent in the Fraser basin

mills that use a chlorine bleaching process (Figure

6.2).

The total loading to the BC environment is now 25

percent of the maximum quantities allowed by the

regulations for 2,3,7,8-TCD F and 6 percent for

2,3,7,8 -TCDD.

6.3.3 Compliance with Monitoring and

Reporting Requirements

All four mills have been in compliance with the

monitoring and reporting requirements of the

regulations.

6.4 Enforcement Action

Most mi 11shave made significant changes to the

bleaching processes either by using oxygen extraction

or by substituting chlorine with chIorine dioxide.

These new practices by mills have demonstrated that

the bleach plant is no longer a significant source of

dioxins or furans. Some mills discharged effluent that

contained more than 50 ppq 2,3,7,8 -TCDF in

1993-94, however, the concentrations were

decreasing.

Mil Is may create elevated dioxins and furans from

contaminated hog fuel (bark and other wood debris),

which is burned in their power boilers. The con-

taminated fly-ash captured from the power boiler flue

gas treatment systems may enter the mill treatment

systems and cause elevated concen~ations of dioxins

and furans in the final effluent. At some mills, residual

contamination in biological solids that have settled in

lagoons prior to conversion to alternate bleaching

processes may be a source of dioxin or furan

contamination.

The regulations do not make a distinction between

what creates the dioxins and furans found in the final

effluent, therefore, the mi Ils must resolve all sources

of contamination to achieve compliance. Those mills

that continued to exceed the reguIated limits after

December 31, 1993 are currently being assessed for

compliance. Appropriate enforcement action will be

taken after the assessments are complete.

G?



Figure 6.1 Average Monthly Discharge of Dioxins From Fraser Basin

Pulp & Paper Mills, 1990-; 994
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Figure 6.2 Average Monthly Discharge of Furans From Fraser Basin
Pulp & Paper Mills, 1990-1994
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AND WOODCHZP REGULATIONS -
CEPA

Written/compiled by Peter Krahn, Inspections Section

7.1 Background

P ulp and paper mil Is having a chlorine bleaching

process using defoamer additives made from oils

and polymers that may contain dibenzo-para-dioxins

(DBDs) and dibenzo-furans (DBFs) are subject to

these regulations. DBDs and DBFs can react in the

chlorine bleaching process to form dioxins and furans

in a mill’s products and effluent. Polychlorinated

phenols (PCPS) are used as fungicides to preserve and

protect wood; these contain dioxins and furans as

by-products. When chips from PCP-treated wocd are

used by any pulp and paper mill, dioxins and furans

could be released in both final products and in

effluents.

The Pulp and Paper Mill Defoamer and Wwd Chip

Regu/atiom [I 8] were introduced in on May 20,

1992. These regulations limit the levels of DBDs and

DBFs to 10 and 40 parts per billion (ppb), respec-

tively, in defoamers manufactured, sold, or used in

Canada for mills using the chlorine bleaching

process. The regulations also prohibit the use of wood

chips made from PCP-treated wood in any pulp and

paper mill in Canada that uses the chlorine bleaching

process.

Manufacturers, importers, and vendors of defoamers

must submit quarterly reports for every batch of

defoamer sent to mills. The reports must include the

batch number, quantity of defoamer, and an analysis

that shows concentrations of DBDs and DBFs. Pulp

and paper mills using a chlorine bleaching process,

as users of defoamers, must also submit a quarterly

report. For eve~ batch of defoamer, mill operators

must report the batch numkr, quantity, name of

manufacturer, importer or vendor, and they must

submit a copy of the documentation indicating that

the defoamer meets the regulation standards.

Any defoamer with non-detectable levels of DBDs

and DBFs is not subject to these regulations.

Nowdetectable has been defined as 1 ppb.

(

7.2 Compliance Verification
Mechanism

EP identified eight mills (Figure 7.1) in the Fraser

River basin that come under the regulations. All of

these facilities use woodchips and are, therefore,

subject to Section 4(3) of the regulations. A compre-

hensive inspection checklist (Appendix A5.2) was

used to verify compliance with requirements

specifiwl in the regu Iations. Monitoring data sub-

mitted by the mills was reviewed throughout the

reporting period.

7.3 Compliance Status

Each of the eight mills was inspected at least once

during the inspection period Janua~ 1, 1993 to

March 31, 1994. The inspection program has shown

the facilities met the requirements of the regulations.

In some cases, the regulations did not apply to

facilities not using defoamers and where concen-

trations of dioxins and furans in the effluent were

found to be less than 1 ppb.

The provisions of the regulations also apply to the

manufacturers and suppliers of defoamers. The

inspection program has identified Hercules Canada

Ltd as a supplier, and Diachem Industries Ltd. and

Comcor Chemicals Ltd. as manufacturers of

defoamers. A review of company-supplied data of

DBD and DBF concentrations in the defoamer

prcxductsshowed that levels were below the allow-

able limit in the regulations.

Based on this year’s inspections, there was no

evidence of contaminated woodchip use in Fraser

basin mills. A summary of the inspection results is

given in Figure 7.1

7.4 Enforcement Action

No enforcement action was required.



Figure 7.1 Defoamer Regulations Checklist Summary for Fraser Basin Milk

(to 31 March 1994)

Mill I Inspection Date INotes/Comments

Newstech Mar 1, Nov 24/93 “Inspections show that defoamers are water-based and that no

Recycling chlorophenol-contarn inated woodchips are used on site

Scott Paper Mar 5, Aug 24, *No defoamers and no chlorophenol-contami nated woodchips

Dec 10/93 are used on site

E.B. Eddy Feb 5, Nov 30/93 “Inspections indicate no chlorophenol-contaminated chips are used

Prince George Feb 17, jll] 28/93 Ip* ns ections indicate that al I defoamer concentrations are ND,

Pulp & Paper according to manufacturer’s certificate;
*No ch Iorophenol-contam inated wocdchips are used

*Quarterly reports submitted for 1st quarter 1993 show all levels ND

Northwood Feb 17, Jul 28/93 *Same as above

(Prince George) *Quarterly reports submitted for 2nd and 3rd quarters of 1993
show all levels ND

Cariboo-Quesn d Feb 18, Jul 29/93 *Quarterly information submitted for 1st, 3rd, and 4th quarters of

1993 show all levels ND

Quesnel River Feb 18, JrJly 29/93 “Inspections show that no chlorophenol-contaminated woodchips

Pulp are used on site

Weyerhaeuser, Mar 8, June 21/93; ‘Inspections cite manufacturer’s certificate that al I levels are ND;

Kamloops Jan 11/94 *No chlorophenol-contaminated woodchips are used
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8.0 OZONE-DEPLETING SUBSTANCES
REGULATIONS - CEPA

Written/compiled by Emmanuel Mendoza, Inspections Section

8.1 Background

chlorofluorocarbons (CFG) and certain bromo-

fluorocarbons (haIons) deplete the ozone layer

and have adverse impacts on the global climate.

Canada and 23 other nations signed the Montrea/

Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer

on Sep- tember 16, 1987. This is an international

treaty to prevent a global environmental and health

problem before it reaches the critical stage. The

“Montreal Protocol,” which came into force on

January 1, 1989, sets out the schedule for reducing

consumption (defined as production plus import

minus export) of CFG and halons from 1986 base

levels.

At the second meeting of the parties to the Montreal

Protocol, heId in London in June 1990,

tetrachloromethane (cation tetrachloride) and

1,1,1 -trichloroethane (methyl chloroform) were

addedto the Protocol as substances that deplete the

ozone layer, and the phase-out schedules for CFCS

and halons were accelerated. At the time, the

schedule set out called for elimination of carbon

tetrachloride by the year 2000 and of methyl

chloroform by 2005.

A fourth “Montreal Protocol” meeting was held in

November 1992, at which the ozone-depleting

substances phase-out schedule was again accelerated.

The Ozmw-Deple(ing Subs&Ices Regulations #1

(Ch/orof/uorocarbons) (ODS #l ) [I 3] is the regulatory

instrument that meets the requirements of the

Montreal Protocol. These regulations apportioned

production rights among producers manufacturing

CFCS in 1986. CFC imports will be controlled in a

similar manner. In addition, CFC export permits are

required from Environment Canada.

The Ozone-Dep/eting Substances Regulations #2

(Cefiin f?romof/uorocarbons) (ODS#2) [I 4] is also a

regulatory instrument that meets the requirements of

the Montreal Protocol. Virgin (new) halons are

prohibi&l from being imported into Canada. Used,

recovered, recycled, or reclaimed halons can still be

imported providing a permit is obtained from

Environment Canada.These regulations app-tion

production rights among producers manufacturing

CFCS in 1986.

The Ozone-Depleting Substances Regulaticm #3

(’ProduckJ (ODS#3) [Is] prohibits the use of CFCS in

non-essential applications or where substitutes are

available. The regulations contain the following

prohibitions:

No person shall manufacture, import, offer for

sale, or sell any packaging material or container

for fmd or beverages that is madeof plastic or

foam in which CFC has been used as a foaming

agent.

No person shall manufacture or import, and

effective January 1, 1991, no person shall offer for

sale or sell 10 kg or less of any CFC contained in

a pressurized container, or any product in a

pressurized container that contains 10 kg or less

of any CFC. (Products that would be affected by

this prohibition include aerosols, fog horns, and

novelty products.)

Effective January 1, 1991, the manufacture, impt,

offer for sale, or sale of CFCS in pressurized con-

tainers containing less than 10 kg was prohibited.

The industrial use of CFCS in mold release agents,

cleaning solvents for electrical equipment, protective

sprays for photographs, and mining lubricants was

exempted from this prohibition until January 1, 1993.

Human and animal health care products using

pressurized CFCS (such as bronchial dilators,

inhalable steroids, topical anesthetics, and veter-

inary powder wou nd sprays) were considered

essential uses and were exempted from the regulation.

The Ozone-Dep/eting Subsmces Regu/atims W

(ktrach Ioromethane [Carbon Tetrachloride] and

1,1, l-trichloroethane [Methyl Chloroform]) (ODS##4)
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[27] came into effect early in 1993. ODS Regulations

#4 controls the consumption and limits the

production of these two substances. Some of this

regulation’s restrictions and permissions are:

D As of January l!&l and for certain control

periods, Canadian consumption and production

of methyl chloroform (MCF) are limited to the

1989 level; producers of methyl chloroform wiil

receive in 1993 baseline consumption and

production allowances equivalent to their 1989

levels; importers of MCF will receive in 1993

baseline consumption allowances equivalent to

their 1989 levels.

>> As of January JQS!5 and for certain control

periods, the consumption and production of virgin

carbon tetrachloride (CC14)are prohibited, except

for use in laboratories, as feedstock, in chlor-alkali

plants as a di Iuent for nitrogen trichloride, or as an

analytical standard.

v As of January -W25 and for certain control

periods, the consumption and production of MCF

are reduced to 15% of the 1989 Ievei.

8.2 ~ Compliance Verification

Mechanism

8.2.1 Product Sampling and Analysis
at Retail Levels

The inspection strategy based on the regional inspection

plan involves the systematic collection and analysis of

aerosol products purchasal at the retaiI level to deter-

mine whether CFG are present in these samples.

8.2.2 Canada Customs Notification

Under a Memorandum of Understanding, Canada

Customs entered into a new program to assist EP in

monitoring the import and export of CFCS and

haIons. Only those importers authorized by EC to

import CFCS and halons may do so, and only when

the country of origin is a signatory to the Montreal

Protocol. Except where otherwise exempted, all other

imports of CFCS and halons are to be detained by

Customs and referred to Environment Canada.A

CEPA inspector will then advise Customs on the

disposition of the shipment.

8.3 Compliance Status

8.3.1 ODS Regulations #l

There is no authorised importation of bulk CFCS in

BC. Based on information provided by Canada

Customs, three companies in the Fraser basin

suspected of importing bulk controlled CFCS were

inspected. JL Enterprises was found importing

Genetron 12 (CFC-12) without authorisation from the

Minister of Environment in violation of ODS

ReguIations #l. Site inspections and records reviews

conducted at the two other companies found these to

be importing HCFC-22, a non-regulated CFC. Based

on the three inspections carried out under this

regulation, the compliance status is 67 percent (one

noncompliance).

8.3.2 ODS Regulations #2

Three importers of bulk controlled halons

(bromofluorocarbons) were inspected (Bells Coola
Fisheries, CanadianAir Parts, GB Aviation) in the

Fraser River basin. Bells Coola Fisheries was found

importing bulk halon 1301 without authorisation

from the Minister of Environment, in violation of the

ODS #2 Regulations. Site inspections and records

reviews conducted at Canadian Air Parts and at GB

Aviation showed importation of halon 1301 in

containers designed for use in aircraft. The containers

as designed to hold the halon 1301 do not meet the

definition of “bulk” halon and therefore the

importations were exempt under the ODS #2

regulation. There was one non-compliance (Bells

Coola Fisheries) for this regulation and two in

compliance, for a compliance status of 67 percent.

8.3.3 ODS Regulations #3

Most of the Fraser River basin inspection effort for this

regulation tocused on sampling and monitoring

commercial activities involving sales of pressurized

CFC products Environment Canada ins~cted 75

establishments in the Lower Mainland and in

Kelowna, most of which were in the sporting goods,

marine supply, plumbing, auto parts and supply, and

photography businesses (see Figure 8.1 ).

Of the 75 site inspections carried out under 0DS#3

regulations, 15 products for sale at 12 retai I outlets

were found to be in contravention of the sale

provisions of the regulations, for a compliance rating

of 84 percent.



Figure 8.1 Inspections of Retail and Supply Stores Under ODS Regulations#3
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The products listed in Figure 8.2 were sampk?d from

the various retailers and were found to contain

regulated CFCS. All of these retailers received

Warning Letters. Products such as TriFlow batch

#L3040 were found for sale mostly in bicycle and

sporting goods stores. Although L & F (manufacturers

and importers of TriFlow) has since reformulated this

prcduct to contain HCFC- 131 (a non-regulated

substance), the inspection program showed that there

are still products with this batch number being

offered for sale in violation of the regulations.

Other prcducts, such as Falcon Sound-Off batch

#TOl 3 and Mighty Sonic, both air horns, were bought

from small marine supply stores. Most of the air horns

found in larger marine supply outlets contain a

non-regulated CFC (HCFC-22).

8.4 Enforcement Action

8.4.1 ODS Regulations #l

JL Enterprises received a Warning Letter for

‘importation of bulk CFC 12 in contravention of these

regulations.

8.4.2 ODS Regulations #2

Bella Cools Fisheries was charged with five counts of

illegal importation of bulk halon 1301 in contraven-

tion of these regulations.

8.4.3 ODS Regulations #3

Warning Letters were sent to each company found

out of compliance (listed in Figure 8.1).

8.4.4 ODS Regulations #4

Because ODS Regulation #4 only came into effect in

August 1993, there was no inspection program or

activity under for this reporting period.

8.4.5 Special Enforcement Operations/
Cooperative Inspection Programs

Seven suspected importers of bulk restricted CFCS

and halons were identified in cooperation with

CanadaCustoms and resulted in the discove~ of one

unauthorised bulk importer of CFC (JL Enterprises)

and one unauthorised bulk importer of halons (Bells

Coola Fisheries). In turn, EC inspectors notified BC

Environment aboutconstantly leaking halon

refrigerant at the Bel la Coola Fisheries site.

Figure 8.2 CFC product Inspection Results - ODS Regulations #3

Manufacturer Retailer Product Name CFC Content

Lehn & Fink Bicycle Sports Pacific TriFlow L3040 CFC 113

Carl in Products GC Auto Parts CRC Electric Cleaner 75014 CFC 113

SprayOn Tidewater Industrial Supply HiTech 02002 (B0982flW) CFC 113
SprayOn TFE Dry Lube (B2839RL) CFC 113

Falcon Safety Products Inc. Martin Marine Falcon SoundOfFTOl 3 CFC 12
LPS Electronic Cleaner 7E0 CFC 113

Unknown Field’s Welding H iPerformance Rocol CFC 12/113

Falcon Safety Products Inc. Marisol Marine Falcon SoundOtiTO13 CFC 12

Falcon Safety Products Inc. Popeye’s Sailors’ Exchange Falcon SoundOff SH2R CFC 12

Si~naltone Mighty Sonic CFC12 -

GC Electronics Wytek Electronic Supply Static Null CFC 113

Lehn & Fink Norkam Cycles TriFlow L3040 CFC 113

Lehn & Fink Hogarth’s Sports Tri Flow L3040 CFC 113

Lehn & Fink Cap’s Bicycles (Kerrisdale) Tri Flow L3040 CFC 113

Lehn & Fink Sportsmen’s Supplies Tri Flow L3040 CFC 113



Similarly, inspection of 13 retailers of CFC products

identified through third-party complaints resulted in

the discovery of five retailers found selling controlled

CFC products in contravention of ODS Regulations

#3 (Wytek Electronic Supply - Static Free CFC-1 13;

Norkam Cycles, Hogarth’s Sports, Cap’s Bicycles

[Kerrisdale]), Sportsmen’s Supplies - TriFlow Lubricant

CFC-1 13).

8.5 Compliance Promotion
Activities

On March 18, 1994, Efi along with Public Works

Canada, spbnsored an Environmental Management

Workshop on PCBS and ozone-depleting substances,

for private industry and other government depart-

ments. The workshop was jointly developed by EC,

PWC, and Government Services Canada.

The target audience was federal facility managers

who are responsible for the management,

maintenance, and operation of ODS and PCB

equipment. However, any federal facility staff

(including federal government+ agency, and Crown

corporation employes) who were interested in these

issues were invited to attend.

The goal of the workshop was to provide guidance on

the management of ODS and PCBS. Topics included

Federal ODS Regulations, Federal ODS Initiatives

and HaIon Bank, BC ODS Regulations and Initiatives,

BC & Yukon Federal Facility ODS Inventory,

Department of Defence ODS Management Plan,

Public Works ODS Management Plan, and five

technical sessions: Refrigerant Phase-out, Refrigerant

Air-Conditioning, Halon Case Study, HaIon Bank,

Solvent Substitution.

L?
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9.0 SECONDARY LEAD SMELTER
.......................,,

RELEASE REGULATIONS - CEPA
Writterr/cornpiled by John Holmes, Inspections Section

9.1 Background

R egu Iations prescribing national emission

standards for secondary lead smelters were first

issued in 1976 under the C/can AirAct In February

1991, these regulations were revoked and replaced

by the %xmdary Lead Smelter Release Regulations

(SLSRR) [221,made pursuant to subsection 34(I) of

CEPA. -

The primary objective of the SLSRR is to limit the

concentration of Iead-contai ni ng particulate matter

emitted into the ambient air from defined sources

within a secondary lead smelting facility. The

regulations also contain provisions for plant

malfunctions, emissions testing, and reporting.

Reporting under the regulations is at the discretion of

the Minister of Environment. The regu Iations provide

for the submission of release measurement reports

(emissions testing) and maliiinction or breakdown

rept.s.

9.3 Compliance Status

Metalex was intermittently operational during the

current reporting period and was not required to do

emission testing. Test data for the ten-year period

prior to the regulations coming into effect”

(1981 -1991 ) showed it to be in compliance, having

typical levels of lead emissions four orders of

magnitude below the permitted level. The plant was

inspected in 1994.

9.4 Enforcement Action

The inspection program found no violations under

the regulations. No enforcement action was necessary.

!2

9.2 Compliance Verification
Mechanism

Plant inspections, source emission tests, and audits of

company-submitted data are used to verify

compliance with the regulations. In the Fraser River

basin, there is only one industrial facility, Metalex in

Richmond, that is regulated under the SLSRR.
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10.0 CONTAMINATED FUEL
REGumTIONS - CEPA

Written/compiled by Emman uel Mendoza, Inspections Section

10.1 Background

u rider an amendment to Schedule 1 of CEPA, the

Contaminated Fue/ Regu/ationJ were enacted in

August 1991 (SOW91 -485) [6]- This regulation

controls the export and import of fuel to which

dangerous substances have been added or are

present in concentrations above general industrial

standards. Potential contaminants in fuel are:

chlorinated hydrocarbons, including PCBS; heavy

metals, including lead, chromium, cadmium, nickel,

vanadium, and zinc; and sulphurs and phosphates.

‘ 10.2 Compliance Verification

Mechanism

The Grforcement and Compliance Policy and the

National Inspection Plan of Environment Canada

outline measures to promote compliance, including

information and education, promotion of technology

development, and consultation on regulation

development. Inspectors inspect and sample fuel

shipments entering Canada with a frequency that

varies with the amount of traffic. Inspectors also

inspect sites <where imported fuel is stored.

This 1993/94 fiscal year, the Inspections Section of

the Pacific and Yukon Region inspected four faci Iities,

of which one was in the Fraser Basin (Co-op Gas in

Aldergrove). Four audit samples were taken from

each site inspection. All samples were screened for

the presence of PCBS. Results from the screening

program showed nondetectable levels of PCBS.

10.3 Compliance Status

Based on the inspections this fiscal year, compliance

with the regulations was 100 percent.

10.4 Enforcement Action

There were no detectable levels of PCBS in any of the

audit samples, therefore no enforcement action was

required.

Q



Wri&n/compiled by Emmanue/ Mendoza, Inspections Section

11.1 Background

L cad, in most, if not all, of its chemical species

and physical states is potentially toxic and

hazardous to the environment and the health of

humans. The Gaso/ine Regulations [9] were issued in

1990 to respond to the federal government’s policy to

reduce blood lead concentrations to the lowest

possible level. Essentially, the regulations eliminated

the use of leaded gasoline in Canada. The Gsdine

Regulations were intrcducwl to replace the Lead-Free

Gasoline Regulations and the Leaded Gasoline

Regulaticm.

The Gasoline Regulaticms prescribe an average lead

concentration for leaded gasoline used in engines that

require a small amount of lead to avoid premature

failure. They also prescribe a maximum concentra-

tion of lead in unleaded gasoline that may become

contaminated through the distribution system.

Moreover, since phosphorus poisons motor vehicle

catalytic converters, the regulations also prescribe a

maximum concentration of phosphorus in unleaded

gasoline.

The Gasoline Rqgulaticns set a maximum concen-

tration of 26 mg/L of lead in leaded gasoline imported

for use in boats, heavy duty trucks, and farm

machinery. The’maximum concentration of lead in

gasoline produced in Canada, imported, sold, or

offered for sale for any purpose other than those

described above is 5 mg/L. Leaded gasoline used in

aircraft, such as aviation fuel, is exempt from the

regulations.

11.2 Compliance Verification
Mechanism

EP inspectors collect gasoline samples for lead

content analysis. The monitoring program focused on

retail gasoline stations importing US gasoline. The US

currently allows retail sales of leaded gas and the

opportunity exist_s,therefore, for the inadvertent

contamination of unleaded product.

Producers and impofiers of leaded gasoline must

report quarterly on the quantity of gasoline, the

quantity ot lead added to the gasoline, and the

average lead concentration. Records of importation of

leaded gasoline originating from Canada Customs

were reviewed by EP inspectors. Follow-up inspec-

tions and discussions with the importers were

conductd to verifi whether or not the intended use

of the leaded product was in compliance with the

regulations.

11.3 Compliance Status

Inspectors conductwi nine site inspections in BC, of

which only one was in the Fraser River basin at

Aldergrove (Co-op Gasoline). Audit samples were

taken from this retail site and screened for lead

content. Resultsshowed levels of lead to be less than

2 mg/L.

There is a requirement for importers of leaded

gasoline to report to the Minister of Environment. The

Aldergrove company had reported no importation of

leaded gasoline. Based on the findings of the

inspection program, the compliance status is 100

percent.

11.4 Enforcement Action

All audit samples were in compliance. No

enforcement action was required.

n
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12.0 EXPORT AND IMPORT OF
HAZARDOUS WASTES
REGULATIONS - CEPA

Written/compiled by Maureen Christofferson, Inspections Section

12. I Background

P ursuant to subsections 43 to 45 of CEPA and

enacted November 26, 1992 (SOR/92-637), the

Export and Import of Hazardous W&tes Regulations

(EIHWR) [71govern the expom impom and transit
through Canada (including Canadian territorial

waters) of hazardous waste shipments. The major

concern about these wastes is their export from

industrialized nations for cheap disposal in

developing countries, which may lack proper

‘ disposal sites and facilities. These regulations serve to

implement the provisions of three international

agreements promoting the tracking and

environmentally sound disposal and recycling of

hazardous waste: the Base/ Cawention on the

Control of T~sboundary Movements of Hazardous

W&stes and their Disposal, which Canadaratified in

August 1992; the March 1992 Decision of the

Op+v-rization for Economic Cooperation and

Deve)opmmt (OECD) concerning the-control of

trans-frontier movements of wastes destined for

recovery operations; and the C2mada-US Agreement

on the Tmsboundary Movement of Hazardous

Wmtes, effective October 1986.

In Canada, the El HWR are in place to ensure that

shipments of hazardous wastes entering into, leaving,

or passing through Canada can be monitored and

controlled by Environment Canada. The main goals

of the regulations include:

a) promoting environmental responsibility

among waste generators and those concerned

with transport ng hazardous wastes internation-

ally from generation sites to final disposal or re-

cycling sites;

b) allowing the countries of export, import, or

transit to control which wastes enter or leave

their countries by requiring that shipments be

consented to by these countries prior to ship-
ment;

c) ensuring proper clean-up of transportation ac-

cidents involving transboundary shipments of

hazardous wastes by requiring environmental li-

ability insurance coverage; and,

d) when the waste cannot be disposed of or recy-

cled in the manner stated in the notice, ensuring
that alternate arrangements for disposal or recy-

cling are made with the consent of the appropri-

ate authorities in the countries involved or, if no

arrangements can be made, that the exporter be

required to re-i report the waste.

These regulations replaced Transport Canada’s(TC)

Transportation of Dangerous Goods Regulations

(TD~R)[26] for notification of transboundary

shipments of hazardous wastes, with transboundary

shipments being defined as exports out of Canada,

imports into Canada,and the transit from another

country through Canadato a destination outside of

Canada.

The EIHWR require that advancenotice of a

proposed shipment be given to the Canadian

authority (the Office of Waste Management, Ottawa).

If the hazardous waste shipment complies with the

regulations for the protection of human health and

the environment, and authorities in the other

countries or provinces concerned do not object to the

shipment, written confirmation is sent from

Environment Canadato the applicant authorizing the

shipment to occur.

The regulations also cite TDGR requirements for

appropriate packaging, placarding, and Iabelling of

hazardous waste shipments. Manifests must be used

for all waste shipments, and copies of the manifest,

the notice, and the written confirmation must

accompany the waste during shipment and be

deposited at CanadaCustoms.

(



12.2 Compliance Verification

Mechanism

The transboundary movement of hazardous waste is

closely monitored, in part by a computerized tracking

system compiled from data in notifications and

manifests. Compliance is verified through inspections.

12.2.1 Carrier Inspections

Carrier inspections occur in three categories: road

transport, marine transpom and rail transport There are

four road-crossings into the United Statesfrom the
Lower Mainland (Point Roberts, Pacific Highway

[Blaine], Aldergrove, and Huntingdon) at which there

are Canada Customs stations. Marine transport from the

lower Fraser Basin is largely out of the Port of Vancouver

and from Roberts Bank in the Fraser River delta. There is

one railroad line that crosses the international border

just south of White Rock, BC, at Blaine, Washington,

Materials passing through these Lower Mainland border

crossings may not have originated within Canada.

(a) Road Transport: EP inspectors were informed of

transboundary shipments of hazardous waste by

Canada Customs personnel or, in the case of transit

shipments from Alaska to the lower United States, by

EP inspectors or Canada Customs personnel in the

Yukon. Additional shipments were reported by the

carriers or were identified by EP inspectors stationed

at border crossings. Compliance verification of trans-

boundary road shipments involved inspection of

required documentation accompanying the shipment,

as well as inspection of the carrier’s vehicle and the

load. Shipments transiting Canada from Alaska to the

lower US were inspected at both the Yukon and BC

borders. A transit inspection form (see Appendix

A5.8.1 ) was developed as a checklist to monitor

compliance with the regulations; no samples of the

hazardous waste loads were collected for analysis.

(b) Marine Transport Marine shipments traveling

through Canadian waters from Alaska to the lower US

were monitored by verifying documentation, including

the transit notice, letter of confirmation, and waste

manifests, prior to shi~ing. Movement of these ship-

ments through Canadian waters was monitord by

Canadian Coast Guard Radar Vessel Traffic System (VTS).

(c) Rail Transport: No inspections of hazardous waste

shipmen~ by rail were conducted in the 1993-94

fiscal year.

12.2.2 Facility Inspections

Faci Iities that export or import hazardous wastes were

identified by reiiewing notification documentation

submitted to the Office of Waste Management,

Hazardous Wastes Division in Hull. Information

included in the notices was used to prioritise facilities

for site ins~ctions. This information includes:

J> the type of operation (exporter or importer)

n the type and volume of waste generated or

received

N the estimated number of transoundary shipments

n (and in the case of importers) the process used to

recycle hazardous waste materials.

A facility inspection form (Appendix A5.8.2) was

developed and used as a guide for conducting site

inspections. No sampling of hazardous waste

materials found on site was conducted.

12.3 Compliance Status

12.3.1 Carriers - Road Transport

Four border inspections were conducted under EIHWR

for road transprt vehicles. Three involved transit ship-

ments from Alaska en route to the lower US. Environ-

ment Canada was notified of these shipments by the

carrier and inspections of the vehicles and loads were

carried out at the Huntingdon (two shipments) and at

the Pacific Highway (one shipment) border crossings.

The remaining inspection, an import shipment entering

Canada at the Paterson border crossing was the result

ot a random border inspection by EP inspectors.

All three transit shipments were found to be in

compliance. The import shipment did not originally

have proper documentation accompanying the

shipment, but was grantd entry when these docu-
ments were received at the Canada Customs otlice.

12.3.2 Carriers - Marine Transport

The Enforcement and Emergencies office received,

documentation for 27 marine shipments of hazardous

wastes travel Iing through Canadian wate~ from Alaska

to the lower US. Document reviews by EP inspectors

identified one shipment to be out of compliance with

EIHW regulations when waste types identified on the

manifestswere not included in the written confirmation

sentto Environment Canada by the consigno~ the US

Coast Guard.



12.3.3Facilities

Twenty facilities in the Fraser River basin were

identified as hazardous waste ireporters or exporters,

according to the notices submitted to the Office of

Waste Management in Hul I during the 1993 calendar

year. Two of these facilities were found to be no

longer operating. Of the remaining 18, one was an

importer (recycles), 15 were exporters (either

generators or waste process/bulking facilities), and

four had received letters of confirmation to both

import and export hazardous wastes. Site inspections

were conducted under EIHW regulations at 10 (56’%0)

of these facilities, including the one importer, five (of

the 15) exporters, and the four operations identified

as both exporters and importers (Figure 12.1).

Al I ins~cted facilities but one, BFI Medical Wastes,

were found to be in compliance with the regulations,

indicating a compliance rate of 90 percent among the

sites inspected. 8FI Medical Wastes was found to

have sent several shipments of biomedical wastes to

Bellingham for incineration prior to obtaining written

confirmation from Headquarters.

12.4 Enforcement Actions

Enforcement actions against the US Coast Guard and

BFI Medical Waste Systems for noncompliance with

the Export and Import of Hazardous Wares

Regulations are pending.

a

Figure 12.1 Fraser Basin Facilities Regulated by EIHWR
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13.0 PHOSPHORUS CONCENTRATION
REGULATIONS - CEPA

Written/compiled by Em man uel Mendoza, Inspections Section

13.1 Background

The general purpose of the Canadian Ehvircw-

merud Protectkm Act (CEPA) is to protect human

health and the environment. It is intended, pursuant

to CEPA Part Ill, to allow the government to regulate

nutrients that can interfere with the use of waters by

humans, animals, fish, or plants. Based on this

authority, the Governor-General-in-Council enacted

the Phosphorus Ccmcerrtration Regulations on 19

October, 1989 (SOfU89-501 ) [291.

The provisions found in Part Ill of CEPA and in the

Phosphorus Concentration Regulations outline the

government’s intention to control the amount of

nutrients, specifically phosphorus, in cleaning agents

or water conditioners, specifically laundry detergents.

CEPA provides a prohibition insofar as nutrients are

concerned. Subsection 50(1 ) of the Act clearly states:

No person shall manulkture for use or sale in

Qnada or import any cleaning agent or water

conditioner hat contains a prescribed nutiient in a

concentration that is greater than the ~

permissible concerrtrat icm of that nutrient in that

cleaning agent or water conditioner. Currently, the

only cleaning agents regulated are Iaundy detergents.

The regulations specify that the concentration of

phosphorus in any laundry detergent is not to exceed

5 percent by weight expressed as phosphorus

pntoxide (PzOS), or 2.2 percent by weight expressd

as elemental phosphorus (P).

13.2 Compliance Verification
Mechanism

Compliance monitoring is based on requirements

established by the National Inspection Plan (NIP),

which, for this reporting period, required the

collection and analysis of 14 laundry detergents. The

Inspections %ction of Environmental Protection

Pacific Region was responsible for the nation-wide

inspection program for the Phosphorus Concmtration

Regu/aticms nationally.

The inspection strategy involves the systematic

COIIection and chemical analysis of detergent

products purchased at the retail level or manu-

factured in the province. This year, 22 facilities

located in the Lower Mainland were inspected. Three

facilities were identified as manufacturers. Stores

offering for sale and selling foreign brands of laundry

detergents were also targeted. Environmental

Protection collected 65 samples of laundry detergents

from these 22 sites (Figure 13.1).

Samples were analyzed by the Western and Northern

Region Conservation and Protection Laboratory in

Edmonton, Alberta. The analytical results are shown

in Figure 13.2.

13.3 Compliance Status

The concentration of phosphorus pentoxide (PzOs) in

the samples collected are shown as percent weight of

PZOS (Figure 13.2). of the 65 laundry detergent

samples analyzed, four products exceeded the

prescribed permissible concentration of 5 percent

phosphorus pentoxide. These products were

identified as: Calgon (16.6 percent), Forever New

(22.5 percent), Laundry 240000- Chemtech (5.8

percent), and Laundry 242000- Chemtech (6

percent). Calgon is a water softener and is not sub-

ject to the regulations. The two Chemtech products

exceeded the analytical margin of error (5 plus or

minus 0.2%), so the site was re-inspected and the

company was informal of the al Ieged violation. The

company had stopped manufacturing and had

reformulated these products. Samples of the pr&kt

Forever New are currently undergoing further

analytical tests.

The overal I compliance status for the 65 samples

tested was 98 percent. However, at least a dozen

products need to be re-inspeckd by EP inspectors

and retested, or are not subject to the regu Iation, and

this percentage may decrease.



The inspection survey also demonstrated that a

number of major brand products have a phosphorus

pentoxide concentration at or just below the 5

percent concentration limit These prcducts were

identified as: Ultra Ttde with Bleach (5.0 percent),

Ultra lide Unscented (4.7 percent), Ultra Cheer with

Colorguard (4.4 percent), Ultra ABC (4.5 percent),

President’s Choice White Unscented (4-8 percent),

SavoliteBC17 (4.6 percent), and Savolite Tally (4.6

percent). Because these concentrations are within tie

margin of error for the analysis methods, no further

action is being considered.

The inspection program also surveyed and sampled

various carpet cleaning detergents. These products

were found to contain less than the 5 percent

phosphorus limit even though they are not regulated.

13.4 Enforcement Action

The initial survey and COIIection of samples was

conducted by students under the direction of a CEPA

inspector. In the past, there has been a high rate of

compliance under this regulation and EP did not

expect to find violations. CEPA inspectors conducted

follow-up inspections at facilities where laundry

detergents were found that exceeded the

concentrateion specified in the regulations.

Enforcement actions are currently under review for

incidents of noncompliance.

Calgon was identified as a water softener and is not

subject to the regulations, therefore, no enforcement

action was required.

L-2

Figure 13.1 1993-94 Inspections Under the Phosphorus Concentration Regulations

Site Name Compliance (Y/N)

London Drugs (Kingsway) Y“

Safeway (Kingway) Y

Woolco (Middlegate Mall) Y

Shoppers Drug Mart (Middlegate Mall) Y

SuperValu (Middlegate Mall) Y

Buy-Low Foods (Royal Oak & Rumble Y

Superstore (Metrotown) Y

Save-On Foods (Metrotown) Y

IGA (Kingsway) Y

KMart (Coqui[lam Centre) Y

Bi-Way (Coquitfam Centre) Y

Canary Island (Brentwood Mall) N

Sun Wah (Chinatown) Y

Punjab Supermarket (Main & Wth) Y

Diversey Inc. (Annacis Island) Y

Watkins (Brentwood Mall) Y
..

Trans-Chemicals (Burnaby) Y

Savolite (Annacis kland) Y

YaoHan (Richmond) Y

Chemtech (South Richmond) Y

Army and Navy (Vancouver) Y

Amway (Home Delivered) Y



Figure 13.2 Laundry Detergent Inspection Program (Phosphorus Concentration Regulations)

Brand Name Sector ‘/0P205 Brand Name Sector %Pz05
Type Type

Ultra Tide Free Retai I 0.2 Ultra Tide Free With Bleach Retai I 5.0

Ultra Tide Scented Retai I 4.7 Sunlight Unscented Retail <0.1

Tide With Bleach Retai I <0.1 Ultra Cheer/Colorguard Retail 4.4

Ultra Cheer/Co lorguard/B leach Retail 3.9 Ultra ABC Retail 4.5

w sk Retai I <0.1 London Drugs U Itra Detergent Retail <0.1

Ivory Snow Retail <0.1 VIP Retail <0.1

ALL Reta i I <0.1 *Calgon Retail 16.6

Ultra Oxydol with Bleach Retail 4.3 Ultra Bold/Fabric Softener Retail “4.2

Ultra Arctic Power Retai I 4.6 Sunlight-POA Free Regular Retail <0.1

Amaze Retai I <0.1 No-Name Laundry Retail <0.1

Down to Earth Liquid Laundry Retail <0.1 Woolco Natural Lemon Scent Retail 0.1

Woolco Ultra Laundry Detergent Retail <0.1 Arm & Hammer Det. w/o P04 Retai I <0.1

Life Brand Nat. Lemon Scent Retail 1.3 Life Ultra Laundry Detergent Retail 0.3

No-Name Lemon Fresh Retail 0.2 No-’Name Lemon Fresh U Itra Retail 0.2

Pres. Choice Ex. White Scented Retail 4.8 Pres. Ch. Ex. White Unscented Retail 0.2

Zero Retail 0.2 Wool ite Retail 0.2

Easy-Off Garpet Cleaner Retail <0.1 Easy-Off Carpet Shampoo Retai I <0.1

Treasure Washing Detergent Retail <0.1 Right Now Washing Liquid Retail <0.1

Industrial Tide Retail 3.3 Value Price Laundry Detergent Retail 1.4

IGA Ultra DeterRent Retai I <0.1 IGA Detergent Retai I <0.1

KMart Ultra Brite/Bleach Retail <0.1 Twice As Fresh Retai I <0.1

Ultra Purex Retai I <0.1 *Forever New Retail 22.5

Attack Retail 0.3 Supreme Club Retail <0.1

Neutral Liquid Softener Manfctr <0.1 Divertex Softener Manfctr <0.1

Divertex Sour Soft Man factr <0.1 EM-323 Manfctr <0.1

Haida Detergent Man factr <0.1 Haida Distributor’s Powder Manfctr 4.2

Watkins Generation 3 Distribr <0.1 (TransC) Carpet Cleaning Fluid Distribr 3.6

Savolite BC700 Manfctr 4.6 Savolite BC17 Manfctr 4.6

Savolite Tally Manfctr 3.7 Honors Carpet Cleaner Manfctr 0.2 ‘

Lion Hi~h Top Retai I <0.1 *Laundry 240 000-Chemtech Manfctr 5 .8

Laundry 240777 -Chemtech Manfctr 0.8 *Laundry 242 000-Chemtech Manfctr 6 .0

Amway SA+8 Distribr 3.8 Amway SA8 Distribr <0.1

New Look CarpetJ_Jpholstery Distribr 0.1



Introduction

The federal government has a responsibility and

the jurisdiction to protect and conserve Canada’s

fisheries resource under the British North America Act

(now the Constitution Act, 1982). As early as 1868,

the Parliament of Canada enacted the Fisheries Act to

enable it to carry out this responsibi Iity. The Fisheries

Acthas specific sections that pertain directly to the

protection of fish and fish habitat, and management

of the fisheries resource. Under agreement with the

Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO),

Environment Canada enforces subsection 36(3) of the

Act, commonly referred to in this report as the

“general or pollution provisions of the Fisheries Act”

Subsection 36(3) prohibits the deposit of substances

, that are deleterious to fish into a place where the

substance may enter or does enter waters that are

frequented by fish. It is, essentially, a “zero discharge”

statute that prohibits any quantity of a “deleterious

substance” from being discharged, ~

~. Subsection
36(4) of the Fisheries Act provides for regulations to

be written that allow the discharge of “deleterious

substances” in limited quantities or under certain

conditions.

In order to determine compliance, it must first be

determined whether or not a substance is “dele-

terious.” A “biological toxicity test method” is used to

make this determination. The two most common tests

are the 96-hrLT50and the 96-hr LC50 fish bimssays-

The 96-hr LT50 Test

The 96-hr LT50lethal Ioxicity test for 5(F/o survival is
I the test commonly used to determine compliance with

the general provisions of the Fisheries AcL This test
I exposes the test fish (rainbow trout, coho salmon, or

Atlantic salmon) to undilutd (i.e., 100% concentration)

effluent for a period up to % hours. To passthis tes$ at
~

least 507., or five out of ten, of the test fish must 5LK_ViVe

after 96 hours of exposure. If five or more test fish

survive, the effluent is said to be “non-acutely lethal.” IfI
more than five test fish die, the effluent is said to be

“acutely lethal” and the sample fails or maybe out of

compliance with the stipulated criteria of a regulation.

The 96-hr LC50 Test

The “LC50” testis the_ (of several tanks of

different concentrations of effluent) lethal ~onca.

tration (the concentration of the effluent [in water] that is

lethal to 50% of the test o~anisms). The LC50 limits are

derived by statistical analysis of mortalities in several

test concentrations after a fixd period of exposure. The

duration of exposure must be specified. The most

common organisms for regulato~ purposes are rainbow

trout (Gcorhychus rnykiss), coho salmon

(Gco@nchus kisuch), or Atlantic salmon (Sakno

sadad.The most common time of exposure for

regulatory purposes is 96 hours.

Summary

The 96-hr LT50determines whether or not an effluent is

acutely lethal. The 96-hr LC50 helps to determine how

toxic the effluent is and what dilution would be required

to make it non-acutel y lethal. If there is no regulation in

place, the 96-hr LT50is used as the compliance test.

Where there is a regulation (to allow the discharge of

a deleterious substance) in place, either test may be

specified as the compliance criteria. .

a
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14.0 MUNICIPAL SEWAGE TREATMENT
PLANTS - FISHERIES ACT

Writttm/compiled by Peter Krahn and Keith Hebron, Inspections Section

14.1 Background

This is the second year of a two-year study in

determining the compliance histoiy of ten

municipal domestic sewage discharges to the Fraser

River basin. The authority to inspect these faci Iities is

subsection 36(3) of the Fisheries Act

14.2 Compliance Verification

Mechanism

The inspection program sampled ten out of 33

sewage treatment plants in the Fraser River basin. The

ten sites in this study represent different volumes of

effluent discharges and varying levels of effluent

treatment, as well as different abilities to achieve

compliance with existing provincial permits. They

are Kent and Mountain Institutions in Agassiz, Hope,

Prince George, Wi Iliams Lake, Kamloops, Lytton, ~

Chilliwack, Salmon Arm, Aldergrove, and Merritt.

EP inspectors conducted quarterly inspections to

cover seasonal impacts on treatment efficiency and

effluent quality during different fishery conditions

(spawning and migraticm). Federal compliance

criteria is based on measuring the effluent toxicity

using the 96-hr LC50 rainbow trout bioassay-The

facility is considered to have a passing effluent when

the 96-hr LC 50 is equal to 100% (i.e., at least 5CW0 of

the fish survive in a sample concentration of 1009/0).

When 96-hr LCSOresults were reported as values less

than 10OYO,this indicated that the effluent, required

‘some dilution before it could be rated as non-acutely

toxic. Effluent samples were collected for ammonia,

nitrite, nitrate, total phosphates, total suspendd

solids, and biochemical oxygen demand.

14.3 Compliance Status

Of 40 inspections, 23 were tound in compliance, for

an overal I rating of 58Y0. The Merritt sewage treat-

ment plant demonstrated full compliance with the

requirements of the Fisheries Act during the audit

period. The remaining nine municipalities showed

periodic acutely toxic discharges during the same

audit period.

Compliance status is based on the ability of each site

to pass the 96-hr LC50 acute lethalitytestinthe
majority (3 of 4) of audits. Figure 14.1 lists the

percentage of compl iance for each site and season.

Figure 14.1 96-hr LC50 (Rainbow Trout) Test Results for 1993-94 Inspection Program

Location Sprirw 93 Summer 93 Fall 93 Winter 94

Kent Inst. (Agassiz) 10070 100% 1009!0 7t)yo

Hope 74.870 100?’0 100”/0 100%

Prince George 67.2~o 10070 74.8?!0 100?”0

Williams Lake 7t).4°/o 74.80/. 74.8% 70.20/.

Kamloops 70~o 79.6% 100?LO 91 .3 °/0

Lytton 74.8% 74.870 74.80/’ 47~o

Chilliwack 7t)yo 100”/0 100% 79.4%

Salmon Arm 100% 100% 10070 89.3%

Aldergrove 75.60/0 74.80/o 100% 75.6%

Merritt 100% 100% 1000/0 10070



Analytical resuks for the other parameters are

presented in individual tables per site. The compli-

ance data collected from this program was shared

with the BC Environment ministry to support the

requirement for a non-acutely lethal effluent in all

wastewater permits.

. . .~ These

federal prisons are in the District of Kent+ at Agassiz in

the Fraser Val Icy. The wastewater facilities are an

oxidation ditch, clarifier, and sludge recovery unit. A

~ This primary treatment facility consists of two

aeration lagoons that discharge directly to the Fraser

River. Permitted discharge is 136 m3/d, with TSS and

BOD each at 100 m~L.

The facility at Hope did not pass last year’s audit. This

year, discharge volumes were lower and may

account for its apparent improvement in perform-

ance. Modifications to the plant to increase treatment

capacity may be required to achieve compliance

with the Fisheries Act

new clarifier has been built and is expected to come

on-stream by April 1994. Provincial permit levels are
~. Exceedances of BC)D were

3,300 m3/d discharge, TSS -60 mg/L, and BOD -45
noted. This facility has been referred to the Fraser

mg/L. The flow is directly to the Fraser River.
Pollution Abatement Office for follow-up action.

~ Exceedances of BOD and TS’j

were noted. The facility has passed the compliance

audit for two years in a row. No enforcement action

was requird.

Figure 14.2 Analytical Results for Kent and Mountain Sewage Treatment System

Kent (Agassiz) Spring 1993 Summer 1993 Fall 1993 Winter 1994

96-hr LC50 100!40 100% 100% To%

NH3 (m~L) 12.7 nd 12.8 24.9

Nitrite (mg/L) .005 nd .066 .3

Nitrate (mg/L) .023 1.83 .024 .3

BOD (mg/L) 13 28 85* 32

Total F’hos. (mg/L) .847 1.57 6 3.5

TSS (mdL) 19 27 240’ 30

Figure 14.3 Analytical Results for the Hope Sewage Treatment System

Hope Spring 1993 Summer 1993 Fall 1993 Winter 1994

96-hr LC50 74.8% 1Oo’xo 100% 100?LO

NH3 (mg/L) 21.3 20 23.2 23.1

Nitrite (mg/L) .02 6.47 .6 .4

Nitrate (m#L) .007 9,96 4.91 .4

BOD (mg/L) 33 139’ 92 24

Total Phos. (mg/L) 4.81 4.07 5.45 4.3

TSS (mdL) 30 58 42 30

nd = not detectable *Above Permit Level



Prince George The wastewater treatment facilities

consists of an activatwl sludge process and

chlorination and dechlorination. Provincial permits

allow a discharge of 1,375 m3/d, with TSS at 60 mg/L

and BOD at 45 mg/L. The discharge is directly to the

Fraser River.

This plant continues to-have periods of high ammonia

levels. Treatment capacity upgrades have not.
materialized and this wil I continue to be of major

concern to compliance authorities.

JnforcemW&bn : No enforcement action is

indicated at this time. The Fraser Pollution Abatement

Office of Environment Canada is working

cooperatively with the City of Prince George to

Williams Lake: Permitted discharge rates for this

moderate-sized city are 8,000 m3/d, BOD at 45 m#L

and TSS at 60 mg/L. New polishing and process water

cells have been added recently to the aerobic and

anaerobic lagoons.

This site has consistently failed the acute toxicity test.

The additional cell components should have reflected

an improvement in the water quality, but this has not

happened. Recent amendments to the provincial

permit include the 96-hr LT50 test as a water quality

standard.

~ No enforcement action is

indicated at this time. The faci Iity has been referred to

the Fraser Pollution Abatement Office for follow-up

resolve the technical deficiencies. action.

Figure 14.4 Analytical Results for the Prince George Sewage Treatment Plant

Prince George Spring 1993 Summer 1993 Fall 1993 Winter 1994

96-hr LC50 67.2% 100% 74.8% 100’%0

NH3 (mg/L) 34.9 .122 32.9 17.8

Nitrite (m~L) .006 .46 .002 .3

Nitrate (mg/L) .008 1.69 : .017 .3

BOD (mtiL) 13 25 27.1 16

Total Phos. (mg/L) 4.6 5 7.78 2.6

TSS (mdL) 10 50 40 20

Figure 14.5 Analytical Restdts for the Williams Lake Sewage Treatment Plant

Williams Lake Spring 1993 Summer 1993 Fall 1993 Winter 1994

96-hr LC50 i’o.dyo 74.870 74.8% 70.2%

NH3 (mg/L) ‘ 12.6 16.9 17.8 21.9

Nitrite (m~L) .65 6.15 .003 .3

Nitrate (mg/L) .021 6.43 .036 .3

BOD (mg/L) 30 29 19.4 14

TSS (m~L) 40 39 14 10



Kamloom: Authorised works for Kamloops consist of

anaerobic and aerated lagoons, phosphorus

precipitation, and infiltration and chlorination/

dechlorination facilities. Permits’are for discharges of

15,700 m3/d to infiltration basins and 6,000 m3/d by

irrigation, 60 mg/L TSS, and 45 mg/L BOD. Recent

amendments to the provincial permit now allow the

works to discharge to the Thompson River on a

year-round basis. The 96-hr LC50 acute lethality testis

also part of the standards of the provincial ~rmit.

The bioassay results suggest that the treatment plant

performance is improving. Ammonia appears to be

the leading factor in the failed bioassay results. Plant

operators are continuing work on solving this

problem.

~. No enforcement action is

indicated at this time. The faci Iity has been referred to

the Fraser Pollution Abatement Office for follow-up.

The provincial permit requirement for ncm-acutely

lethal effluent will continue to be enforced by the BC

Environment ministry.

- The authorisd works of Lytton’s sewage

treatment system consists of a spirogester (primary

clarifier with sludge removal) with direct discharge to

the Fraser River. Permits are for 365 m3/d discharge,

BOD and TSS at 100 mg/L.

This plant continues to oprate well within the

provincial permit, which currently does not include .

the 96-hr LC50 test. High ammonia concentrations

are likely the principal cause for effluent toxicity.

Enforcement Action: No enforcement action is

indicated at this time. The facility has been referred to

the Fraser Pollution Abatement Office for follow-up.

Figure 14.6 Analytical Results for the Kamloops Sewage Treatment Plant

Kamloops Sprinx 1993 Summer 1993 Fall 1993 Winter 1994

96-hr LC50 70% 79.670 100% gl.syo

NH3 (mg/L) 18.9 3.55 4.74 19

Nitrite (mg/L) .018 .04 .005 .04

Nitrate (mdL) .062 18 7.87 1.01

BOD (mg/L) 10 30 9 8.5

Total Phos. (mdL) .2 1.41 .83 .73

TSS (mdL) 10 22 10 10

Figure 14.7 Analytical Results for the Lytton Sewage Treatment Plant

Lytton Spring 1993 Summer 1993 Fall 1993 Winter 1994 ~

96-hr LC50 73.LYXO 74.8% 74.8% 47%

NH3 (m~L) 20.8 17.7 \ 29.2 19.3

Nitrite (mg/L) .018 .04 .005 .04

Nitrate (mg/L) .007 .006 .033 .033

BOD (mg/L) 84 54 57 79

Total Phos. (mg/L) 3.83 2.5 4.21 3.9

TSS (mg/L) 55 50 50 40

Environment Camada Environment [al Protection - Inspeciiom Section 41



. .

Chilliwack: This facil ity has a permitted discharge of

45,000 m3/d, with BOD at 45 mg/L and TSS at 60

mg/L. The authorised works consist of sedimentation

tanks, secondary treatment facilities consisting of a

tl-ickling filter, clarifiers, anaerobic sludge digesters,

belt filter press, and chlorination/ dechlorination plant.

High levels of ammonia appear to be coincidental in

the two bioassay failures, and plant workers are

attempting to determi ne the cause.

Enforcement Action: Remedial action to deal with the

ammonia problem is anticipated soon. No enforce-

ment action is required at this time.

Salmon Arm: Authorised works at Salmon Arm

include a fixedkuspendd-gro~h secondary

treatment plant with biological phosphorus removal,

chlorination/dech lorination facilities, and an

auto-thermoph ilic aerobic digester. Permitted

discharge rates are 5,680 m3/d to Shuswap Lake (part

of Thompson River system, major tributary of the

Fraser River), and 30 m~L BOD and 40 mg/L TSS.

This plant continues to operate within acceptable

standards, but there wil I be pressure on it in the near

future because the community is growing at a very

fast rate. Two exceedances of BOD were noted.

~ This facility has a high

compliance rate with respect to the Fisheries ACC no

enforcement action is required at this time.

Figure 14.8 Analytical Results for the Chill iwack Sewage Treatment Plant

Chili iwack Spring 1993 Summer 1993 Fall 1993 Winter 1994

96-hr LC50 Toy. 100% 100% 79.4yo

NH3 (mg/L) 25.2 2.36 13.2 23.3

Nitrite (mg/L) .003 .243 1.2 .009

Nitrate (m#L) .008 10.8 10.2 4.44

BOD (m~L) 40 19 31.8 28

Total Phos. (mg/L) 4.62 4.55 5.34 5.64

TSS (mdL) 32 <9 <9 10

Figure 14.9 Analytical Results for the Salmon Arm Sewage Treatment Plant

Salmon Arm Spring 1993 Summer 1993 Fall 1993 Winter 1994

96-hr LC50 100% 100% 100% 89.3%

NH3 (~L) 12.4 .056 15.8 16.2

Nitrite (mdL) .854 .234 .2 .14

Nitrate (mg/L) 8.13 j 4.6 .147 .113
1 r

BOD (mg/L) 45* 27 55* 31

Total Phos. (mg/L) .584 1.49 5.42 2

TSS (m~L) 10 12 20 16

*Above Permit Level



Aldermove: The authorised works for this facility are

a bar screen, two aerated lagoons, with chlorination

and sludge-handling facilities. The permitted

discharge is part of the 7,500 m3/d discharge allowed

for the Township of Langley, with BOD at 45 mg/L

and TSS at 60 mg/L.

The treatment capacity of this facility is being

exceeded consistently, which is coincident with the

high ammonia concentrations and frequent failures of

the 96-hr LC50 bioassay. There is a possibi Iity tiat it

will be decommissioned and all effluent will be

routed through other plants.

~ Periodic exceedances of BOD

were noted. No enforcement action is indicated at

this time. The facility has been referred to the Fraser

Pollution Abatement Office for follow-up.

Merritt: Authorisd works for the Merritt sewage

treatment plant include an activated sludge

secondary treatment plant with phosphorus reduction

facilities, mechanical sludge-dewatering equipment

influent equalisation basins, settling basin, and a

rapid infiltration basin when rwired. The plant is

permitted to discharge 4,200 m /d to the Coldwater

River, with BOD permitted at 30 mg/L and TSS at 40

mg/L.

While periodic exceedances of BOD and TSS were

noted, Merritt has one of the best overal I performance

records of any facility inspected in this compliance

monitoring program.’

~ No enforcement action is

required.

Figure 14.10 Analytical Resuki for the Aldergrove Sewage Treatment Plant

Aldergrove Spring 1993 Summer 1993 Fall 1993 Winter 1994

96-hr LC50 75% 74.8% 100% 75.6%

NH3 (mg/L) 26.1 30.8 20.1 30.7

Nitrite (mg/L) .097 1.33 4.2 .024

Nitrate (mg/L) .152 2.0 9.61 .62

BOD (mg/L) 35 84* 62.5* 57”

Total Phos. (mg/L) 6.7 5.94 8.75 7.5

TSS (mdL) 30 21 45 30

Figure 14.11 Analytical Results for the Merritt Sewage Treatment Plant

Merritt Spring 1993 Summer 1993 Fall 1993 Winter 1994

96-hr LC50 100% 100% 100% 1oo%

NH3 (mg/L) 16.3 14 8.31 4.74

Nitrite (mg/L) .055 .79 .024 .006

Nitrate (m~L) .128 2.2 8.42 2.42

BOD (mg/L) 26 55’ 46’ 19

Total Phos. (mg/L) 1.4 2.47 3.07 2.5

TSS (mg/L) 20 90” 40 31

*Above Permit Level



,.

14.4 Results oflnspection Program Minor improvements over the 1992-93 inspection

The 1993-94 sewage treatment plant inspection

program has found four out of ten sites (Kent, Hope,

Salmon Arm, and Merritt) generally in compliance

with the pol Iution provisions of the Fisheries AC.L Six

of the ten sites in the audit were carried over from the

previous year’s Fraser Basin Inspection Program and

two of these six showed enough improvement to be

in compliance (Kent and Hope). Of the four new sites

chosen to audi~ only two were in compliance

program occurred at the larger sewage treatment

plants, such as Prince George, Williams Lake, and

Kamloops. The facil ities showing poor compliance

will have to make modifications to improve their

performances. Additional inspections will be required

to verify that these faci Iities are progressing towards

full compliance. Figure 14.12 shows the overall

compliance tor acute lethality in the 1993-94

inspection program.

(Merritt and Salmon”Arm). a

Figure 14.12 Overall Compliance (Acute Lethality) for the 1993-94 Municipal Sewage

. Treatment Plant Inspection Program
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FISHERIES ACT
Written/compiled by Peter Krahn, Inspections Section

15.1 Background

F reshly cut softwood lumber (other than cedar) is

subject to attack by microorganisms, such as fungi

and mould. These cause stains and blemishes that

reduce the wood’s marketabl Iity and are termed

“sapstaining fungi.” These organisms may also create

conditions that enable other organisms to attack the

structural integrity of the wood.

To protect freshly cut lumber, it is usually treated with

anti sapstain chemicals at sawmil Is and lumber export

terminals prior to shipping. The antisapstain treatment

‘ is a light surface coating designed to protect the

lumber for about one year. Pentachlorophenol (PCP)

and tetr~chlorophenol (TTCP) were the products used

for almost 40 years, until they were de-registered on

December 31, 1990. The replacement chemicals and

the regulated limits in stormwater runoff are listed in

Figure 15.1. Chlorophenates are still regulated in

stormwater run-off by the r3CAntisapstain Chemica/

W&e Control Regulation.

In order to respond to the environmental and health

concerns related to the use of antisapstains at faci Iities

that apply wocd protection chemicals, the Environ-

mental Protection Directorate of Environment Canada

proposed in 1981 the establishment of the British

Columbia Chlorophenate Wood Protection Task

Force. The members of the task force included repre-

sentatives from federal and provincial government

agencies, the forest industry, WCB, and Iabour

unions. The task force was given the responsibility of

investigating the use of ch Iorophenates at wocd

protection facilities in BC and to develop practical

measures for environmental and health protection.

A technical review of wood protection practices in

BC was performed by the task force, which devel-

oped a Code of Gad Practice for the design and

operation of wood protection facilities [21]. The Code

provides recommendations for workers’ health and

safety and for the storage, transportation, and use of

chlorophenates; and the disposal of chlorophenate

liquids, contaminated water, and solid wastes.

The Code has been revised to include the new

chemicals. It is intended to protect the environment

and workers from harmful exposure by making

recommendations to minimize:

n concentrations of antisapstain chemicals in

stormwater runoff,

>> the toxicity of the stormwater runoff, and

>> the rate of antisapstain chemical emissions to the

air from antisapstain chemical spray booths.

The Code is not part of any environmental legislation,

rather, it reflects practices that should be imple-

mented to achieve compliance with the Fisheries AcL

the BC Waste Managemtmt Act and the BC Workers’

Compensation Board Industrial Health and Safety

Regulation.

15.2 Inspection Mechanism/Status
of Code Implementation

The Code outlines design parameters and recom-

mended practices in handling antisapstain chemicals.

These practices include fire and spill contingency

plan, chemical delivery and storage area, chemical

mixing area, treatment process spray box, treatment

process dip tank, treated wood storage area, and

sludge and waste handling.

Inspections conducted during dry weather would

determine if these criteria were &lng implemented.

The Inspections program for the Fraser River basin did

not focus on these types of facilities for this reporting

period, and dry-weather inspections were not

conducted for 1993-94. Two wet-weather inspections

were conducted, however, and samples of Iu mber

Ieachates and yard stormwater runoff were collected

for chemical and toxicity analyses. These analyses are

not yet completed.

As of the end of the previous reporting period, seven

antisapstain facilities in the Fraser River basin (13

percent of all such facilities in BC) had been

inspected. At that time, not all companies were found
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in compliance with the Code (overall rate of 77 15.3 Enforcement Action
percent compliance among facilities inspected).

While compliance is voluntary, all facilities are still
The appropriate enforcement actions will be taken, if

regulated by @ Iution provisions of the fiderd
necessary, after the analytical data from the two wet

FisheriesAct
weather inspections has been evaluated.

igure 15.1 Antisapstain Agents in Use in the Fraser River Basin
/

orrnulations in Use Active Ingredient* Regulated Limit in

Trade Names) Stormwater Runoff (for
BC) in pPb**

,usan 1030 and 30 WB TCMTB 6 ppb

JP-1 DDAC 700 ppb

and IPBC 120 ppb

imbercote II tiDAC 700 ppb

imbercote 2000 DDAC 700 ppb

2 DDAC 700 ppb

and Borax not specified

JWEC GD CU-8 15 ppb

‘Q-8 CU-8 15 ppb

.odewood 200 EC Azoconozole not specified

cobrite Sc not specified

and Borax not specified,

Voodbrite 24*** PCP 6 ppb

)iatox*** PCP 6 ppb

Voodsheath*** PCP 6 ppb

dchem 4135*** PCP 6 ppb

:hapco Cl*”* PCP 6 ppb

*TCMTB = 2-(thiocyanomethy lthio) benzothiazole

*DDAC = Didecyldimethyl ammonium chloride

*IPBC = 3-iodo-2-propynyl butyl carbamate

*CU-8 = Copper-8 -Quinolinolate

*PCP = Pentachlorophenate

*TTCP = Tetrachlorophenate

*SC = Scxfium Chloride

““ppb = parts per billion

*** _— De-registered on December31, 1990
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16.0 WOOD PRESERVATION FACILITIES - 
FISHERIES ACT 

Written/compiled by Peter Krahn, Inspections Section 

16.1 Background 

w ood preservation processes consist of either 

pressure or thermal impregnation of chemicals 

into wood to a depth of several centimetres, and can 

protect the wood for decades. This treatment provides 

an effective long-term resistance to attack by fungi, 

insects, and marine borers. Wood preservation 

chemicals are divided into two categories: penta- 

chlorophenol (PCP) or creosote in oil solutions; and 

mixtures of copper-chromium-arsenic &IA), or 

ammoniacal copper arsenate (ACA) dissolved in 

water solutions. 

There are 19 wood preservation facilities in BC, 

which use an estimated 4500 T of wood preservation 

chemicals annually. These sites were known to have 

significant effects on the environment. 

During 1983-84, as part of a federal strategy to 

protect human health and the environment from toxic 

chemicals, Environment Canada conducted an 

evaluation of the use of chemicals and operational 

practices in the Canadian wood preservation industry. 

Subsequently, the department established a Technical 

Steering Committee (TSCI composed ofrepresenta- 

tives from government agencies, the wood preserva- 

tion industry, and forestry labour unions, and workers 

compensation boards. The primary objective of the 

TSC was to develop detailed technical recommen- 

dations for the design and operation of plants that 

would reduce or eliminate the release of wood 

preservation chemicals into the environment and 

minimize worker exposure. 

The TSC submitted its draft recommendations to 

\ Environment Canada and, in 1988, published a series 

of five documents under the general title: Recommm- 

dations for the Design and Operation of Wood 

Preservation facilities [21]. These publications 

address the predominant wood preservation chem- 

icals in use in Canada. 

The recommendations are not part of any environ- 

mental legislation, rather, they reflect practices that 

should be implemented to achieve compliance with 

the Fisheries Act, the BC Waste ManagementAc& 

and the Workers’ Compensation Board Industrial 

Health and Safety Regulations. Compliance with the 

recommended Code of Practice is voluntary. 

16.2 Inspection Verification 
Mechanism 

The degree to which mills implement Code recom- 

mendations is determined through compliance veri- 

fication inspectionsof the plants. 

The Code outlines several design parameters and 

practices in handling wood preservation chemicals, 

including chemical delivery areas, chemical storage 

areas, chemical mixing areas, treatment process 

systems, freshly treated wood storage areas, long term 

storage, fire and spill contingency plans, personnel 

protection, and environmental monitoring. Inspec- 

tions conducted during dry weather would determine 

if these criteria were being implemented. Wet- 

weather inspections are done to collect surface water/ 

yard runoff samples in order to assess the potential for 

or degree of contamination to the receiving 

environment. 

16.3 Status of Code Implementation 

This reporting period, six wood preservation facilities in 

the Fraser River basin were inspected during wet 

weather conditions. Water and sediment samples were 

collected to determine the impact of wood preservation 

chemicals leached from treated wood at each site. 

Because the data has not been analysed at the time of 

publication of this report no statements can be made 

regarding the status of code implementation or the status 

of compliance with the Fisher&Ad 

16.4 Enforcement Action 

The fish toxicity and soil samples are being analysed 

and assessed for compliance with the Fisheries Act 

Appropriate enforcement actions will be taken based 

on the anal)Tical results. 

: . . . . . . . ., 
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Written/compiled by Peter Krahn, Inspections Section

17.1 Background

W ood waste originates from three principal

sources: forest debris, mill residues, and

demolition debris. The impro~r use or disposal of

wood waste can result in air pollution, destruction of

habitat, and the discharge of Ieachates and effluents

that are toxic to plants, fish, and other aquatic life.

Guidelines to prevent damage to fish and fish habitat

from the transportation, storage, use, and disposal of

wood waste are targeted for publication and general

distribution in 1994-95. While these guidelines are

designed to provide preventive advice and are not

legally enforceable, their recommended practices will

contribute to compliance of the @ Iution provisions

of the Fisheries Act

The discharge of wood waste solids or Ieachates may

violate subsection 35(1 ) of the Fisheries Act by

harmfully altering or disrupting fish habitat. The most

common form of damage is caused by smothering

spawning or rearing areas with wmd solids. The

discharge of Ieachates may violate subsection 36(3) of

the Fisheries Act by being acutely toxic to fish or fish

eggs.

The primary sources of wood waste solids and

Ieachates are log dumps and booming grounds, and

in the ubiquitous use of wood wastes as a fill

material. Leachates from these sources contain water

and organics, including tannins and Iignins, resin

acids, and phenols. Wood waste may be contam-

inated with oi I from forestry operations, and heavy

metals or organic wood preservatives from wood

treating (wood preservation and antisapstain)

facilities. These Ieachates can be acidic, high in

biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and chemical

oxygen demand (COD), have a strong odour, dark

colour, and contain dissolved metals.

Wood waste also presents a physical barrier to fish,

fish habitat, fish eggs, and other aquatic organisms.

Acute and sub-acute toxicity to fish and other aquatic

organisms have keen wel I documented.

17.2 Inspection Verification
Mechanism

Site inspections are the primary mechanism for

verifying compliance to the Fisheries Actand degree

of implementation of the guidelines. These

inspections include physical observations to evaluate

habitat destruction or loss, kjentifica~on and

sampling of Ieachatedischarges, and inspection of

Ieachatetreatment or containment systems.

17.3 Compliance Status

This fiscal year, four inspections were carried out as

part of the development of an inspection protocol.

No samples were collected at these four sites. Further

inspection activities will be based on assessing the

degree of implementation of the guidelines, which

are expectedto be published later in 1994.

17.4 Enforcement Action

One investigation has been completed at a lower

Fraser basin property in Maple Ridge that drains into

the Alouette River, a tributary of the Fraser River. The

wood waste was buried as fi I I material for a horse

corral. The Ieachatefrom the property was al Iegedly

contaminating a neighbour’s property, as wel I as

affecting the river habitat. Sampling of Ieachate,

surface water, and groundwater was carried out in

conjunction with the BC Ministry of Environment,

Lands and Parks. The property owner was charged

with three counts under the BC Waste Marragemtw

Act and eight counts under the Fisheries Act The

matter is before the courts and no tirther details can

be provided until after the case is heard. -

Q



18.1 Background

T heMeEd Mining Liquid Effluen[ Regulatims

(MMLER, SOW77-1 78) [IO]were promulgated in
1977 under the federal Fisheries Am The regulatory

intent is to control pH levels and discharges of liquid

effluents containing deleterious substancesfrom base
metal, uranium, and iron ore mines in order to

provide minimum standards to protect fish and

aquatic life. In specific locations where they fail to

protect the fishery resources, more stringent require-

ments may be imposed by the federal government

through an order-in-council. Where provincial

requirements are more stringent than the federal

regulations, the more stringent requirements prevai 1.

The federal regulations apply to metal mines that

were opened, expanded, or re-opened after 1977;

they do not general Iy apply to gold mines where gold

is recovered by cyanidation. The MMLER are

currently under review.

The substances prescribed as deleterious are arsenic,

copper, lead, nickel, zinc, total suspended solids, and

dissolved radium 226. The regulations also include

stipulations on effluent pH, frequency of sampling,

and reporting requirements for flow measurements

and analytical results.

Mines operating before 1977 are covered by the

Metal Miring Liquid Effluent Guidelines (MMLEG,

also under review). The guidelines mirror the

regulations and have a requirement for monitoring

under the Fisheries Act to determine that the ‘

~ mine effluent be non-toxic as determined

by the rainbow trout 96-hr LT50 lethal toxicity test. AS

with the regulations, gold mines using cyanidation

leaching processes are exempt. All mines are subject

to the general pollution provisions of the Fisheries Act

In addition to the MMLER and MMLEG, there is a

voluntary Environmental Code of Practice for Mines.

CraigmonL and Afton. Afton is currently not

operating.

>> Two MMLEG, or “guidelines” mines (those that

predate the regulations) occur in the Fraser basin:

Gibraltar and Endako.

All mines in BC have BC Ministry of Environment

Lands and Parks waste management permits. The

permits require comprehensive controls of mine

process and effluent discharge quality and quantity,

monitoring, and reporting. Environment Canada’s

input ensures that the MMLER/MMLEG requirements

are reflected in the permit.

18.2 Compliance Verification
Mechanism

Two mechanisms are used to veri~ compliance: site

inspections and reviews of company-submitted

monitoring data.

18.2.1 Site Inspections

Inspections are done to verify mine effluent discharge

points, obtain audit samples, verify effluent flows,

determine drainage patterns, and inspect effluent

collection and containment systems. Inspectors

discuss operations plans, problems, and operations

upsets that may affecteffluent discharges with mine

personnel. Site inspections are planned to coincide

with periods of effluent discharge and with periods of

high surface water and groundwater flows.

Inspections are carried out on a priority basis. The

highest priority is given to mines regulated by the

MMLER and to mines with a poor compliance history.

Second priority is given to MMLEG mines, gold

mines, coal mines, and non-operating mines to assess

compliance with the general pollution provisions in

subsection 36(3) of the federal Fisheries Act

18.2.2 Review of Company-Submitted

Monitoring Data

In accordance with section 10 of the MMLER,

regulated mines are required to submit copies of

monitoring dataon a monthly basis. MMLEG mines

and discharging gold mines, it not submitting on a

Of the 26 metal mines in British Columbia, seven are

in the Fraser River drainage (Figure 18.1):

N Five are regulated under the MMLER Highland

Valley Copper, Samatosum, Blackdome,
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Figure 18.1 Locations of Mines in the Fraser River Basin

MINE INDEX
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T7MMLEG

1. AFTON
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3. HIGHLAND VALLEY COPPER
5. SAMATOSUM

12. ENDAKO

13. GIBRALTAR

28. CRAIGMONT



regular basis, have submitted data when requested.

Coal mines and non-discharging mines generally do

not submit data. From the data submitted by the

mines, final discharge data is extracted and entered

into the Mines Database. The database computes

monthly means and loading, counts sample data and

compares it to MMLEIVMMLEG limits, calculates

compliance statistics, and generates compliance

reports.

18.3 Compliance Status

Endako, Highland Valley Copper, Samatosum, and

Gibraltar mines were inspected in this reporting

period. Afton, Blackdome, and Craigmont were

non-operating during this period. Samatosum closed

down during the reporting period and Gibraltar

closed temporari Iy in November 1993.

18.3.1 Audit Sampling

Mines are general Iy in compliance with their

, respective MMLER and MMLEG limits, with a low

incidence of violations with respect to suspended

matter, zinc, and lead. Levels of other metals are one

or two orders of magnitude below the MMLER

/MMLEG limits. The inspections included audit

sampling of any final effluent discharges to the

receiving environment.

All the MMLER mines were in compliance with the

regulations, and all the MMLEG mines complied with

the guidelines.

18.3.2 Review of Monitoring Data

The table in Appendix 2 summarizes the compliance

status for monthly means for all reporting mines. Eight

mines in BC reported discharges in 1993. One of

these in the Fraser River basin was Endako, an

MMLEG mine. No audit samples were found in

violation of the guidelines.

The compliance rate for both MMLER and MMLEG

mines in the Fraser River basin was 100 percent.

18.4 Enforcement Action

No enforcement action was required.

Q
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19.0 PETROLEUM REFINERY LIQUID
EFFLUENT REGULATIONS -
FISHERIES ACT

Written/compiled by John Holmes, Inspections Section

19.1 Background

The Petroleum Refinery Liquid Eftik-)t Regulatkns

[I7] were introduced under the authority of the

Fisheries Act to control the discharge of petroleum

refiner-y effluents into watercourses popu Iated by fish.

The regulations apply to refineries started on or after

November 1, 1973. They set limits on the amounts of

oi I and grease, phenols, sulphide, ammonia nitrogen,

and total suspended matter that can be contained in

refinery effluents. The regulations also specify pH

limits for effluent.

Guidelines were developed that apply to pre-1973

refineries and speci$ the same parameters. In

addition, the guidelines specify an acute fish toxicity

for all refineries. The regulations set a national

standard that requires the application of the best

practicable technology at the time they became

effective.

Each refinery is required to test its effluent for each of

the five regulated substances (oil and grease, phenols,

su Iphides, ammonia nitrogen, total suspended matter)

three times per week and to record the amount of

each discharged on those days. In addition, pH level

of the effluent must be measured daily.

Refineries that are subject to the regulations must

report the results of the tests. The test method for

analysing each parameter is specified by the regula-

tions. Al I refineries are requested by the guidelines to

perform one fish toxicity test each month. The results

of all these analyses are to be reported monthly.

19.2 Compliance Verification

Mechanism

For the 1993-94 fiscal year, there were four operating

refineries in the Pacific Region, all within the Fraser

River basin: Chevron (Burnaby), Shell (Burnaby), Esso

(Port Moody), and Husky Oil (Prince George). All

operate under the Petroleum Refinery Effluent

Guidelines (PREG). With the exception of Husky Oil,

al I process effluents are de~sited to municipal

sewers. Husky Oil deposits its treated effluent to

treatmentJagoons at Prince George Pulp& Paper.

The guidelines stipulate objectives for stormwater (oil

and grease, total suspended solids, phenols, and

acute toxicity) and process water (oi I and grease, total

suspended solids, phenols, sulphide, ammonia

nitrogen, pH, and acute toxicity) quality for

petroleum effluent.

With the exception of pH and acute toxicity, the

regulations prescribe three levels of objectives for

process water effluent monthly averageof daily

deposits (MADD), one-day-a-month (ODAM), and

never-to-be-exceeded (NTBE). In contrast, the

guidelines prescribe only the NTBE objective for

stormwater.

NTBE, ODAM, and MADD levels are calculated

based on refinery crude run rate; pH is stipulated in

terms of a range of values, and acute toxicity is a

lethal concentration calculation based on crude

throughput.

Conformity with the guidelines was verified through

review of monitoring datasubmitted by the refineries.

Environment Canadaconducted audit sampling at the

refineries during this year’s inspection program.

The refinery (company-submitted) data is based on a

calendar year (1 January to 31 December, 1993;

inspections (Environment Canada)data is based on

the fiscal year 1 April 1993 to 31 March 1994.

19.3 Compliance Status

With the exception of Husky Oil in Prince George, all

of the refineries listed above submitted process

effluent and stormwater monitoring data. Husky Oil

has combined stormwater with its process effluent

Process effluent from the other three refineries is



dischargd to municipal sewer systems where it

undergoes further treatment before discharge to the

environment.

Appendix 4 lists a summary of the 1993 monitoring

data, which outlines the process effluent and storm-

water quality for each of the four refineries that

reported data.

19.3.1 Process Effluent

Figure 19.1 summarizes the parameters and the numb-

ers tested by the refineries for process effluent. A

total of 1,014 analyses (7 parameters) were reported

by the four refineries. Of these, 52 excursions (5 per-

cent) of the guidelines objectives were reported in the

data submitted. In particular, 23 out of314 (7 per-

cent) data submitted by Chevron, and 2 out of 269

(0.7 percent) data submitted by Husky Oil exceeded

the NTBE objective of the guidelines. Shell had no

reportable NTBE excursions, and Esso had two out of

222 (0.6 percent) reportable NTBE excursions during

the 1993-94 reporting period.

19.3.2 Stormwater Effluent

Figure 19.2 summarizes the parameters and numbers

tested by the refineries for stormwater effluent. A total

of 742 analyses were reported by three refineries

(Husky Oil doesn’t report on this because its storm-
water effluent is combined with its process effluent in

treatment lagoons at Prince George Pulp& Paper).

One of the refineries subject to testing stormwater

effluent quality (Shell) had no reportable NTBE

excursions. Chevron Canada exceeded the NTBE

guidelines four out of 298 tests (1.3 percent), and Esso

exceeded one out of 380 tests (0.3 percent).

19.3.3 Frequency of Measurements

The PREG specify measurement of effluent quality

three times a week. Because they are subject to

guidelines, not regulations, the refineries in the

Pacific and Yukon Region report only one

measurement per week by fol lowing the require-

ments of Greater Vancouver Regional District sewer

use permits and BC Environment stormwater runoff

permits.

Figure 19.1 Refinery Process Effluent Excursions (1993)

Refinery/Location Number of Tests MADD* ODAM* NT13E*

Chevron Canada Ltd., Burnaby 314 19 4 23

Shell Canada Products Ltd., Burnaby 109 2 0 0

Esso Petroleum Canada, Port Moody 322 0 “o 2

Husky Oil Operations Ltd., Pr. George 269 1 0 2

Figure 19.2 Refinery Stormwater Effluent - Monthly Deposits Exceeding Guideline Limits (1 993)

Refinery/Location Number of Tests NTBE*

Chevron Canada Ltd., Burnaby 298 4

Shell Canada Products Ltd., Burnaby 64 0

Esso Petroleum Canada, Port Moody 380 1

Husky Oil Operations Ltd., Prince George n/a nla

*MADD = Monthly Average of Daily Deposits

*ODAM = One Day A Month

*NTBE = Never To Be Exceeded



Husky Oil tested for average TSS in its process

effluent only once a month, while the other three

refineries tested for TSS in process effluent four to six

times each month. Refer to Appendix 4 for the details

of all tests for each refinery. /

19.4 Enforcement Action

Shell Canada is expected to shut down its operations

in the Lower Mainland. It is expected that by 1995,

only Chevron and Husky Oil refineries will remain in

operation in British Columbia.

Although review of refine~ monitoring data showed

noncompliance with some of the guidelines

objectives, no enforcement actions were undertaken.

S2



REGULATIONS -
Writtm/compiled by Peter Krah?, Inspections Section

20.1 Background

The Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations (SOiU92-

269,7 May 1992) [20] are pursuant to subsections

34(2), 36(5), 37(3), and 38(9), and paragraphs 43(g.1 )

and (g.2) of S.C. 1991, c. 1,s.1 2(2) of the Fisheries

Act These regulations.. prescribe certain deleterious

substances related to the efflumt from pulp and

paper mills and off-site treatment facilities and

authorize the deposit of limited quantities of those

deleterious substances in certain circumstances...

Compliance with the federal Pu/p and Paper Mi//

Effluent Regulations is mandatory in Canada.

There are ten pulp and paper mills in the Fraser River

(see map, Figure 20.1 ). Three of the Fraser basin mills

(Island Paper, Newstech Recycling, and Scott Paper)

discharge their effluent to the Greater Vancouver

Regional District (GVRD) sewer system and,

therefore, do not require monthly reporting or have

effluent limits set by the regulations; the GVRD

stipulates the limits for these mills. Also, two of the

Prince George mills (Prince George Pulp & Paper and

Intercontinental Pulp) combine their effluent

discha~es.

The Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulaticm (PPER) apply

to all the mills in the Fraser basin. These regulations

replaced the Fisheries Act Pu/p and Paper Eff/uent

Regulations (CRC c.830) on May 7, 1992. The

effluent criteria came into full effect on December 1,

1992. .

This report summarizes effluent datafrom January

1990 and inspection data for the period January 1,

1993 to March 31, 1994.

20.2 Compliance Verification
Mechanism

Federal inspectors verify compliance of all the pulp

and paper mi Ils in BC by the fol lowing methods:

~> conducting on-site inspections using a

comprehensive inspection checklist (Appendix

FISHERIES ACT

A5.4) that verifies compliance with approximately

80 criteria specified in the regulations

~~ COIIecting independent audit samples

n reviewing company-submitted data.

Section 27 of the regulations requires that all mills are

to declare each outfall that would be discharging

effluent. The declaration includes a general descrip-

tion and the plans and specifications of the outfall.

The 1993-94 inspections focused on outfalls declared

by the companies and considered discharges, such as

Ieachates and other runoff, at selected sites known to

be problems. The audit samples of effluent were

analyzed for biochemical oxygen demand (BOD),

total suspended solids (TSS), and acutely lethal

effluent (ALE). Environmental Effects Monitoring

(EEM) reports, a requirement as of April 1, 1993, are

due by Apri I 1, 1996, therefore, no assessments were

made during the current reporting period. However,

all Fraser basin mills have begun collecting informa-

tion for this requirement The 1994-95 inspection

program will consider Ieachates and runoff at all mill

sites.

20.3 Compliance with Technical
and Administrative Sections
of the PPER

The authority to deposit deleterious substances

(BOD, TSS, ALE) is conditional upon the mills

complying with technical and administrative

requirements in the regulations (Figure 20.2). If a mill

complies with these requirements, it is authorized to

deposit these substances within the limits specified in

Section 14 or 19 of the regulations. Failure to comply

with these requirements can result in the withdrawal

of the authority to deposit or in enforcement

responses that ‘include Warning Letters, investiga-

tions, prosecutions, Ministerial Orders, and injunc-

tions.



‘Figure 20.1 Locations of Pulp & Paper Mills
in the Fraser River Basin

A MILL INDEX

1. PRINCE GEORGE & INTERCONTINENTAL 18. BURNABY PAPERBOARD DIVISION
PULP & PAPER MILL #1

19. QUESNEL PULP
2. PRINCE GEORGE & INTERCONTINENTAL

PULP & PAPER MlLL#2 20. SCOTT PAPER WESTERN MFG. DIVISION

5. CARIBOO PULP AND PAPER
24. WEYERHAEUSER PULP MILL

17. NORTHWOOD PULP
26. ISLAND PAPER MILLS CO.

27. NEWSTECH RECYCLING



.

20.4 Enforcement Responsesto

Administrative Violations of
the PPER

Monitoring data submitted by the mills was reviewed

throughout the reporting period and actions were

taken in response to any alleged violations. The

actions included one or more of the following

~~ contacting the mills for verification

of incident information

>> re-inspection

N investigation

Figure 20.2 includes datafor all BC mills and shows that

overall compliance with the technical and administra-

tive requirements of the PPER was consistently high for

each section. There was on Iy one enforcement response

to administrative infractions in the Fmser basin in 1993.

A Warning Letter was issued to Cariboo Pulp & Paper

for the Quesnel River Pulp Mili noncompliance with

section 8.1 of the PPER (Calibration).

20.5 Compliance With the Effluent
Requirements of the PPER

All mills must comply with the acutely lethal effluent

(ALE), BOD, and TSS limits specified in sections 6

and 14 of the PPER unless they have been granted

one of three types of exemption: an “Authorisation

(section 15),” a ‘Transitional Authorisation” (TA,

section 20), or a ‘Transitional Authorisation

Extension” (TAE, section 25).,

Sections 15,20, and 25 of the ppER allow mills to

apply for an authorisation to discharge deleterious

substances in excess of the normal Ii mits specified in

section 14. The authorisations provide additional time

to complete effluent treatment systems and allow the

mills to come into, complete compliance with the

PPER.

In 1993, none of the Fraser River basin mil Is operated

under TAs.

Figure 20.2 Technical and Administrative Requirements of the PPER and Percentage
of Mills in Full Compliance with Technical Requirements of the PPER
in 1993*

PPER Section Criteria Rating

1 8 Install and calibrate monitoring equipment 8970
I I

9 Reporting monitoring results within 30 days 89°L

I 10 Submit ownership information 10070

I 11 Submit emergency response plans 100”/0I I

12 Submit reference production rates 100”/0

27 Supply information on effluent outfalls 1000/0

28 Conduct Environmental Effects Monitoring (EEM Reports, nf a
due 1 April 1996)

36 Report Out-of-the-Normal COUl-se of Events 100”/0

1 *Does not include un-registered outfalls or Ieachates I



20.5.1

Acutely

Compliance with Acutely Lethal
Effluent Regulations

lethal effluent (ALE) is measured by exposing

Daphnia magna (water flea) or rainbow trout to

undiluted mill effluent under controlled conditions for

48 or 96 hours, respectively. The regulations require

that at least 50 percent of the test organisms must

survive after the required exposure time. This test is

called the 48- or 96-hr LTso. The regulations require

that Daphnia magna tests must be carried out at least

once per week and that rainbow trout tests must be

conducted at least once per month. If a Daphnia

magna test fai Is, a rainbow trout test must be carried

out immediately.

Figure 20.3 shows the datafor all BC mills and gives

total exceedances of regulated Iim its for Fraser basin

mil Is. There were two reported Daphnia magna

failures in 1993 at two mills in the Fra~r basin (Scou

Paper and Quesnel River Pulp). Scott Paper also

failed two rainbow trout LT50 tests. Where a rainbow

trout test fails, the frequency of testing must increase

to at least once per week.
.-

Figure 20.3 Exceedances of Regulated Limits for BOD, TSS, and ALE for
All Pulp Mills in 1993-94 (Days of Discharge)

Mill and Location (F= Fraser) BOD BOD TSS TSS Daphnia Rainbow
Daily Monthly Daily Monthly Toxici~* Trout

Toxicity

Skeena Cellulose, Prince Rupert -- -- 9 -. 2 --

Western Pulp Inc.r Port Alice Operations -- -- -- -- -.

Avenor, Gold River

--
-- -- 2 -- 1 2

Fletcher-Chal len~e, Elk Falls -- -- -- -- --

Macmillan Bloedel, Powell River

.-

.- -- -. -- --

Western Pulp, Squamish

--

-- -- -. -- -- --

Macmillan Bloedel, Port Alberni -- -- 1 -. 1 --

Macmillan Bloedel, Harmac -- .- -- -. -- 1

Howe Sound Pulp & Paper -- -- -. -- 11 6

*Newstech Recycling, New Westminster (F) -- -. -- -- -- --

“Scott Paper, New Westminster (F) _- -- -- -. 1 2

‘island Paper, New Westminster (F) -- -- -- -- -- --

Paperboard Industries, Burnaby (F) -- -- -- -- -- 2

Fletcher-Chal Ienge, Crofton _- -- -- -. --

Fibreco, Taylor

--

-- -- -- -. 3 --

Louisiana Pacific, Chetwynd -- _- -- -- .-

Finlay Forest Products, Mackenzie

--

-- -- 1 -. -- --

Fletcher-Chal Ienge, Mackenzie -- -- -- -- -- --

Prince George & Intercontinental Pulp & -- -- 1
Paper

-- -- --
(F)

Northwood Pu Ip & Timber,
Prince George (F) ‘- ‘- ‘- ‘- ‘- ‘-

Cariboo Pulp, Quesnel (F) -- -- -- -- -- ‘l-

Quesnel River Mill, Q uesnel (F) -- -- -- --

Weyerhaeuser, Kamloops (F) -- -- . . -- !- ‘-15

Crestbrook Forest Industries, Skookumchuck 14 2 . . -- 2 5

CelEar PuID ComDanv, CastleEar -. -- -. -- -. 4

Totals all mills: 1 2 13 0 22 38

Totals Fraser mills (F): o 0 0 0 2 20

*Discharge to GVRD Sewer System; GVRD sets limits
**Daphnia toxicity is a trigg er to take extra rainbow trout samples.



Mills within the Fraser River basin had completed

secondary treatment systems prior to 1990 and were

discharging effluent with an average LC50 of 98.3

percent to 99.4 percent from 1990 to 1993 (Figure

20.4). These mills are expected to have non-acutely

lethal effluent in 1994 (i.e., LC50 = 100 percent). The

effluent discharged has become progressively less

toxic because of the standards that have been

required by both federal and provincial regulations

and guidelines over the past five years. By December

31, 1995, the number of days for which ALE is

discharged should approach zero.

20.5.2 Enforcement Responses to
Discharges of ALE

In 1993-94, there were 20 days of unauthorized

discharge of ALE from Fraser basin pulp and paper

mills (Figure 20.3). Extreme cold weather, which

affectedwoodchip feed stocks and effluent treatment

lagoon performance, was the cause of failures at two

of the mills. One Warning Letter was issued by the

BC Ministry of Environment in response to the most

significant incident (Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd.,

Kamloops).

Figure 20.4 Rainbow Trout Survival Upon Exposure to Mill Effluent (ALE)
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1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Year

~

Year Fraser Mills Non-Fraser Mills All BC Milk Minimum Allowable Effluent
Concentration

1990 98.3 53.6 68.4 nla

1991 99.3 64.0 75.7 nla

1992 99.4 77.1 84.2 **T 00% (Dec. 1, 1992)

1993 99.0 89.9 92.3 ““100%

1994 *96.6 *95.2 *95.7 ***1 ov/0

*First quarter 1994 data

**Five mills with TAs that expired on December 31, 1993

***One mill (Western Pulp Inc.-Port Alice Operations) with a TAE that expires on December 31, 1995
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20.5.3 Compliance with Biochemical treatment systems at Fraser River basin pulp and

Oxygen Demand (BOD) and paper mills (Figures 20.5 and 20.6). There was

Total Suspended Solids (TSS) virtually no change in the discharge from Fraser basin

Requirements mills from 1990 to 1993 because these mills had

The trends in the quantities of BOD and TSS been required by the province of British Columbia to

discharged from Fraser River basin pulp and paper have secondary treatment systems installed prior to

mills are very similar. Reductions in BOD and TSS 1990.

discharges were due to the completion of effluent

Figure 20.5 Average Daily BOD Loadings of All BC Pulp& Paper Mills (ktid)

From 1990 Through 31 Ma;ch 1994 “ “
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Year

Average Daily BOD Loadings of BC Pulp & Paper Mills (kg/d)

) I I i I (
Year Fraser Mills Non-Fraser Milk All BC Milk Max. Allowable

1990 26175 346719 372894 nla

1991 24143 296896 321039 nla

1992 22134 202119 224252 662800

1993 23005 143035 166040 662800

1994 “24008 “107651 *131659 561351

*Based on first quarter results
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Figure 20.6 Average Daily TSS Loadings of All BC Pulp Q Paper Mills (kg/d)

From 1990 Through 31 March 1994
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1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Year

Average Daily TSS Loadings of BC Pulp & Paper Mills (k#d)
k , I I I 1

Year Fraser Mills Non-Fraser Milk All BC Milk Max. Allowable

1990 55912 148026 203938 nfa

1991 57407 134825 192232 nfa

1992 48174 112103 160277 580000

1993 43323 91556 134879 580000

1994 *46256 *76481 *1 22737 580000

*Based on first quarter results

The total quantities of BOD and TSS discharged in Canfor at Prince George-1, and Weyerhaeuser in

1994 are not expected to decline significantly over Kamloops-1 5).

the 1993 amounts..
Appendix 3 provides a summary of the monthly

There were two exceedances of D@rnia toxicity at averages for toxicity, BOD, and TSS for the Frase]

Fraser Basin milk (Scott Paper and Quesnel River basin mills.

Pulp Mill), and 20 exceedances of rainbow trout
S2

toxicity (Scott Paper-2, Paperboard industries-2,
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Compliance Promotion Activities
for Proposed Amendments to the

Chlorobiphenyls Regulations
(Sensitive Sites Inspection Program)

All List of Government and School District Personnel Who Attended the

January 17,1994 Compliance Promotion Meeting in the Lower Mainland

A1.2 List of Schools Inspected in Lower Mainland (12 School Districts)



Al .1 List of Government. and School District Personnel Who Attended
the January 17, 1994 Compliance Promotion Meeting in the
Lower Mainland

School district representatives and government staff who attended the January 17,1994
information meeting on the proposed PCB Regulations at the School Inspection Program.

School District Contact

North Vancouver SD #44 Lee Schellenberg
Ed Downing

West Vancouver SD #45 Michael Mann

Vancouver SD #39

Coquitlam SD #43

New Westminster SD

Bryan Miller
John Bonnet (contact)

Rolph Gravenhorst

#40 Larry Bryce

Maple Ridge/Pitt Meadows #42

Mission SD #75

Abbotsford SD #34

Chilliwack SD #33

Surrey SD #36

Langley SD #35

Government Personnel

Emmanuel Mendoza

Daniel Bidal

Doug Wilson

Meegan Armstrong

Rob Beleutz

Don Osbourne

Sai Wong

john Molnar
John McQuade

Bill Nelson
Doug Templeton

Tom Miller

Tom Scott

Environment Canada, Inspections Division

Environment Canada, Commercial Chemicals

Environment Canada, Commercial Chemicals

Environment Canada, Inspections Division

BC Environment, Special Wastes Section



.

Al .2 List of Schools inspected in Lower Mainland (12 School Districts),

Including lndepe~dent Schools

Public Schools

Vest Vancouver School District #45 Hillside MiddIe School
Sentinel Secondary

:oquitlam School District #43 Mary Hill Senior Secondary

/ancouver School District #39 Britannia Secondary

Aaple Ridge/Pitt Meadows School Distrid #42 Garibaldi Secondary
Maple Ridge Senior Secondary
Mount Crescent Elementary
Whonnock Elementary
Westview Secondary
Pitt Meadows Secondary

iurrey School District #36 Lord Tweedsmuir Secondary
Martha Currie
Cloverdale Elementary
Princess Margaret Secondary
Frank Hurt Secondary
William Beagle junior Secondary
Earl Mariot School
Newton Junior
Semiahmoo Secondary
North Surrey
Johnston Heights Secondary
Crofton House
Notre Dame Regional Secondary School

vtission School District #75 Mission Secondary
Cherry Hill
Dewdney Elementary

~hilliwack School District #33 Chilliwack Senior Secondary
Rosedale Junior
Sardis Senior

New Westminster School District #40 New Westminster Senior Secondary

North Vancouver School District #44 Argyle Secondary
Balmoral junior Secondary..
Handsworth Secondary

4bbotsford School District #34 Abbotsford Senior Secondary
Abbotsford Junior Secondary
Godson Elementary
Philip Sheffield

.angley School District #35 Mountain Senior Secondary
Fort Langley Fine Arts
Langley Senior Secondary

Delta School District #37 Gibson Elementary
Delview Junior Secondary
North Delta Senior Secondary
Brook Elementary
Holly Elementary



41.2 List of Schools Inspected in Lower Mainland (12 School Districts),

including Independent Schools L..continuecf

Independent Schools

Lower Mainland Area Independent Schools Vancouver College
St. George’s
York House
Blessed Sacrament
St. Mary’s
Our Lady of Perpetual Help
Mennonite Educational Institute
Timothy Christian School
St. Helen School
St. Edmunds School
Holy Cross Elementary

! Corpus Christi
St. Andrew
St. Francis of Assisi
St. Patrick’s School



Metal Mining Monitoring Data

A2.1 Summary of Individual Samples for Reporting Mines in the
Fraser River Basin for 1993

A2.2 Summary of Compliance of Monthly Means for Reporting Mines
in the Fraser River Basin for 1993



Table A2.1 Summary of Individual Samples For All Reporting Mines in the Fraser
River Basin for 1993

MMLEG (Guidelines) Mines pH As Cu Pb Ni Zn TSS

Endako

#of Samples Reported 67 0 0 0 0 0 64

# of Samples in Violation o 0 0 0 0 0 0
0/0Samr)les in Violation w%. 0?’!0 0% 0“/0 0%0 o% n%.

Table A2.2 Summary of Compliance of Monthly Means for all Reporting Mines for 1993

Endako Mine pH As Cu ‘ Pb Zn TSS

5ample Point A: #2 Pond East Dam

Ianuaty 1993 7.455 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 7.000

Vlarch 7.760 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.000

4pri I 7.270 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 7.000

May 7.980 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 ,4.000

Iuly 7.940 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 7.000

August 7.840 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.000

September 7.710 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.000

October 7.310 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.000

November 7.680 O.OCK) 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.000

December 7.560 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000

Sample Point B: #2 Pond Saddle Dam

IUIY 1993 7.360 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Sample Point C: #2 PondSouth Dam

Ianuary 1993 7.230 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

Sample Point D: South Dam East ..

January 1993 7.430 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000,

February 7.110 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.000

March 7.350 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 7.000

Iune 7.280 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 13.000

july 7.340 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 13.000

August 7.490 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 15.000

September (ConrlnUed..) 7.460 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.000



Table A2.1 Summary of Individual Samples For All Reporting Mines in the Fraser

River Basin for 1993 L...continued

October 7.540 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.000

November 7.440 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

December 7.320 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000

Sample Point K New (1993) East Dam

August 7.600 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

September 7.550 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.000

October 7.560 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.000

November 7.560 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

December 7.670 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

Sample Point L #1 Pond 1A Dam

April 7.230 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

May 6.967 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

june 7.090 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

]Uly 7.270 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.000

August 7.380 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.000

September 7.290 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.500

October 7.480 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.000

November 7.337 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.667

December 7.240 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

Sample Point F: #1 Pond North Dam

January 1993 7.510 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

July 7.660 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.000

October 7.830 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.000

December 7.120 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

Sample Point I: w-2 mine water discharge

January 1993 7.900 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.000

February 7.430 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

March 7.710 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.000

April 7.560 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

May 7.690 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.000

June 7.790 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.000

july 7.740 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.000

August 7.750 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.000

Sep[ernber (continued ..) 7.900 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.ooc



Table A2.1 Summary of individual
River Basin for 1993

Samples For Al! Reporting Mines in the Fraser

[...cmtinued

October 8.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.000

November 7.560 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

December 7.370 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000

Sample Point J:#2 Pond South Dam West

January 7.410 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.000

February 7.570 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.000

March 7.540 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 7.000

April 6.976 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000. 5.000

May 7.420 0.000 ‘“ 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.000 i



A3.1

A3.2

Pulp and Paper Effluent Regulations’
Monitoring Data

Effluent Monitoring Data For Fraser Basin Pulp & Paper Mills,
Monthly Averages 1990-1993

,

Effluent Monitoring Data For All BC Pulp & Paper Mills,
Monthly Averages 1990-1993



“A3.1 Effluent Monitoring Data for Fraser Basin Pulp & Paper Mills,

Monthly Averages 1990-1993

BOD TSS (kg/d) Toxicity
(kg/d) 96-hr LC50

1990

January 32252 61491 ] 100.0

February 29666 54113 I 93.4

March 29100 56314

April 31125 65520

May 22004 58804

June 25373 61075

July 20976

Ist 2823

I 99.8 I

I 97.8 I
I 100.0 I
I 99.7 1

63355 98.4 ~

AujqI 18 64444 98.9

September I 20474 40526 100.0
,--,_______ ‘)90-)2 3QA75 99 F!Wcluvw LJUL.J 1 >0?/

November 26762 ] 48341

December 24306 I 58488 –

1990 Avg. I 26175 I 55912 I Yt

1991

January 32724 57768 98.2

February 24853 63195 100.0

March 26327 68465 100.0

April 26349 62216 100.0

May 21866 63348 100.0

June 22838 59762 97.1

July 23588 59446 100.0

August 22089 51289 100.0

September 16804 46675 100.0

October 21706 53678 100.0

November 26612 51771 96.6

December 23965 51275 99.4

1991 Avg. 24143 57407 99.3

199:

January 23434 52477

February 23873 52169

March 24224 54533

April 22063 52901

May 21934 48894
1,,..- 1Q7A2 2077A

I

I Illlv I 1 ?484 I 30109

Ilnnn I
1 .“”. ”

4

-tad
i Innn IJullc I , V.L-7J 1 -J, / ,7 .“”. ”

95.2

100.0

100.0

/ ------ -----
Novbmber 25113

December 2678L

1992 AVE. 22134

A:m,d I 7?864 46880

September I 20960 47497

@rtnhwr I ?3676 52804 100.0

, 51589 100.0

I 48456 100.0

} 48174 99.4



1993

January 31997 46058 89.7

February 26274 48602 100.0

March 23246 41557 98.8

Apri I 22460 44623 100.0

May 18539 39705 100.0

June 20403 46600 100.0

July 27279 48272 100.0

August 20033 38855 100.0

September 19898 40303 100.0

October 20425 38360 100.0

November 22743 45006 100.0

December 22763 41938 100.0

1993 Avg. 23005 43323 99.0



A3.2 Effluent Monitoring Data For All BC Pulp & Paper Milk, 

Monthly Averages 1990-l 993 

1990 
January 
Febuary 
March 
April 
Mav 

BOD kg/d TSS kg/d Toxicity 
96-hr LC50 

378625 219486 61.2 
384117 208073 60.8 
363737 203553 67.2 
392885 211311 66.9 
413512 207292 66.5 , 

June 349308 198200 71.0 
July 368867 211959 66.8 
August 330291 209737 74.9 
September 361687 180891 73.2 
October 378325 185821 69.6 
November 362252 207171 70.1 
December 391116 203762 72.5 

1990 Avg. 1 372894 1 203938 1 68.4 
1991 
lanuarv 1 385425 I 3467141 I 71 4 

1 Febuarv 1 418420 
- .-. .I 

1 217696 1 69:3 
March 
April 

Mav 

411240 232598 69.0 
362053 213796 71.3 

311824 19.c07c 7" c 
,“/J , /Lt.> 

1118 1 75.9 June 337657 1 20 I 
MY 273180 I 185786 I 774 I 

Aueust 296984 
.--, -- J 
166387 79.3 

Seotemher 1 255253 154068 80.3 
I I 

1 162582 1 81.3 I October 268201 
November 280565 1 165646 1 76.4 
December 251667 1 165094 .I 82.3 

1991 Avg. 1 321039 1 192232 1 75.7 
1992 
January 1 253763 1 175039 I 79.7 
Fehuarv 1 233013 1 178168 1 85.0 
March 243022 1 167837 1 83.9 
April 214171 I 1566134 .--_-. I 85.4 _-. 
May 24384. L7 I 168744 I sn , .--I , --.- 1 

lune 198254 1 121066 1 84.4 1 

July 1 183208 I 120253 I 87.0 I 
Aueust I 3nww 

I Seotember 

--“-“_ 159494 81.0 
1 219787 171816 85.2 

October 
November 

December 
1992 Ave. 

1 239752 1 168341 1 84.9 
I 333417 --_ I 164356 

I .-.--- 
I 84.4 
I - 

I 313911 -1-_1. I 171701) I84n -- - .._ 

1 224252 1 160277 1 84.2 

74 1993-94 Compliance Status Summary Report Fraser River Basin 



lanuarv 1 226361 

November 150988 133892 97.0 
December 152770 128801 96.3 
1993 Ave. 166040 134879 92.3 

Environ&t Canada 
: .: :. . . . . . :, 

Environmenial Protection - Inspections Section 75 



APPENDIX 4

Petroleum Refinery Liquid Effluent Regulations
Monitoring Data

, A4.1 Process Effluents

A4.2 Stormwater Effluents



Febmaxy

i-!arch

April

MY

June

July

Augw t

sr.ptedx?r

cc tobm-

N3vemker

Decmber

REKRm Ixm17.s1c4L9
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..=..

W&l;’ .yer& of Daily Sepwits(men)
(aW-’l)

Never to he 2kueded (NmB)

p-#l; :W%& of Daily Cepwite (t’@rX))
(CmMl

Never to h Exceeded (ti2B.s)

14.mthlyAverage of wily cq.xita [~;
Cme Dayahbnth
Nevar to be weeded (mBE)

14mthly Average of wily Dqxxitn (WAD33)
tie My a t+mth (mPM)
Never to be Exceeded (NmE)

Mmthly Average of oaily Depmita (mm)
Qlemyanmth (mAM)
Never to be E2cmedd (N3w

~th~; :Veega of Daily Dqmsito (mm)
(au’n)

Never to be Exceeded (NmE)

t.imthly Average of D3ily Oepxitn (M7+LX3)
Clleoayat.bnth (mAM)
Never to be Sxm?ded (Nn3E)

14mth3y Average of kily Deposits (warm)
Gw Day a Mmth (mAM)
&ever to k Exceeded (mBE)

tithly Average of mily @posits (from)
me Day a Fbnth (cDAM)
Never to be Exceeded (Ns7m

!&nthly Average of caily Cepmits [~]
me Oay a t+xth
Never to he Exceedd (finw)

Wmthly Avmrage of hily Deposits (b)
&e Day a t.bnth (mAn)
Never to be 5kecded (mm

t.tmthly Average of naily lkpzsits (fc+m)
@ Day a tbnti (CON.1)
w.mr to be Exceeded (tJIBE)

P3X7LDLEW4PSF3NEXY AIUWAL C31@L3ANC3 SSFURT (PRKZSS .WFUfEm)

CWPANY : Cb2vrm3 en?.da Limited
RSP2NERY : C3wacm Sefinery (Bufnaby),Su.maty, B,C,

mum : 1993

2N2T3AL RCX : 3.82 (ti/d)

.=--OIL/GRPX3E .... ....... .. .. ....... .....F+IFN3L.S.....
AWJX. DEP. # of AIKUjdysP .

....SIJLPHIDE.. .. ...=NImQ .....
# of W. DEP. # of ALICW. DEP. IIof

=------- pH ....... -==Ti3xlc11Y..==

(Wd) EKs3R Eusls (@/d) SXCJR
ALUXf. DEP. # of AWX4. SAWS

(Wd) EKUS
# of

(w/d) EXCWR ?“
# of

SxmR (4V v) D2xr4
................................................................................................................................. ....=..=.=.

89.709 1 215.29? 1 8.975
164.431

3.001 1
1 35e.B35 o

03.670 0
16.S39 : 8.975 0

214.2’72 1
133.389 0

448.506 1 22.427 1 14.948 0 167.318 0 6.0-9.5 0 33.3
...................................................................................................................................=. ..===.=

o

..................................................................................................................................... ...=.=.
89.709 215.297 8.975 1 3.001 1

164.431 :
83.678 1

358.835 : 16 .S39 O 8.975 0
224.272 0 448.506 1

133.389 0
22.427 1 14.948 0 167.318 1 6.0-9.5 0 33.3

..................................................=.....................................................................................==.=
o

...............................................................==.......=..... .....=..... ...........................=..... ........=...=.==..
89.709 0 215.297 0 8.975 0 3.001 0

164.431 0 358.835 0
83.678 0

16.539 0 8.975 0
224.272

133.389 0
0 448.506 1 22.427 Q 14.940 0 167.318 0 6.0-9.5 1

..................................................................................................................................... .......
33.3 0

............................ .. ............................................................................................................
89.709 0 8.975 3.001 03.678 0

164.431 : 358:835 16,539 : 8.975
:

:
224,272 0 448.506

133.389 0
22,427 0 14.948 0 167.31.9 0 6.0-9.5 1 33.3

.......................................................................................=.........=.==...................................====
1

......................................................................................................................................... ...
89.709 0 215.297 0 8.975 3.001 1

164.431 0
83.670 0

358.835 0 16.539 ; 8.975 1
224.272 0

133.389 0
448.S06 o 22.427 0 14.948 0 167.318 0 6.0-9.5 0

...............................................................................................=............................................
33.3 0

..................................................................=........=............................................=............=......
89.709 0 215.297 0 8.975 0
164.431

1.001 1
0

83,678 0
358.835 0 16.539 0

224.272
8.975 0

0
133,389 0

448.506 0 22.427 0 14.948 0 167.318 0 6.0-9.S o
...........=.......=......................................=.........=.....=.=.=... ...=.=...=. ...=.==.....-==.......................=..==...33.3 0

.........................................=...........==.....=....=. ....=...==.. ..===.=..=.................=....=.. .....=..... .........=====.
89.709 1 215.297 0 8.975 0 3.001 0

164.431 0 358.835
83.678 0

0 16.539 0 8.975 0
224.272 1 448.506 0 22.421 0

133,389 0
14.948 0 167,318 0 6.0-9.5

...............=..................................................=..... .......=...=.=.=.... ......-=...........=....................=.====..1 33.3 1

.........=..=.===.==.....=.....................=..=..........=.....==.. ..............=..... ....==.... ...............................====.===
89.709 0 215.297 0 8.975 3.001

164,431 0
83.678 0

358.835 16.539 : 8.975
:

:
224.272 0 448.506 22.427 1

133.389 0
14.948 0 167.318 0 6.0-9.5 1

................................................=..............................=............................................................33.3 0

...........................................................................=.....................==.........................................
89.709 0 215.297 0 8.975 0

164.431
3.001 0

0 358.835
83.678 0

16.539 0 8.975 0
224.272 0 448.506

133.389 0
: 22.427 1 14.948 0 167.318 0 6.0-9.5 0 33.3..................................................................................................................................... .......0

........................................................................................................................................ ..=.
89.709 0 215.297 0 8.975 0 3.001 0 83.678 0

164.431 0 358.835 16.539 0 8.975 0 133.389 0
224.272 0 44EI.506 : 22.427 0 14.948 0 167.318 0 6.0-9.5 2............................................................................................................................................33.3 1

......................................................................................................................................=.....
89.709 0 215.297 8.975 1 3.001 1

164.431 0 358.835
83.67.9 0

.% 16.539 1 8.9’75
224.272 0 448.506

133.389 0
1 22.427 2 14.948 : 167.318 0 6.0-9.5 0.....................................................................................................................................=. ....=33.3 0

..................................................................................................................................... .=.=.==
89.709 0 215.297 8.975 3.001

164.431 0 358.835 : 16.539 ;
83.678 0

8.975 ;
224.272 0

133.3!39 O
448.506 0 22.427 1 14 .94a o 167.31a o 6.0-9.5 0.......=................=.=...........===...=....= .....................==..==... ........................===..= ..............................33.3 0



m~ ..
-,~ PIJIROIXU4REFINERY ANNUAL SU+!MY RJ2FCIRT(PR@3?5SEFFLUSNT)

crMPANY : ~evron Canada Limited
RSFINERY : Chevron Refhe?+’ 03umaby) ,Burnaby, B.C.

:,:
YEAR 1993

Q INITIAL RCR : 3.82 (f4n3/d)

d AVSRAGE aRJzFNr EF~ FIOJ OIL/GRSASE T.S.S,

~

P-IS
C3W13iRAW iR)

S~PH IDE NI’E+XEN
CRUDE RATE
(% of R)

pH
AVSR.iWE n of AVERAGS # of

TOXICITY
AVERAGE n of AVSRAGE H of AV!31iW5 # of

Mn?llI
AVEWU3E

(Mn3/f.1) (m3/d) DAYS (Kg/d)
# of R?dWE # of TEST TYPE % ~C. #of

TESTS (Kg/d) TWTS (Kg/d) ~~ (Kg/d) ‘371STS (Kg/d) TSSTS TSSTS (%V/v)TEsTs

JANUARY 107% 6.66 2649.0 4 168.455 4 221.680

mRUARY 102% 6.66 2101.3 4 66.078 4 264.328

MIRcn 89% 6.66

~ AU37JST

Ku
. SEPTIMSSR

-Q:

$
030BSH

2 ~~ER

104%

109%

112%

116%

104*

115%

113%

110%

6,66

6.66

6.66

6.66

6.66

6.66

6.66

6,66
_
-,
~ DECEMBER 107* 6,66

1988.2

2403.8

2354.5

2665.0

2661.8

2632.3

2548.4

2657.3

2537.8

2109.3

5

4

4

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

15.784

35.763

27.503

32.585

108.098

14.418

13.418

14.783

59.482

80.995

5

4

4

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

157.298

128.378

80.215

85.925

212.778

151.120

79.842

127.158

257.470

268.450

4 32.878

4 11.465

5 2.996

4 1.310

d.
2.8o3

4 0.700

5 8.962

4 24.815

5 6.200

4 5.160

5 20,318

4 13,205

4 5.098

4 5.795

5 1.136

4 2.620

4 6.908

4 6.115

5 2.766

4 3.090

5 1.536

4 2.775

5 3,162

4 4,403

4 51.478

4 87.513

5 20.792

4 5.938

4 5.050

4 1.974

5 3.330

4 0.803

5 1.209

2 7.749

5 15.625

4 4.554

4

4

5

4

4

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

6,4-8.8

6.8-8.3

7.9-9.9

6.4-10,2

6.4-9.3

7.3-9.3

6.1-10.8

6.3-il.4

6.4-8.2

5.8-9.7

6.6-9.5

6.1-9,5

4

4

5

4

4

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

96u250

96LC50

96W50

961X50

96fJ250

961C50

96fZ50

96fZ50

96W50

961JC50

96fJ’250

96LC50

o

0

47 1

26 1

0

0

14 1

0

0

21 1

0

0

d

, ~Y AVW.MX+ 2441,7 52 52.812 52 170.114 52 10,802 52 3.693 50 16.635 52
~ .............-------------........=.=.==.==.==.===.=.=..=====..=======.=.==...=..=.........=.==....=....=.====.===......=..=..=.================.==============.===....=====.....................

5.8-11.4 52 14-47 4

$
REP3RTED EXUJPSICNS # of # of # of # of # of # of

l-!
mm EX(SJR mm mm

# of
EXCUR EXCUR 5xCUR

=.
$ !.kmthlyAverage of Daily Oepmits (M4DD) 2 4 5

One Day a f.bnth
7 1

(cDAM) 1 0
m

2
Nwer to be Exceeded

1 0
(NIBE) 2 4 7 0 1 6 3

-
--
~ ===OIL/GREWE== ====T.S.S.====

DATE ( )
===PHF2JOLS.=== ===SULPHIDE=== ===NImcX5?4===

.=====::?!:!==========!:?!:!==.=__.._._=:!?!!!___...____-!!?i:!=====..____!2!:!__=====______________

===== pH ..=..

----_——_______
Actual D.qmsits
Federal NIBE Limits
Provincial Permit Limits



Febmary

f4arc!ll

Afril

~Y

June

July

-t

Scpt..h.r

Wtob?x

Nmwr&r

c3eceTJEr

REKRn23 2XX7LSICN5
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

tbnthly Average of Mily Depsits $@&
Che@aya F4mtA
Never to be Exceeded (m=)

tbthly Average of C-3ilySqOsite (t61W)
Crm D6yak+mth (C4xM)
Never to b Sxceeded (Nlw

M&J; :veeg& of Caily Ikpsits (14ALx3)
(COm)

Never to b Da2ee&d (Nms)

f.kmthlyAverage of Ixily Depsits (NAC43)
Cm my a Mmth (Cm3’f)
Never to be Exceeded (mm)

t.bnthly Average of D6ily L3ep2site [~]
tie Day a Umth
Never to be Rxceeded (N’mE)

Fbrth3y Average of Daily Se~SitS (MACD)
Cwwlyamnth (Cw+4)
Never to te Sxceeded (N’rw

hltiy Awxage of Daily LM~SitS [&MD]
tie my a wnth
Never to be Wme&d (Nms)

Mmthly Average of LMly Mpxits (t.m3x3)
Cm Lhy a Wmth (CUM
New3r to te Exceeded (NmE)

Wnthly Average of Daily D+cmite [v&]
Qm by a l.bnth
Never to he Exceeded (NmE)

bmhly Average of LMily tkpsits (hP.111)
me byat.kmth (mPM)
Never tobe6xceeded (NllIE)

Mmth3y Average of Daily Sepxits WACD)
Sne Day a )4mti (U3M)
Never to be Iwceeded (WmE)

W&ll; :veeg& of Caily s+.mits (K4m)
(mPM)

Never to be Weeded (Am@

Pm3Dxm24 SEP2NSRY ANNrmL,~L3ANCZ RSR3KI (PRKIL9S SFFWENT)

a30Yd4Y : Esso Petroleum onada
RSF3NSRY : Esea Petroleum Can.5&, f9rt Waly, B.C.

Pm3crJ : 1993

INITIAL RCX : 5.99 (Mn3/d)

....d31L/mE .... ......T.S.s ....._. .....mLs.. =.= ....SIJLPNIDE.....
ALUJti. DEP. n of

====N1lR~ .....
A121m. DSP. # of .ALUX, DEP. W of

-.=.-..= pH ....... ...’MXICITY= ...

(w/d) SXCTJR
AL3fW. DEP. # of

(tWd) EXCVR
ALUM. DEP. # of ALUM. W

(@/d) EXCWR (w/d) EXCVR (Wd) E037( EL% (!% EL%
...............................................=...............................................................................=..=. ...==...

105,630 253.525 0 10.551 0 3,517 0
193.615

88.046 0
: 422.522 0 19.374 0 10.551 0

264.076 0
140.861 0

528,090 0 26.408 0 17.S85 O 176.030 0 6.0-9.5 0
...............................................................................................................................==.... ......-

33,3 0

..........................................................=.....==........==.== ....................=...-.. ........=........=.=.= .......=... .
105.630 0 253.525 0 10.551 0
193.615 0

3.517 0 88.046
422.522 19.374 0 10.551 0 140.S61

:
:

264.076 0 528.090 26.40S O 17.585 0 176.030 0 6.0-9.5 0
--.-.--=.......................................................................=.................................................=...... ....

33.> 0

.................................................................=.............................................................==.... .......
105.630 0 253.525 0 10.551 0 3.517
193.615 0 422.522 0

88.046 0
19.374 10.551

264.076 0
: 140.861

520.090 0 26.408 : 17.585 0 176,030 : 6.0-9.5 0
................................................................................................................................=....... ....

33,3 0

........................................................=.....=.. .......................=....=....=.............=.. .....=.....==.......====.
105.630 0 253.525 0 10.551 0 3.517
193.615

88.046 0
0 422.522 0 19.374 0 10.551

264.076 0
: 140.861 0

520.090 0 26.408 0 17.5S5 O 176.030 0 6.0-9.5 0
..............................................................................................................................=.==..........

33.3 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....................

105.630 0 253.525 0 10.551 0 3.517 0
193,615 422.522 0 19.374 0

88.046 0
10.551 0

264.076
140.S61 O

: 528.090 0 26.408 0 17.5S5 O 176.030 0 6.0-9.5 0 33.3
................=....=.. ...................................=.....==............=...==....=.......................====..=.... ....==..=.. ..=.=

o

...............=.....................==.... ......................=....==. .........................................=......=.=.=....= ......==.
105.630 0 253.525 0 10,551 0 3.517 0
193.615 0

8S.046 O
422.522

264.o76
0 19.374 0 10.551 0

0
140.861 0

528.090 0 26.40S O 17.585 0 176.030 0 6.0-9.5 0
..............................................................................................................................=.=.......... .

33.3 0

...............................................................................................................=..==..... .....==..== ....=...
105.630 253.525 0 10.551 0
193.615

3.517 0
: 422.522 0

88.046 0
19,374 0

264.076
10.551 0

0
140.861 0

528.090 0 26.40S O 17.585 0 176.030 0 6.0-9.5 0
.............................................=======....==..=. ...........................................................=....== .........=..

33.3 0

..................................................=....=.=...=....=.=...==..=......=..... .....................................=.=.=.. .=....=
105.630 0 253.525 0 10.551 0
193.615 0

3.517
422.522 0 19,374 0

88.046 0
10.551 :

264.076 0 528.090 0 26,408 0
140.061 0

17.585 0 176.030 0 6.0-9.5 0
............................................................................................................................................

33.3 0

...............=...... ....................................................==...==...=.... .........=.........................................
105.630 0 253.525 0 10.551
193.615 0

3.517 0
422.522 0

88,046 0
19.374 :

264.076
10.551 0

0
140.861 0

528.090 0 26.408 0 17.585 0 176.030 0 6.0-9,5 0
.............===...............=....................................=.....=== .====.==..=.-.=. .................=.... ......=.... .====...==..==

33,3 1

................................=................................=..==.==....=...=....=.. ......=.=== ...==...=.. ..==...=... ....===.=.. .......
105,630 0 253.525 0 10.551 0
193.615

3.517 0
0

00.046 0
422.522 0 19.374 0

264.076
10.5S1 O

0
140.861

528.090 0 26,408 0 17.5s5 o 176.030 : 6.0-9.5 0
.........................................=....==.==...=...........................=..=.= ..........=........=......................=........=

33.3 0

.........................................................................=.=.... .=....=.-.. ..............................................===
105.630 253.525 10.551 0
193.615 :

3.517 0 88.046 0
422.522 : 19.374 10.551 0 140.861 0

264.076 0 528.090 0 26.408 : 17,585 0 176.030 0 6.0-9.5 0 33,3
..................................................................==.= .=.===...=. ......=-..... ............=.=.=..=.. .............==.=...===.

0

................................................=.....................==.........=.=..............==....==.=.== ..=..=....=.===...==== ..=====
105.630 0 253.525 0 10.551 0
193.615

3.517 0
0

S8.046 0
422.522 0 19.374 0 10.551 0

264.076 0 520.090 0
140.861 0

26.408 0 17.585 0 176.030 0 6,0-9,5 1 33.3
......................................................................=... .........=....+...... .............=...=.. ............===...== .=.===

o



PEXROMU4 REFINSRf ANNUAL SUWA17Y REFORT (PRCQ2SSEFFLIJENH

CKMPANY : Esso Petroleum Canada
REFINERY : ESSO Petroleum Gmada, Port I.!ccdy,B.C.

YEAR 1993

INITIAL RCR : 5.99 (fW/d)

AVSP.XE cWRJWNI REF. EFFLOENT F3K14 OIL/OREASE T,S,S.
CRUDE RATS

PHENOLS SULPHIDE
CROOE RATS (R) AVERAGE # of AVTW+GS

NITRCX3Q4
R of AVERAGS # of AVERAGE # of

PH TOXICITY

Mxflll (t of R) (fW/d) (nO/d)
AVERAGE

OAYS (i@/d) ‘3E.STS
IIof AVERAGE #of RAmE #lof

(Kg/d) TESTS (Kg/d) Tf.STS
‘IESTTYPE %0w2, #of

(Kg/d) ‘IFLSTS (Kg/d) TSSTS (%V/v) TESTS
-----

JANVARY 95% 6.17 2038.8 4 10.194 4 45.010 4 0.035 4 0.208 4 0.129 4 7.2-8.0 4 961Z50 o

FEBRUARY

MARcn

APRIL

hmy

JuNs

JULY

ALGUST

SEFf’EMBER

WlOBD?

NOVEM3ER

DECiY4BER

108%

113%

111%

109%

113?

113%

111%

108%

104%

96%

80%

6.17

6.17

6.17

6.17

6.17

6.17

6.17

6.17

6.17

6,17

6,17

1811.0

2030.2

1821.0

1853,5

1892.8

1321.3

1271.3

1335.8

1349.5

1448.3

1573.0

4

5

4

4

5

4

‘1

5

4

4

5

9.055

10.883

3.543

2.088

1.746

2.333

0.598

0.848

0.674

3.977

3.400

4

5

4

4

5

4

4

5

4

4

5

39.585

18,203

66,283

14.100

43.042

35.768

28.275

24.808

48.442

24.213

27.102

4

5

4

4

5

4

4

5

4

4

5

0.022

0.025

0.093

0.020

0.034

0,033

0.010

0.022

0.032
?
0.040

0.018

4 0.092

5 0.085

4 0.170

4 0.020

5 0,020

4 0,023

3 0,013

5 0,032

4 0,029

4 0.028

5 0.040

3 0.123

5 0.946

4 8.608

4 2.536

5 0.336

4 0.185

4 0.021

5 0.143

4 1.243

4 12.416

5 0.649

4

5

4

4

5

4

4

5

i

4

5

7’.6-8.3

7.5-7.9

7.2-7.7

7.9-8.1

‘7.8-8.1

7.3-8.3

7.5-8.0

6.4-7.5

7.1-8.1

7.8-8.3

7.5-9.8

4

5

4

4

5

4

4

5

4

4

5

961X50

96LC50

961J250

96LC50

961C50

96LC50

961Z50

96U!50

961Z50

961Z50

96LC50

100

100

100

88

13

100

100

100

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

=====.....=========.=====.=====_.__— .=====s====.=========.===.=..===..====.=========.=.=....=.=s==== ===== .= ==== ===== s=.== .= ==== ===== ===== .= .=== .= === ===== s==== .= ==.. . . . . . . .= ==.= .= ====

Y5?W.LY AVSRAGS 1650.3 52 4.120 52 34.086 52 0.032 51 0.061 51 2.143 52 ~ 6.4-9.8
-------------------------------------------------

52 13-100 8

REFY3RTE0IZXCUTWICNS # of IIof # of
Excsm

# of
ExclJR

# of
rzVxJR

# of
mm

n of
EXCUR Ex3JR

...............-..========.=========.=========.======.==.=========.===.
Ex@JR

Mmthly Average of Oatly Cqmsite (MAOD) o
. ==......= . ========= . ==.==.=== . .======.= . . = . = . . . . . . . .. _. ___

o
One Day a t.bnth

o 0
(mAM) o

0

Never to be F.xceeded
o 0

(N173E) o :
0

0 0 0 1 1

EP SU3WZY DATA

DATE ( )

Actual De@sits
Federal fWBE Limits
Provincial Pemit Limits

===OIL/OIWSE== ====T.S.S.==== ...PHmwIS .... ===SDLPHIDE=== ===NI17f~===

---.--!!?!!!__________!!?!?!--_____.____!?!:~==_________!y~!d~ _____!-~!f!_

===-= pH =====

___-________————____________________________ ---_—_____-_--_------—-----------.===_____==_________----- ---------



::
.2.

,

::,,

/,



mm{
. . . . .. . . . .

JANUARY

TEBRL!ARY

JARC21

WRIL

f&’+1-TC-DA’IE

PEXROLSU4 RIZFINERY

cu.fPANY :
RSFINZRY :

YEAR

INIT3AL R(R :

ANNUAL SO?44RY RE~RT (PRCX2ESSEFFLOENT)

Shell ~da Products Ltd.
Shell ~da Prcducts Ltd.,EUXTIAY,B.C.

1993

3.74 (t+n3/d)

AVERAGE ~ REF. E~ U OIL/GREASE T.S.S. PHSNDIS SULPHIDE NITRCGSN pH
mmE RAZZ mWJE RATE (R) A= # of AVERJ!GE # Of AVERAGE # of

mXICITY
AVERAGE # of AVERAOB # of AWP.AGE

(% of R) (Mn3/d) DAYS
# Of RAfWE # of

(Kg/d) TI?STS
TEXT TYPE % CCNC. # of

(Kg/d) TESTS (Kg/d) TESTS (Kg/d) TESTS (Kg/d) TESTS TESTS (%V/v) mm

87% 3.37 3038.4 4 25.320 4 90.605 4 0.638 4 0.198 4 19.204 4 6.7-7.0 4 961Z50 100 1

102% 3.37 4068.0 4 74.268 4 85.825 4 0.340 4 0.557 4 29.999 4 6.7-6.9 4 961Z50 45-1oo 2

117% 3.37 3640.3 5 35.322 5 57.664 5 1.010 4 1.152 5 19.282 5 6.5-7.6 5 961Z50 100 1

85% 3.37 3412.8 4 18.493 4 77.427 4 3.973 4 2.838 4 39.836 4 6.3-7,0 7 961Z50 100 1

~________.=====.=====.=====.=====.=====.====.=====.====.=====. ...= s=.== .= ==== .= =.= .= ..== S==== ====. . . . . . .= =.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .= .=.. . ...== .= ..==

3545.8 17 38.172 17 76.691 17 1.490 ,16 1.184 17 26.621 17 6.3-7.6 20 45-1oo 5
-----—--.----------—-------

REFOIUIZl)SXCURSIONS # of
ExU7

# of

EXCUR
# of

SK(SIR
# of

EXCUR
# of

EXCUR
# of
EXCUR

# of
5XCUR

=======... ..==.... .. =...=.=====..... ===.=.... =..===.... ...=.... . . . . . . . . . .=.===.======...=... ====.... . . . . . . . . .. ===...=. . ...=..= .=. .
Mmthly Average of Daily Deposits (t4%0D) 1 0
One Day a t.kmth

o 1 0
(mm) o 0 0 0

Never to be Sxceedti
o

(NTBE) o 0 0 0 0 0 0

EP SURVEY DATA

===OIL/GRFME== ====T.S.S.==== ...PHE2WIS ...
DATE ( ) (Kg/d)

===SOLPHIDE=== ===NITNXSN===
(Kg/d) (Kg/d) (@/d) (Kg/d)

===== PH =====

_======.=..=.=...............................=
Actual Dqmsits
Federal fTIBELimits
Provincial Pemit Limits

—



PE27021JXMREF3NSRY Mw.mL CU4PLIANG RSPWT (PP.CC2% ~)

t43mh

April

~Y

June

July

-t

Sqtmker

mrober

f4xa’ber

Decmber

sEK8fmD Fxm7?.SImS
...................

M3rth3y Average of D2ily Dqxx+its {W+W;
me my a Wnth
Never to be Mmeded (Nms)

Fkrth3y Average of LMly cepsits (t4mo)
me Day a f.imth (cDAM]
Never to k mm.?ded (mBE)

hthly Average of D+IilyLkpmlte (w)
Cne Dayat.tmth (mPM)
Ne..’ert0be5xmeded (NmE)

f+mttdy Average of wily Cepmits (K4w)
Cme&yat42nth (m)
Hever to be Exceeded (tWt3E)

Md.h3y Amrage of Daily De@sits (W)
me Day .3Mmth (CUM)
Never to be Exceeded (mm)

t.4mth3y Average of Daily Lkpmits (?@.DO)
Caw Ckayaf4mth (mm)
Never to be Exceeded (A-mE)

M3ntflly Average of Daily De~eittI ~~~
&e Day a Month
Never to be Sxceeded W173s)

cs3.fPANY : Itwky oil Cpsraticma Ud,
REF3mRY : ~kY oil %e=ti~ Ltd. ,prince George, B.C.

Ps4um : 1993

3NIT3AL R~ , 1.19 (hW/d)

...d31L/CSZFAWh... ......T ‘aQ ...... .....owc%n..c----- ---.SULPHIDE===.. .=.. NITR&N ..... ........ M ....... ....n-IyTr-.qv----
ALUM. DEP. # of ALU24. DSP.

(W/d) Ham
u of -;d~se. #lof ALUM. DEP. IIof

(@/d) EKIR
ALLU#. DEP.

Fxllm 1!@/d) E.4CUR
#of ALwa. &

(@/d) EXmR EM (H;) A-%
....................................-=.

24.567 0 58.962 0 2.456 0
45.030 0 98.269

0.820 0 22.014 0
0 4.521 0 2.456 0

61.418 0 122.824
35.135 0

0 c ,.? n 4.092 0 44.015 0
.......................................________

fin-Q<n 11>”

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

24.567 0 58.962 0 2.456 0 0.820 0
45.030

22.014
0 98.269 0

61.418
4.521 0 2.456 0

0
35.135 -:

122.824 0 6.142 0 4.092 0 44.015 0 6.0-9,5 0 33.3 0

. ... . . . . . ..-. ... .. ... .... ... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ... .. . .. .. .... ...=...... ... .. ...=.. .. .. .. . ... ... . .. .. ... ... .. .....=. ..=. ...”

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..=...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..=...... . . .

. . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .... .. ... .. .... .. .. ... ... ... . ... . .. ... .. .. .. . .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. ... ............. ...=.

. .. . ... .. . .. . .. .. ... .. ... ... .... . .... . .... .. ... .. ... ... .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .... . .. ... ... ............=. .
24.567 0 58.962 0 2.456 0
45.030 0 98.269 0

0.820 0 22.014 0

61.418
4.521 0 2.456 0 35.135 0

0 122,024 0 6.142 0 4.092 0 44.015 0 6.0-9.5 0
..........................................................................=...... ................-....= .....................................

33.3 0

..............................................................................................................................=........=.=..
24.567 0 58.962 0 2.456 0
45.030 0 98.269 0

0.820 0 22.014 0
4.521 0

61.418 o“
2.456 0 35.135 0

122.824 0 6.142 0 4.092 0 44.015 0 6.0-9,5 0 33.3 0
..... .........................................................................................................................==...........
.. .. .. .. . ... . .. .. .. ... .. ... .... ... ... ... .. .. ... ... ... ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. .. . .. ... ... .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. ... .. .....................

24.567 0 58.962 0
45.030 0

2.456 0 0.820 0 22.014 0
98.269 0 4.521 0

61.418 0 122.824 0
2.456 0 3S.135 O

6.142 0 4.092 0 44.015 0 6.0-9.5 1
....................................................................................................................................... ..=..

33.3 0

.........................................=..................................=.... ..==.=..... .=........===.......==. ........===..............
23.112 0 55.472 0 2.309 0
42.363 0 92.448

0.770 0 19.265 0
0 4.239 0

S7.780 0
2.309 0 30.821 0

115.547 0 5.778 0 3.848 0 38.516 0 6.0-9.5 0
................................................................................................................................. .........==

33.3 0

................................................................=......==.......=..===.. ................................................===.
23.112 0 55.472 0 2.309 0 0.770 0
42.363 0 92.448

19.265 0
0 4.239 0

57.780
2.309 0

0
30.821 0

115.547 0 5.178 0 3.848 0 38.516 0 6.0-9,5 0
.................=.....................................................................=.-...-.= .........=..................................

33.3 0

. .. .. .. .. . ... ...=..... . .. ... ..... .. .. ... ...=. ....=..... . ... . .. .. .. .. . .....=.=. .. ... ....=. .....=.... .. ... .. .. .. . .... .. .. .. .. . .. ... .. .....==..
Wmthly Average of oaily Oepsit.q (K@CD) 24.482 58.756
me &,y a fbnth pm!;

0
.44.873

2.448 0.817 0 21.911
: 97.926 :

m. co lx Sxceeded
4.505

61.204 0
2.448 34.973

:
:

122.396 6.120 0 4.078 f! 43.810 0 6.0-9.5 0 33.3 0

Fkmthly Averay of oaily Cqmite (KWi))
cm by a f.bnth (w)
Never to k Exceeded W1-dE)

t+mthly Average of naily D.?psits (mm)
me Oay a f.bnth (mm)
Never to be weeded (mBE)

Mnthly Average of oaily Cep8itB (k400)
Cm Oay a hbnth (Cm+f)
Hewer to be Fxceeded (NmE)

M&lthl; :Veeggof D3ily cqxxits (mm)
(mFM)

Never to h Euxeded (Nms)

. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. . .. ... .. .....=.... . .. .. .. ... . .. .. ... .. .. ... .. . .....=. .. .. .. .. .. .....==.... .. ... .. ... .. ...=...... .... . .. ....=. ...=...=.. .. ==.

.. ....=.... . .. . .....==... ....==... ... .. ... .. ... ....=..... ... . . ... .. .. . .. ... .. .. ... .. ....=. .. ....==..=.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ... ....=. . ....=.... ...=.
24.482 0 58.756 0 2.448 0
44,073 0 97.926

0.817 0
0

21.911 0
4.505 0 2.448 0 34.973 0

.......... ......=.=.=.=........=.....=.....................=....===.......==....=.====.......=.=......===............=..=.==.==....=====..=

..................=.................................................=.....=.=..= ....==.===.=...............................................=

24.482 58.756 2.448 0
44.873

0.817 0
:

21.911
97.926 :

61.204 0
4.505 0 2.448 0

122.396
34.973

0
:

6.120 0 4.078 0 43.810 0 6.0-9.5 0
..................=.... ......................................=....=. ......=.... .....=..... .=...=...==.......=..= .............==......===.==.

33.3 0

. . .. ... .. . .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... ... .. .. .. . .... ... .. .. ... . ....=... .. .. .. .. ...=.=......=. .. .. .. .. ... ... . ...=... .===. .. ...==. .. ....=.==. ....
24.482 58.756 0 2.448 0
44.873

0.817 0
; 97.926 0

21.911 0

61.204
4.505 0

0
2.448 0

122.396 0 6.120 0
34.973 0

4.078 0 43.810 0 6.0-9.5 1 33.3
......................................................................................................................................... ...0

..........................................................==....=............=..........=... ...................=.. ..........=.=....==.=. .=.=
24.482 0 58.756 0 2.448 0
44.873 0

0.817
97.926 0 4.505

21.911 0

61.204
2.448

0 122.396 0
:

6.120 :
34.973 0

4,078 0 43.810 0 6.0-9.5 0
.................................................................==.... ...........................................................=..==..=. .

33.3 0



mm
-----

JANOARY

FERRUARY

mum{

APRIL

FmY

Jwm

JULY

ALUJST

SEFI’EMBER

Wlt3BER

N3’JE?53ER

DECFMBER

YFAH1 ,Y AV1<RN :12

PmoLSU4 RSFINERY ANNUAL SU@.lARYREPORT (PRCC2SS EFFLUENT)

cu@ANY : Nusky Oil Operations Ltd.
REFINERY : Husky Oil Operations Ltd.,Prince Gemye, B.C.

YEAR 1993

INITIAL RCR : 1.19 (m/d)

AVERAGE CVP.J7.KIWRSF. EFFLUE2iTFIZX4 OIL/GRPASl? T.S.S. PIiENOLS
C?wox MITT

SULPHIDE NITRIXEN pH
GWDE RATE (R) AVERAGE # of AVEWGE

~XICITY

(% of R)
# of AVERAGE # of AVERAGE IIof AVERAGE # of

(kW/d) (m/d) DAYS

AVERAGE I/of P.AfwE # of ‘TESTTYPE % WC.
(Kg/d) TESTS

# of
(Kg/d) TSSTS (Kg/d) TESTS (w/d) =’rS (Kg/d) TESTS Tl?sTs (%/.) TESTS

97% 1.68 146.0 4 1.650 4 6.213 1 0,139 4 0.073 4 0.885 4 6.5-7.5 4 96LC50 100 1

88% 1,68 178.8 4 3.208 4 10.900 1 0,010 3 0.010 4 0.294 4 6.1-6.9 4 961C50 100 1

98% 1.68 201.8 5 1.842 5 9.550 1 0,013 4 0.010 4 2.013 5 6.2-6.8 5 961Z50 100 1

94% 1.68 175.8 4 7.010 4 31.460 1 0.018 4 0.030 4 6.187 4 6.8-9.1 4 96M50 100 1

74% 1.68 139.0 4 4.798 4 5.180 1 0.020 1 0.010 2 5.145 4 6.9-9.9 4 96U!S0 75 1

121% 1.35 189.0 5 10.376 5 9.980 1 0.052 5 0.016 5 1.412 5 7.2-7.7 5 96W50 75 1

126% 1.35 193.5 4 3.738 4 20.280 1 0.290 4 0.010 3 0.099 4 6.6-7.5 4 96u250 100 1

94% 1.67 160.8 5 4.438 5 24.590 1 0.017 3 0.018 5 0.914 5 6.3-7.2 5 96W50 100 1.

101* 1.67 190.5 4 12.175 4 34.010 1 0.013 3 0.013 4 0.702 4 6.5-6.7 4 96LC50 100 1

101% 1,67 207.3 4 10.803 4 64.210 1 0.017 3 0.030 4 3.125 4 6.3-6.8 4 961.C50 100 1

93% 1.67 215.8 4 12.710 4 41.260 1 0.017 3 0.015 4 8.375 4 5.6-7.2 4 96S/250 100 1

97% 1.67 236.2 5 11.314 5 48,390 1 0.020 4 0.034 5 2.909 5 6.7-7.1 5 961J250 100 1

RI!FQRTE2J EXCURS IONS # of IIof # of # of
Eic?JR

# of
SxclJR

# of
Exs3R ExCm

# of
EXCUR ExCuR SXCVR

bbnthly Average of Daily Deposits (t.!ADD) o 1 0
me Day a Month

0 0
(cDAM) o 0 0

Never to be Zxceeded
o

(tTS13E) o
0

0 0 0 0 2 0

DATS ( )

Actual Deposits
Federal N173ELimits
Provincial Permit Limits

EP SURVEY DATA

===OIL/GfW!5E== ====T,S.S.==== ...PH3nwLS=... ===SULPHIDE=== ===NITWXEN===
(i-@/d) (Kg/d) (Kg/d) (Kg/d) (Kg/d)

===== PH .=...



PE3’ROLEU4REFINERY ANNUAL SU+iARY REFORT (S’IWt4NATl?R)

r4wm

JANuARY

FE23ROARY

M4Rm

APRIL

mcf

JoNs

JULY

AW3JST

SEFW1.U31?R

W30B13R

NOVEM3SR

DECFMBER

@tfall:
Odtfall:
Gutfall:

CWIPANY : Chevron Canada Limited
RJ3FINERY : Chevron Refinery (~) ?8wnabY/ B.C.

YFAR 1993

INITIAL RCR : 3.82 (M3/d)

AVERAOE CURRENT REF. EFPL?JE3WF14X4
CRUDE RATE

OIL/GRTASE T.S.S. PHEmLs PH
CRL7J&~S (R) TOTAL #of ‘3wTAL # of TwrAL #of TmAL H of F.AIWE # of

(% of R) (nB/m.. ) MIAS (Kg/inn.) ‘?ESTS (Kg/inn.) mSTS (Kg/inn.) TEXTS

107%

102%

89%

104%

109%

112%

116%

104%

115%

113%

110%

107%

6.66

6.66

6.66

6.66

6.66

6.66 -

6.66

6.66

6.66

6.66

6.66

6.66

112607.5

113928.9

56493.6

93759.5

58568.6

43159.8

21446.3

34761.3

23799.1

40065.0

53134.0

103605.9

6

8

8

8

7

8

8

6

7

6

5

8

927.520

177.824

113.266

262.028

115.586

79.227

70.912

40.042

55.534

62.250

79.670

170.616

6 257,197

8 401.450

B 338.299

8 464.535

7 231.729

7 290.263

8 119.550

6 265.484

7 283,805

6 142.550

5 \494,016

8 679.830

6

8

7

8

7

6

6

5

6

6

5

8

0.620

1.008

1.550

3.100

1.050

1.085

1.320

1.395

2.852

1.125

1.736

23.715

3

4

5

4

4

4

5

4

5

4

5

4

6.6-7.5

6.3-7.0

6.3-8.3

6.2-7.5

6.4-6,9

4.9-8.0

6.2-6.8

6.1-7.2

4.1-7.2

5.6-8.7

6.3-7.2

6.4-7.2

7

8

8

8

7

8

7

6

7

7

5

7

REFORTH? EXCURS ICNS

Never to h?

Date (

Foreshore Basin
Fast Stem Pond
Area II Iqxxmding

E&ceded (t?f%E)

)

Federal M lowable
Audit Result
Audit Result

Basin Audit Result

H of # of # of IIof
SKCIJR FXC7JR EXCVR EXCVR

1 0 0 3

EP SORVEY DATA

=OIL/GRSASE= ==T.S.S,== ==PmNOL&== === PH === .=mXICITY (LT50).=

(w?/l)
~m,l) ..........==........................=...=....=......====.======.........===.======

(n’g/l)
(m/l)



0m&‘Aw0wEm.0..m0.:0N.N0..



Nn?rH

JANUARY

FSSRIMRY

Mmcx

APRIL

mY

JUNE

JDLY

AUXIST

SE~ER

CX710BER

NO’WMBER

DECD.lEER

YSWZlY AVERAGE

~tfall:
CMtfall:
~tfall:

PETROIXU4 8EFINERY ANNUAL SU+WIY REFT3RT (S’SW.MNATRR)

cu.lPANY : Esso Petroleum C!aMda
REFINSRY : Esso Petroleum Canada,Port Mxdy, B.C.

AVERAGE ~ AEF. EPFUJFIW FIX+4
CW13E RATE CRyXWl~ (R) ‘3WTAL # of
(% of R) (mG/Run.) MSAS

YEAR 1993

INITIAL RCR : 5.99 (t4n3/d)

OIL/GIW?+SE T.S.S. PHEM3LS
# of mTAL #of TwmL

PH
# Of AAM?E # of

(Kg/inn.) ‘13?STS (Kg/inn.) ‘Ii?.STS(Kg/inn.) TESTS TESTS
=..=.. .. =.=!===== =.==. .= =.== ====. .=. s=== == =... . ...= . ..=.. . . . . . . .= === .= === ===== .= .=.. ===== ===== ===== ===== ===== ===== ===== ====

95% 6.17 225757.5 8 780.580 4 1242.170 8 13,301 6 6.7-7.8 8

108% 6.11 104315.0 8 344.255 2 731.329 8 8.149 7 6.0-7.8 8

113% 6.17 100766.7 9 775.125 4 815.833 9 8.500 9 6.4-7.4 9

111% 6.17 139112.5 8 670.762 8 850.175 8 9.147 8 6.6-7.0 8

109% 6.17 130125.0 8 287.250 8 831.000 8 2.656 8 6.7-7.4 8

113% 6.17 121933.3 9 394,389 9 866.967 9 4.199 9 6.8-7.7 9

113% 6.17 126428.6 7 348.857 7 1228.714 7 1.832 -1 7.2-8.0 7

111% 6.17 183675.0 4 360.375 4 734.700 4 2.266 4 6.8-7.8 5

108% 6.17 83700.0 8 234.050 8 630,075 8 15.276 8 6.9-7.7 8

104% 6.17 111375.0 8 457.875 8 727,500 8 14.245 8 7.0-7.6 8

96% 6.17 172437.5 8 871.488 8 1037,338 8 9.049 8 6.8-7.3 8

80% 6.17 151500.0 10 915.900 10 1053.600 10 10.090 10 6.5-7.5 10

134765.0 95 544.109 80 897.689 95 8.401 92 6.0-8.0 96

RESORTED ExCURSIONS

Never to k ~ceeded (f?f’8E)

Date ( )

Federal All.wable
Foreshore Basin Audit Result
East Storm Pond Audit Result
Area II Iqm.mdimg F?asin Audit Result

II of
EXCSJR

# of
mm

# of
EXCUR

# of
EXCSIR=.====.=... .==.. . . . . . . ====.. ..==. . . . . . .. =====. . . . . . . . . .. ==... ..=======.

0 0 0 0

EP SURVEY DATA

=OIL/GRFASE= ==T.S,S.== ==PHEN’XS=. === pH === ..T3xIcmf (LT50).=

(mm
(mm)
(mJ/l)
(mlI/l)



$..

PEXROLSW4REFINERY ANNUAL CW4PLIA?KX RXFY3RT (S’IUFM4ATER)

mMPANY : Shell @nada PrcctuctsLtd.
REFINSRY : Shell Canada Prcducts Ltd.,13umaby,B.C.

PSRICO : 1993

INITIAL RCR : 3.74 (M3/d)

January

REFOR’lTDEXCUPSICNS

(RCR 3,37 MO/d)
Never to be Exceeded

Febmary (RCR 3,37 t4n3/d)
Never to k Exceeded

FQrch (RC2+ 3,37 Mn3/d)
Never to te Exceeded

April (RCX 3.37 t4n3/d)
Never to be Exceeded

OIL/GP&ASE T.S.S. PHENOLS PH
ALUW. DEP. # of ALUXi. DEP. # of ALLL$4.DEP. # of ALUM. RAmE # of
(Kg/inn) EX@JR (Kg/inn) EXIJR (@/m.) SKCUR EXCUR

(NTBE) 480.764 0 1442.259 0 48.090 0 6.0-9.5 0

(NI?3E) 480.764 0 1442.259 0 48.090 0 6.0-9.5 0

(t?l’BE) 480.764 0 1442.259 0 48.090 0 6.0-9.5 0

(f?l’BE) 480.764 0 1442.259 0 48.090 0 6.0-9.5 0



PETROLSU4 REFINfHIY

CU4PANY
REFINERY

YmR

INITIAL RC!R

AVSRAGE ~ mF. EF~ FWW OIL/GRFASE
CQODE RATS ~IJJ&~’S (R) lWrW I/of lwT’AL

tm?m (% of R) (m3/mn.) MFX (Kq/mn.)

ANNUAL SLM4ARY MFORT (STORMNATSR)

: Shell Canada Products Ltd.
Shell canada Prcducts Ltd.,~,

1993

3.74 (tW+/d)

B.C.

T. S.S. PHSfwL5
IIof lwriw #of TwrAL

PH

TESTS (Ka/mn. ) T&$k ~(Kc!/nm.) TES’rs
# of

‘TEXTS.==============.===============.=====.=====.=====.. =.==. ..===s==== =====

.+. .
_——___ — - _ -—------- == =___ s==== s==== .=

JANO?WY 87% 3.37 146854.8 4 484.lq3 4 1027.650 4 0.827 3 6.9-7.5 4

FEEROARY 102% 3.37 132548.3 4 435.937 4 863.505 4 0.698 4 6.5-7.4 4

t.wul 117% 3.37 98704.4 5 310.126 5 424.618 5 0.580 3 6.8-7.2 5

APRIL 85% 3.37 163881.5 4 681.225 4 2744,740 4 1.033 3 6.5-7.2 4

YIW-TO-DATS AVG. '-----------------------------i;;;ii:i-----;;------ii;;i;;-"--;i----i;;;:;i;----ij--------i;j;;----;3---;;;.7.5‘--;;=-_==_.===______=______________ ------——-=================.=========.=..======... ==.=.====..======================

mtfall:
CutEall:
mtfall:

REFOR~ EXCXJRSIONS

Never to be Exceeded (NI%E)

Date ( )

Federal All@le
Foreshore Sasin Audit Result
East Storm Pond Audit Result
Area II Inpxmding Sasin Audit Result

# of IIof # of
EX5JR

# of
EXCSIR EXCUR EXCSIR

.=====.=====.====.=========.=====s====.=====.=====.====.===============.=
1 0 0 0

EP SORV5Y DATA

=OIL/0RE4SE= ==T.S.S.== ==PHmwIS.. === PM === =.mxIc17-y (LT50).=
=====.====.====.====.====.==.==.=.==..==..======.==========._-..==.=.====.==========

(mJ/l)
(w/l)
(rW/l)
(llg/1)



REFm’rQ E4CUF”SXCNS
. ..=== ==-------------- s===

January (RCR 6.66 t4n3/d)
Never to be Exceeded

February (RCR 6,66 Mm/d)
Never to km Exceeded

March (RC71 6.66 M!G/d)
Never to k Exceeded

April (RCR 6.66 Mn3/d)
Never to k ticeedti

~Y (RCR 6.66 Mm3/d)
Never to be Exceed4

June (RCR 6.66 htn3/d)
Never to b=?Bceeded

July (RCA 6.66 W/d)
Never to be Exceeded

Au~st (RC37 6.66 t4n3/d)
Never to be Exceeded

Septemker (RCR 6.66 W/d)
Never to k Exceeded

Cctokr (RCR 6.66 t4m/d)
Never to be Exceeded

tWver&.2r (RCR 6.66 Mn3/d)
Never to be Exceeded

December (RcR 6.66 W/d)
Never to be Exceeded

(NTBE]

(m’BE)

(tW’BE)

(NI’BE)

(NI%E)

(NI%E)

(NI’BE)

(f?lT!E)

(WIw,)

(tWBE)

(mBE)

(t?IBE)

PFXROLSU4 REFINSRY PNtJJALCW@LIANCS RSFORT (S’D3U4NA’IER)

CYr?mNY : CnevronCanada Limited
REFINERY : Chevron Refinery (ELUTE@) ,Bum&y, B.C.

PERICD , 1993

INITIAL RCR : 3.82 [Mn3/d)

OIL/GREASE T.S.S. PHm40Ls
ALUX. DEP. # of ALUM. DEP. # of

M
ALL0,4.DEP. # of ALIK%4.RANGE # of

(Kg/inn) SX@JR (Kg/inn) EXCTJR (Kg/nrm) EXCWR mm

747.538 0 2242.549 0 74.761 0 6.0-9.5 1

--------------....-...............----------------------------------------.......

747.538 0 2242.549 0 74.761 0 6.0-9.5 0
---------------............------------------------------------------------------

------------- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-.-.----.--.-_-.--

747.538 0 2242.549 0 74.761 0 6.0-9.5 0



Checklists on Microfiche
(in pocket on inside back cover)

A5.1

A5.2

A5.3

‘ A5.4

A5.5

A5.6

A5.7

A5.8

Storage of PCB Materia& Regulations Checklist

Pulp & Paper Mill Defoamer and Woodchip Regulations Checklist

Pulp & Paper Mill Effluents Chlorinated Dioxins and Furans Regulations Checklist

Pulp & Paper Efjluent Regulations Checklist

Antisapstain Facility Assessment Report Checklist

Wood Preservation Checklists:
A5.6.1 ACA Wood Preservation Facilities Assessment Inspection Form
A5.6.2 CCA Wood Preservation Facilities Assessment Inspection Form
A5.6.3 Creosote Wood Preservation Facilities Assessment Inspection Form
A5.6.4 Pentachlorophenol Wood Preservation Facilities Assessment

Inspection Form
A5.6,5 Pentachlorophenol Thermal Wood Preservation Facilities

Assessment Inspection Form

Municipal Sewage Treatment Plant Inspection Checklist

Export and Import of Hazardous Wastes Regulations Checklists
A5.8.1 Carrier Inspection Checklist
A5.8.2 Facility Inspection Checklist
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